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Dieter Hogaboam, Commnsation and Control: Silicosis in the Ontario Hardrock Minine Mustry, 
1921-1975. 

Silicosis, a disease of the lungs, was once comrnon in the gold and uranium mining 

communities of northem Ontario, notably Timmins, W a n d  Lake7 and Elliot Lake. The history of 

silicosis in Ontario's hardrock rnining indu- serves as a case study of the evolution of worker's 

compensation for occupational disease. It also illustrates the attitudes of labour, management, and 

govemment towards the compensation and prevention of occupatiod ilhess. Over t h e ,  silicosis 

policies became linked to the struggie over workers' control ofthe labour process. The failure to 

eliminate the disease from Ontano's mines was a catalyst for the enacmient of the province's first 

Occupational Health and Safety Act. 



A bstract 

Occupational health and safety is an undentudied aspect of Canadian labour history. 

This study examines the response of labour, management, and govemment in Ontario to 

silicosis, a lung disase once common among hardrock miners. Silicosis was the fint 

chronic lung di= covered by worken' compensation in Ontario and thus provides a usefùl 

esample of attitudes to the compensation and control of occupational illness. From these 

issues a common theme of workplace control emerges. Govemments, mining corporations. 

engineering and public health professionds, and miners al1 sou@ to have silicosis policies 

reRect their specific interests. Worken' compensation \vas damaging to the bottom line, but 

was a çodsend to incapacitated mine workers. It also forced managers to take measures to 

reduce the incidence of silicosis. 

At the same timr. cornpetitive pressures caused mining corporations to introducr a 

varie5 of technoIogica1 and managrial innovations which reduced the ability of mine 

worken to control the work process. The desire of managers to improve productivity 

through p a t e r  control of the workplace forced workers to find new ways of influencing 

their working lives. One of the solutions was to assert their right to participate as equal 

partners in heaith and safety. Managers resisted this demand on the basis that it interfered 

with their ability to run the mines. Governent aided the position of the corporations by 

advocating a laissez-faire approach to the replation of working conditions in the mining 

indusmr. As a result, policies for the compensation and control of silicosis minimized the 

cost of the disease to companies by placing the burden of responsibilit). with the miners. As 

the strength of the labour movement increased in the latter half of the hventieth centuy, the 

lingering presence of silicosis !vas eventually publicized, pressurinç the provincial 

governrnent to shift its support behind labour. The result of this development waç Ontario's 

fint comprehensive occupational heal th and sa fety leg'slation. 
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Chapter One: Introduction to Silicosis as an Occupational Disease 

"Have you seen the men, scores of them in every mining town, hobbling, haltingly on 

the streets, unable to walk many bloclis vithout a stop to rest, to cou& violently, and to draw 

in a new breath of air which seems to pas  through their lungs with painfbl difficulty?"' This 

dramatic image was conjured up for the readership of Union News7 a journal of the radical 

International Union of Mine, Mill, and Smelter Workers. Wowever, it k v a s  not the vision of 

an apocalyptic writer. Rather, the description would have been imrnediately recognizable to 

the residents of northem Ontario minhg toms. The men described were the victims of 

silicosis, an occupational disease that weakened the lungs of countless hardrock miners 

around the world, including those in Ontario. 

Vimially forgotten today outside of mining communities as recently as 1975 silicosis 

was grabbing headlines for its role in the dsaths of close to 2 000 Ontario minen during the 

middle yean of the twentieth century2 The emergence of silicosis ranks as one of the m a t  

industrial tragedies in Canadian history, yet it remains one of the least studied and publicized 

diseases of the lung This is likely because it was strictly a wvorkinç-class disease. The 

family and fnends of doctors, scientists, policy-rnakers, joumalists, and philanthropists did 

not contract silicosis as they did lung cancer or emphyserna, diseases which could also result 

from the worli environment. Silicotics lived in mining communities far away from the 

homes. oftices, and laboratories of those with the power to publicize and combat silicosis. 

For the minority re ylarly involved with silicosis, how a penon responded to the disease 

depended largely on one's occupational status, and by extension, one's class. Because of its 

isolation by ciass and geo=gaphy, silicosis only amacted the political and public spotlight in 

times of crisis, as happened in the 1920s, the late 1 950s7 and the early 1970s. The rest of the 

time. silicosis lurked in the darkness of northern mines and smelters, the focus of an intense 

battle between capital and labour to control not just the disease, but the production processes 

that gave birth to this dust dernon, 

1 In~emational Union of Mine. MiU. and SmeIter Workers. Sudbus and Tîrnrnins. "Real Facts about Silicosis in 
the Metal Minine Industry." Union News 3 (Novernber 1936): 8. 

For detailed uatinics. refer to  Appendà 1. 



Ii is the centrality of silicosis to the history of management-labour relations in mining 

that rnakes the examination of the disease pahcularly relevant to labour hinory. The 

responses of workers, managers, and policy-makers to the problems of silicosis can be used 

as a case study on the evolution of both worken' compensation for occupational disease and 

the struggle between capital and labour over worhplace control, particularly as these applied 

to the mining industry. Silicosis was the first chronic industrial disease to be compensated by 

the Workmen's Compensation Board of Ontario. In the domain of compensation policy. the 

efforts of labour were concentnted on broadening the definition of cornpensable silicosis and 

on improving benefits. This was done in an effort to place the burden for compensation costs 

on the mining corporations. In contrast. the mining cornpanies were concerned with 

minimizing their liability costs, a process which sought to shift the costs of indutrial disease 

onto the victims. The govemrnent sought to be a neetral mediator of the competing interests 

of worken and operators, but its representatives tended to side with capital against the 

working class, except in instances where the dernands and practices of mine operators shified 

costs onto the public sector. 

From 192 1 to 1975, the issues of health and safety in general. and silicosis in 

particular. were used by labour, management, and the Ontario govemment to reinforce their 

respective psitions over issues of workplace control. AI1 three acton were interested in 

slaying the silicosis demon: minen becaux they did not wkh to contract the disease. 

operators because they wmted to reduce their compensation cons, and government because 

it had a role to play in protecting its citizens and an interest in promoting industrial peace and 

econornic development. The ensuing struggle to control silicosis became linked to the 

broader struggle over workplace control. Miners demanded a _mater role in establishing and 

policinç health and safety regulations to stave off the atiack made on their autonomy by 

increased supervision and technological change. Silicosis became an important *evmce of 

miners that inspired a sense of occupational solidarity, at fint encouraging and Iater 

strengthening union orgamhîtion. At the same time, labour wanted management to fülfill its 

sel f-proclaimeci and legislated responsibility to provide a healthy working environment, 

instead of shifiing the costs and inconveniences of the disease ont0 the worken. The silicosis 

prevention efforts of mine operators favoured low cost soiutions that placed the onus for dut  



control on the worliforce. U%en dust levcls remaincd hi_& managers were eager to blame 

human hilties for the situation. Worker negligence was then used to argue against giving 

labour a voice in heaith and safety regulation and enforcement. When efforts to reduce the 

incidence of silicosis were successfûl, operators tmpeted it as a victory for the laissez-faire 

approach to health and d e t y  regulation. They maintained that management was fidfilling its 

responsibility for working conditions so well that progess would only be jeopardized by 

increasing the role of labour or the govemment in matten of health and safet).. For their 

part, policy-makers accepted th< arguments of capital and adopted a laissez-faire approach to 

h d t h  and safety issues, leavinç the responsibility for silicosis prevention with management, 

and issues of workplace control to the collective bargaining process. Eventually, the failure 

to prevent silicosis, as evidenced by the rising number of compensation cases. led to the 

enactment of Ontario's first comprehensive safety and health act in 1978. This was a major 

working class çictoy that gained labour a mandatory role in shaping the production process 

via rneasures to protect the health and safety of the industrial workforce. The dust demon 

helped bnng disrepute on the voluntav approach to health and safety, chasing it off the stage 

and hastening the curtain cal1 for silicosis. 

The compensation of occupational disease waas not only a matter of faimess to sick 

worken and their fimilies, it \vas also vital to efforts to reduce the incidence of occupational 

illnrss. The history of silicosis demonstrates that the voluntary approach to health and safety 

regdation was a failure from the beginning Voluntarism made management responsible for 

the design, implementation, and enforcement of measures to protect the health of the minin2 

industry's workforce. This responsibility was in direct opposition to management's 

rrsponsibility to enhance shareholder value by maximizing protits rhrough cos cutting and 

production increases. Managers were left to balance these conflicting responsibilities. Not 

surprisingly. profit maximization usually triumphed over health protection. Worken7 

compensation was the main reason that progress was made in the control of silicosis. This 

was because compensation assessments tumed occupational disease into a cost of production 

that needed to be minimized The most effective way to control compensation costs was to 

reduce the incidence of the compensable illness. Unfomuiately, unscrupulous managers tned 

to reduce costs by severely limiting compensation benefits and who was eligible for these 



benrfits. This practice not only resticted the number of men receiving compensation, it also 

reduced the need to spend money on disease prevention rneasures. Labour's response \vas to 

push employers to deal with si~icosis costs strictly through disease prevention measures, by 

demanding generous benefits for al1 silicotics and by demanding an equal role in efforts to 

prevent the disease. In this long-ninning class war, the governrnent held the balance of 

power. Neither side could win a battle and hold its ground without govemment support The 

ever changing of wu ensured that the govemrnent remained a capricious ally. 

The baitIe over silicosis in Ontario occuned within an indu- tainted by a temble 

history of industrial relations. In most industries, the relationships behveen management and 

labour were moderated by a sigiificant number of grey areas in which neither side was 

clearly in the right or wronç. This was not the case in mining, an indu* in which the 

capitalists and their managers personified evil. It was a rare instance when employees were 

treated as human beings rather han as cogs in the production process. H o m  were long 

wages were low, working conditions were danprous and unpleasa job security was non- 

existent, hkes wwe crushed by the coercive powers of the state, industrial legality \vas 

firrnly resined. and profits were usually enormous. 

Mining was one of the last industq groups to take advantage of Workrnen's 

Compensation Board funding to establish an accident prevention a~sociatton.~ During the 

Depression of the 1 WOs, shifi bosses sold jobs to desperate men." In the first ever session of 

col lective bargaining at Mclntyre Mines in 1 944, the company 's chief negotiator, Angus 

Campbell, refused to light the cisarette of a union member on the grounds that the only thing 

the union could expect "70 get frorn !bichtye for nothing is absolutely nothing. And that 

includes matches.'-' In a 1954 brief to the Spcial Cornmittee Appointed by the Ontario 

Legislaturc to Inquire into the Socio-Economic Problems of the Gold hGning 1ndu.stx-y in 

Ontario, the United Steelworkers revealed that in the Timmins gold mines, the work week 

waas eight hom longer than the developing Ontario average and that persona1 incomes were 

the third lowest in Ontario, thirty percent below the level thought necessaxy for a family to 

' Ontario. Workmen's Compensation Board Annual Report. 1 97 1, 13. 
Bob Miner. Miner's Life: Bob lfiner and Union h a n i z i n c  in Timmins. Kirkland Lake and Sudhu~.  ed U ' a y e  

Robens (Hamilton, Onr . : Labour Snidies Programme. hlcklaster University. 1 979 j. 3 4 .  
hlier. Miner's Life. 13. 



live cornforiably. nie brief accused the cornpamks of subsidizing thz mining of low grade 

ores and stock speculation with sub-standard working conditions and govemment aid.' 

Union officials involved in a 1953 gold industry strike were blacklisted by the companies 

well into the late 1950s. As the rest of the industrialized world began to provide electric 

lights in mines during the 1960s and 1970s, Ontario miners continued to work in a darkness 

penetrated ody by helmet lights.' In 1975, mining employed 1.4 percent of the Canadian 

labour force, yet the industry was responsible for 57.5 percent of deaths related to 

occupational diseases.' ïhese examples illustrate the disregard and contempt with which 

wvorkers were treated and convey a sense of the environment in which the history of silicosis 

was made. 

As an occupational disease, silicosis cm be classified as a health and safety issue. As 

one of the firn cornpensable industrial diseases, it also serves as a case study in the operation 

of the Workmen's Compensation ~ o a r d . ~  Occupational health and safety forms an important 

component of modem labour legislation, union activity, and corporate human resources 

policy. Yet in Canada, liale has k e n  witten on the history of health and safety in the 

workplace or the related subject of worker's compensation. One notable exception is the 

work of Eric Tucker. His midy of occupational health and safety laws in tum of the centuq 

Ontario ewmines the evolution of factoq legislation and worker's compensation fiom a 

market-based systern of regulation to a qstem of state regulation. He concludes that laws 

regulating workplace health and safety were vague and weakly enforced, providing 

employeen wvith littie incentive to improve conditions. It hoped tbat the mandatory 

liability cons of workefs compensation would provide the financial pressure necessary to 

inspire refbnns. Perhaps mnst relevant to this study is Tuckeis observation that new 

technologies and work processes were not inherently dangerous, but that much of the danger 

6 Wayne Roberts. Preface to Miner's Life: Bob Miner and Union û n g n h s  in Timmins. Kirkland Lake and 
Sudbug, by Bob Miner (Hamilton, Ont.: Labour Studies Programme, McMaster University, 1979). i. 
7 hliner. hiiner's Life, 16; Julian Hayashi, "W million urged for mine research," London Free Press, 18 J a n u q  
1975. A 0  FI 352-2-0-13, O M  Papers, Royal Commission on the Health and Safety of Worken in Mines. 
' Wallace Clment. Hardrock Minine - Industrial Relations and Techno~oucal C h e s  at Inca (Toronto: 
McClelland and Stewart. 198 1 ). 22 1 . 

During the period studied. the compensation board was h o w n  by its masculine appellation. For hiuorical 
accuraq. Workmen's Compensation Board 4 1  be used throughout the paper. 



resulted fiom mwement  decisions IO limit capital and operating costs at the expense of a 

safe and healthy work environment. If' 

If dangerous and unhealthy conditions were the product of management decisions, 

the same was tnie of improvements to the working environment, according to the economist 

Mark Aldrich. In his recent study of the Safety Fim movement which developed in the 

1920s, Aldrich argues that the interest of employen in work safety was shaped by three 

public policy approaches to the problem: the regdatory approach, the voluntaq approach 

and the replacement of employcn' liability law with workers' compensation. These extemal 

pressures forced managers to concennate on improving work safety. It was only wlth 

management's interest in occupational safety that conditions began to irnprove. As 

management took control of the d e t y  agenda, the role played by worken was diminished " 

David Rosner and Gerald Markowitz argue penuasively that issues of occupational 

health and d e t y  were issues of class. Their study of the Worliers' Health Bureau of 

Arnenca, which hnctioned fiom 192 1 to 1928, examines how a group of radical middle 

class women promoted health and safity as a class issue in response to the failure of 

governments and industry groups to take action towards improving wvorking conditions. 

Rejecting the al leged neutrality of technical experts, the Bureau argued that scienti fic 

linowledge should be used to benefit workers. It \vas the Amencan Federation of Labour 

which hurried the demise of the Bureau by urging locals to wvithdraw fiom mzmbership in 

the Bureau. It is believed the AFL opposed the Bureau's radical conception of unions as a 

social and class movement, ratha than simply as representatives of the memben of a 

panicular trade. The fact thai many uorkrs supported the efforts of the Health Bureau 

suggests that not a11 workers shared the AFL's conservative views.'' 

The argument presented by Rosner and Marko\vitz is rejected by the sociologia 

Julian Go In. who in an attempt '70 transcend the explanatory limits of previous 

'O Eric Tucker, Admininerine Danger in the Workplace: The L w  and Politics of Ocniriational Health and Safery 
Recdation in Ontario. 1850-19 14 (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, IWO). For example, see pages 4, 19, 
193E. 207 
' ' Mark Aldrich Safety Fim - TechnoIopu. Labor. and Business in the Buildis of Arnerican Work S a f i .  1870- 
1939 (Baltimore: John Hopkins University Press. 1997),2-7. - 
" David Romer and Gwald Marliowitz " S a f -  and Health on the Job as a Class Issue: 7he Workers* Heahh 
Bureau of .hierica in the 1920s." Science and Socim; XLim (%inter 1984-85) 466-82. 



approaches,-' argues that the Amencan stniggle for worken' compensation cannot be ueated 

as an issue of class because the various sides changed their positions in different socio- 

economic environmenîs and fomed crossclass alliances. instead Go argues that social 

problems were discunively constructed or h e d  in the course of everyday experience and 

interaction. He then goes on to show how different socio-econornic groups arrived at the 

same position for different reasons. It is unclear fiom his article wvhy class positions cannot 

change with circurnstances. based on what is most advantageous to a particular class at a 

particular point in tirne. Nor is it clear why the formation of cross-class alliances cannot be 

made if the groups in question find it advantageous to the advancement of their particular 

class interests. Go continuously descnbes class positions to demonstrate that such an 

explanatoty approach to the histoiy of health and safety is inadequate, rendering his position 

somewhat contradictoq. '' 
First described by Pliny. silicosis ma\: be an ancient diseaçe, but the historiography of 

the condition is not. The histoty of silicosis in Canada has not yet been witten. The 

situation is better in the United States, where several historians have recently studied 

silicosis. In two very similar articles, James Foster finds evidence that silicosis was a major 

health concern for western hardrock minen and a factor in the propensity to sm'ke. He also 

provides examples of corporate resistance to safer mining practices and worker's 

compensation legislation. " In his book on the grassroots health care efforts of the Western 

Federation of Minen, Aian Denckson points out that silicosis kilied more minen betwen 

1890 and 1930 than al1 mine accidents cornbined For this reason, silicosis \vas an important 

factor in the union's efforts to both help sick minen and improve health conditions in the 

mines. !' The prolitic team of David Rosner and Gerald Markowîu argues that the discovery 

and definition of silicosis \vas as much a social process as a scientific one. Silicosis emerged 

as an important issue for labour in the 193Os, when unemployed workers sought 

13 Juiian Go III, "bentins Industrial Accidents and Their Insurance - Discourse and Workers' Compensation in 
the United States, 1880s-19 1 Os," Social Science Hinory 20 (Fail 19%): 40 1-38. It is unclear why industrial 
accidents had to be invented when thq were a M y  reality of the workplace. 
'' James C. Foster. *'Western Miners and Silicosis: The Scourge of the Underground Toiler. 1 8% 1943 ," 
Industrial and Labour Relations Review 37 (19û4): 371-85; James C. Foster, "The Western Dilemma: Miers, 
Silicosis. and Compensation." Labor History 26 ( 1  985): 268-87. 
15 Aian Derickson Workers' Health Worken' Democraq - The ivestem hlïmers' Strugde. 189 1 - 1925 (Ithaca. 
Corne11 University Press. 1988). 39. 1 57. 



compensation as an econornic strateg in the absence of social welfare. WorkerYs 

compensation carne to be seen as a reliable alternative to the determination of compensation 

entitlement by the court system. Rising compensation Settlements led management and the 

insurance industry to look to compensation as a meam of controlling liability costs. I 6  

Silicosis fim reached epidemic proportions in South mca. Elaine Katz examines 

the development and response to silicosis in Witwatersrand fiom 1 886- 19 10. Katz reports 

that dust elimination measures were first proposed in 1907, but littie had k e n  done by 19 10, 

as the Chamber of Mines continued to deny that silicosis was a problem. A new era began in 

19 1 1, when the disease became cornpensable. Katz contends that the increased dust 

generated by mechanized drills was not the cause of silicosis, rather the tnie causes were the 

labour processes of mass production and the working conditions tolerated by managers and 

mine owners. These conditions were endured because of the dominance of the mine owners 

over the life and politics of the Rand. in addition, powemil people and institutions remained 

indifferent to a disease confined to the working class. The menace of silicosis and the 

insecurity it caused helled miner radicalism." 

Begiming in the 1970s. studies began to appear on the history of workplace control. 

These studies were closely connected with the efforts of some historians to expand the 

boundanes of labour history from their institutional focus on unions and industrial legality to 

encompass the whole range of working-class life, including the ways in which worliing life 

combined with relationships and activities beyond the workplace to fom a distinctive 

workinç-class culture. In çeneral, historians of workplace control agree that in the late 

nineteeenth and early twentieth centuries* economic pressures compelled capitalists and 

managers to reduce their dependency upon the skills and knowledge of the workforce. 

Managers sought to increase the discipline and productivity of their employees by asserting 

their own nght to tontrol workplace activities. They attempted to accomplish this, with 

16 David Rosner and Gerald Markowitl k d l v  Dust - Silicons and the Politics of Occu~ational Disease in 
Twentieth-Century herica (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1991 ), 9-1 O. Rosner and Markowitz do the 
best job of brin& together the elements of medical histov and labour hiaoq evident in the smdy of süicosis. 
" Elaine Katz The White Death - Silicosis on the Wiwatenrand Gold Mies (Johannesburg: Winvatenrand 
University Press, 1993). 4- 10 The similarities between the history of siticosis in the United States. South fia 
and Canada are overwhelniing and sugest that the dictates of capitalism are far more powerfül than any national 
charact eristics. 



mixed success, through scientific management, whch increased the mechanization of the 

worlqlace and divided the sliills of crafisrnen into many smaller, specialized steps that 

managers could novices to perform quickly. Even where ski11 levels remained relatively 

intact, the increased use of machines allowed managea to dictate the Face of production 

instead of the workers. However, worken did not acquiesce to the new factory environment 

without offering resistance. Tradespeople had long based work practices upon the customs 

of their particular craft. As deskilling made it more dificult to enforce traditional practices 

by simply WMholding one's labour, a variety of new strategies were developed by workers, 

skilled and unskilled, seeking to assert their right to detemine working conditions. These 

included the formation of unions, through which wage earners sought to negotiate such 

basics as wages, work rules, and hours of work. When these efforts met with limited success: 

many workers looked beyond the workplace to the reform of society advocated by socialists 

and other radical reformers. Unfortunately, econornic hardship. new personnel management 

techniques designed tu weaken unions and class solidarity7 and state support for capital 

ensured that labours' efforts to resist subordination were usually wuccessful. However, a 

legacy of conflict was also created by these struggles over control of the workplace. '" 
A few studies on workers' control specific to the Canadian mining industxy have 

been undertaken. As it took longer for mechanization and scientific management to 

penetrate the mining indus@ than in other industries, minen did not have to cope with 

management3 encroachrnent on traditional practices until the 1920s. In a study of C a p  

Breton coal rniners in the 1920s, David Frank documents the potver over working conditions 

exercised by the rninen on account of their much needed skills and the strong sense of 

solidarity they derived fiom a combination of pride in their trade and the harsh conditions 

underground. Their skills and solidarity played an important role in labour-management 

" The situation in the United States is e..amined in detail by David Montgomery in Worken' Comml in America - 
Studies in the Histow of Work TechnoIom. and Labor S~IUQJZ&S (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 
1979) and in his irnpressive The Fall of the House of Labor - The WoAylace. the State. and Amencan Labor 
Actitism 1 865- 1 925 (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1987). My criticisrn of Montgomery is that he 
seems to place too much emphasis on rnethods of scientific management at the arpense of new production 
technologies introduced on accoum of this ideology. Managers had long been ignored, but machines driving the 
Pace of production could not be resisted as easify. nie best studies of the struggle for workers' control in Canada 
remain Bryan D. Palmer. A Culture in Conflict - Skilled Workers and Industrial Capitalism in Hamilton Ontario, 
1 860- 1 9 14 (Montreal: McGiIl-Queen's University Press, 1 979) and Gregos, S. Kealey, Toronto Workers 
Respond to Industrial Capitdisrn 1867-1 892 (Toronto: University of Toronto Press. 1980). 



conflicts of the time, enabling minen to ctke radical actions and to propose radical solutions 

in resistance to management efforts to r&ce their traditional autonomy. Frank argues that 

the quest for forma1 control over the worhplace manifested itself most persistently in concem 

over health and safety. '' 
In a thorough study of changing work processes in the 1960s and 1970s at Inco, the 

giant nickel and copper mining Company, Wallace Clement documents how management 

used technology to weaken the power of a well-paid and radical workforce that ûaditionally 

exercised considerable autonomy over the labour process. Mechanization fiagmented the 

labour process, thus reducing the skills required by minea to perfonn their increasingly 

specialized jobs. Worken easier to train were a h  easier to replace. In addition. 

management was able to shrink the size of the worMorce considerably, decreasing labour 

costs per unit of output Mechanization also made it easier to rnonitor the productivity of 

individual worken, which was a shifi nom earlier times in which supervision w s  minimal 

despite harsh discipline. However, the bonus syçtem continued as a method of maximizing 

each worker's output. The bonus qstem and mechanization were blamed for causing the 

majonty of workplace accidents, yet any attempt by labour to gain a voice in the 

determination of a safe work environment was resisted as an infringement of management 

rights. Clement demonstrates that issues of health and safety were hijacked by the politics of 

industrial relations, as the union used health and &et): disputes to implçment slow downs 

and management used protective niles to extend its social control over worken." 

Silicosis, a forrn of pneumoconiosis, is a fatal lung disease comrnon in hardrock 

miners, foundry worken, metal polishen and grinders, and Stone cutters caused by the 

inhalation ofsîlica dua particles from rninerals such as quark, flint, and chalcedony. These 

substances occur among other minerais such as go14 silver, coppcr, lead, and zinc. Only 

dust particles between 0.5 microns and 5 microns in size can lead to silicosis. Smaller 

particles are filtered out by the body, while larger particles have dif'culty passing through 

the mucus membrane. The disease \vas an occupational hazard among minen with a history 

l9 David Frank "Contested Terrain: Worken' Conrol in the Cape Breton Cod Mines in the 1920s," in On the 
Job. Confiontins the Labour Process in Canada. eds. Craig Huon and Robert Storey (Kingston and Montreal: 
McGiII-Queen's University Press. 1986). 102-23. 
2'1 Clement. Hardrock Mninq -dly 83, 156-62.22 1.23 1-50. 



reaching bact centuries, but in the twentieth century the occmni-, . -ilicosis was 

exacerbated by technological change." With the advent of mechmi m a n ,  si1 icosis 

presented a senous threat to the health of the underground workforce. 

Medical researchea have divided silicosis into three stases. During the first stage, 

small phcles of silica are retained in the broncha1 tree. Phagocytes engulf the particles and 

move them into the channels of the lymphatic system, where a reaction causes them to 

poison the imrnediate area of the system. This leads to a thickening of tne channel and its 

associated arteries as defensive scar tissue grows. The damage has 1 iale immediate effect on 

the functioning of the lung and is not noticeable in ordinary x-rays. AAer the I p p h  channels 

have k e n  blocked and new silica particles can no longer be removed From the lung, the 

disease moves into a second stage. The new particles clump together in the lung and imtate 

it, causing a &y cough. In addition, shortness of breath becomes a probkm. The third and 

final stage of silicosis is characterized by a deterioration in the funchonhg of the lung and 

severr difficulties in breathing. As weakened lungs become susceptible ro other diseases, the 

deterioration process proceeds and accelerates. Death could corne within ten yean of the 

initial esposure to silica dust or the disease could hide its presence for oier twenty years. 

Many minen with silicosis died h m  emphysema, bronchitis, or pneurnmia, but most 

succumbed to a form of tuberculosis known as silico-tuberculosis. Tubercufosis \vas a 

coinmon complication of silicosis that could occur at any stase of the disease. Those with 

political influence long denied that silicosis was responsible for tuberculosis, as tuberculosis 

could be acquired by non-silicotics as well. Since silicosis frequently became disabling with 

the onset of tuberculosis. the blurred links between the hvo conditions wre used to deny 
7 'I 

workers- compensation to silicones.-- 

The lung diseases of miners have ken  linlied to dust since 3t l e s t  the first centwy 

AD, when they were descnbed by Pliny. However, it was not u t i l  the 1860s that the 

difference was undentood between tuberculosis, lung diseases c a u 4  by the inhalation of 

dust, and silicosis. It \vas the German scientist Friedrich Albert \on d?crAer who first used 

- - - - - - .- 

" Foster, 'The Western Dilemma," 273-4. -- -- Foster. The Western Dilemma," 273-4: Francis H Y Green and Val Vdl' r- 
inhaied Silica" in Silica and SiIica-Induced Lune Diseases. eds. Crincent Castr-- 
E Wallace ( B o a  Raton: CRC Press. 1996). 5 1. 
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die term pneurnoconiosis to stress that there were a vaiety of lung diseases caused by d u t  

inhalation. in 1870. the lung disese caused by tbe inhalation of free siliça was labelled as 

s i  ~icosis.'~ 

The incidence of silicosis increased rapidly after 1890 as a result of technological 

changes which occurred as part of the Second Industrial Revolution. Power hydraulic drills 

replaced hand tools. These drills not only produced more dust than hand drills, but they 

produced smaller dust particles of the size which entered and rernained in the lungs. The 

finer dust also took longer to sedie. In addition, dynamite replaced black powder for 

blasting. The dynamite propelled dust particles farther, so each miner \vas breathing not only 

his d u s  but the d u t  created by other minen. These procedures sped up the process of 

extracting minerals fiom the rock, but corresponding advancements were not made in how 

the minerals were moved. To keep pace with the extraction process, shovellers had to work 

faster than they had before. While shovellen had previously moved between 32 000 and 3 8 

000 pounds of rock per day, they began to move a phenornena175 000 to 100 000 pou& 

each day? The increased activity s h e d  up more dust than before and increased respiration 

rates (and the number of particles inhaled), so shovellers were also affrcted. Other practices 

also increased dust levels: miners ffequently cleared clogged drill holes by blasting them out 

with srna11 dynamite charges or by blowing them clear wÎth compressed air? 

The rise in the number of silicotics led to new midies on the causes and prevention of 

the affiiction. A ground-breaking study was released in England in 19 10. Wfiaen by J.S. 

Haldans and RA.  Thompson, it isolated silica dwt as the c a w  of most mininç disease 

amonç Comish miners. The study was reported and praised in mining joumals throu@out 

the English-speaking world, while public health officiais began to cal1 for dust reduction 

mesures in mines? This indicates that mechanical dnlling was introduced into the 

23 Foster. "The Western D i l e m "  268-9. 
24 Gerald Markowitz and David Romer. "'The Street of Walking h t h ' :  Silicosis. Health. and Labor in the Tri- 
State Regioq 1900- 1950," Journal of American History 772 (1 990): 529. 
i< 

'- Alan Derickson "Federal intervention in the Joplin Silicosis Epidmic, 19 1 1 - 19 16," Bulletin of the History of 
MediMe 62 ( 1  988): 239-40. Althou& the above changes in the work process are taken fiom .4rnerican sources, 
it cm be assurnecl that similar changes were underway in Ontario. although the timing may have been delayed 
Siinilarities berween Ontario and the United States can be found throughout this paper. 
'6 ~oner.  The Western Dilemma" 274. Chapter Two and the Appmdk of Katz The %te Death alro offer an 
e.ucellent discussion of the medicd aspects of silicosis. 



hardrock mines of Ontario around the same time that the cause of silicosis \vas discovered 

and that amreness was increased about how to reduce the incidence of the disease. There is 

no evidencc however, that dust control rneasures were introduced in Ontario prior to the 

1920s. 

Silicosis was long afiliated with tuberculosis. In recent years, evidence has emerged 

to Iink silica dust to elevated levels of lune cancer arnong worken exposed to the dust. 

However, because of the various substances indusuial workers were exposed to, researchers 

had difficuity separating the effects of silica and silicosis fiom the confounding influences of 

known carcinogens such as radon daughter products and tobacco. Despite this difficulty. 

further studies concluded that iung cancer risk \kas increased in worken esposed to silica 

and not just those also expsed to known carcinogens. It was also noted that the increased 

lung cancer risk among dust workers u s  concentrated in those who actually developed 

silicosis. Saicosis was an wusual condition in that the probable carcinogen (silica) acted 

mainly on people sufiering From another respiratory disease caused by the same agent. A 

study of Ontario workers granted compensation for silicosis between 1925 and 1975 found 

that throughout the time period. these men experienced a decreased life espectancy and those 

receiving compensation awards prior to 1960 also had lung cancer mortaiity rates hisher than 

the general population. Hoivever, the influence of smoking on the lung cancer rate of 

silicotics was unknown. The study conciuded that because lung cancer mortalih rates w r e  

elevated among full-time underground gold miners, mixed-ore miners, and uranium miners, 

it \vas possible that some factor associated ivith environmental conditions underground may 

have k e n  rdaicd to hame of the lung cancers.'' 

The iinks between workplace control and occupational disease are well presented in 

a traditional mining Song popularized by the musical goup Cowboy.J~~i~kies: 

" Joseph Fr- f o w d  io Silia. Süicosis. and Cancer - Controumy in Occupational Medicine. eds Da~id  
F. Goldsmith Deborah M. W m  and Cad M. Shy (New York: fraeger, 1986), i; L. Simonato and R Saracci. 
"Epidemiological Aspects of the Relationship Benveen Exposure to Silica Dust and Lung Cancer," in 
Occupational Euposure to Silica and Cancer Risk eds. L. Simonato et al. (Lyon: htemational Agency for 
Research on Cancer. 1990). 4: M.M. Finkelstein et ai.. "Follow-up of Mnen and Silicotics in Ontario." in Silicq 
Silicosis and Cancer - Controvtmy in Ocnioational hiedicine. eds. Dabid F. Goldsmith Deborah hl. N h .  and 
Cd M Shy f iew York: Praeger. 1986). 322-5. 



On the line boys; on the line boysr 
Drill your holes and stand in line, 

'Till the shift boss cornes to tell you, 
You must drill her out on time. 

Can't you feel the rock dust in your lungs, 
ItTIl cut down a miner when he is still Young. 

Two yean and the silicosis takes ho14 
And I feel like I'rn dying from mining for gold. 

Yes, I feel like I'm dying from mining for go~d.'" 

' k O w  boy lunkier "Mning for Gold." f?om The Trinip Session. arranyed by James Gordon BMG Music 
Canada 1 988. 



Chapter Two: Silicosis in Ontario to 1939 

The debates surrounding silicosis in Canada pnor to the Second World War were 

significantly different from those in the United States. The historiography indicates that in 

the United States, silicosis was linked to the smiggle for compensation of industrial diseases. 

in Canada, pdcularly in Ontario, where silicosis wvas cornpensable before it became a 

senous problem, the debate revolved around the evolution and implementation of measures 

for the control of silicosis and the compensation of silicotics. However, in both countries, 

employers were reluctant to accept the consequences of silicosis as a cost of production. 

They preferred to see it as an occupational risk accepted by the empioyee. 

If the effort to deal with silicosis in Ontario hardrock mines between 192 1 and i339 

was a matter of li fe and death, it was also an issue of worhplace control. The responses of 

management, of officiais from the Department of Mines, the Department of Heaith, and the 

Workments Compensation Board, and of minen were shaped by distinct occupational 

statuses. Each group attempted to shape silicosis policy to suit its class-based agenda. This 

caused the devzlopment and implernentation of silicosis policy to be a topdoun procrss that 

placed a disproportionate share of the costs and inconveniences on miners, mainiy because of 

the refusal by mininç companies to accept silicosis as a cost of production. For this reason, 

the minen opposed much of the legislation as they stniggled to involve themselves in the 

polic-making process and to pas  the costs of silicosis back to the corporations. These 

processes were evident in the evolution of wrorker's compensation policy and in efforts to 

prevent silicosis. 

Compensating Silicosis 

In 19 1 1, light harnmer drills known as "wldow-makersw' came into widespread use in 

the hardrock mines of Ontario. "Widow-rnakers" contaminated the air wiih fine dm 

particles, and as the label suggests, this dust caused fatal lung diseases in miners.' From this 

Dous Baldwin, "A Smdy in Social Control. The Lie ofthe Silver Miner in Northem Or~tario.'~ Labour / Le 
Travailleur 2 (1 977). 92. 



time fontard, silicosis presented a threat to the heakh of the underground workforce. This 

date coincided closely w i t h  the Gdely discussed Haldane report released in 19 10. Hoivever, 

the absence of dust wntrol measures in Ontario prior to the 1910s suçgests that the wamings 

of the scientific comrnunity wvere not heeded by those responsible for the province's rapidlg 

expanding minerd industry. 

While preventive measures were slow in coming to Ontario, the introduction of 

compensation for minen' iung diseases  vas not Ln 19 11, an act of the provincial legislature 

created the Workmen's Compensation Board of Ontario. With this act, Ontario became one 

of the fint jurisdictions in North Arnenca to replace employer's liability law with a 

bureaucratie system of compensating injured worken or the families of workers killed on the 

job.' The initial legislation only covered injuq or deatb not occupational disease. Three 

yean later, several indumial diseases were çnnted compensable stanis, including miners' 

phthisis, a genrnc tem for the various lung diseases of miners where tuberculosis \vas 

present Minen' phthisis was the only one of the compensable indushial diseases that \vas 

chronic in nature, as disability from lead and arsenic poisoning \vas temporary - when not 

fatal.' This study shows that silicosis Bas arguably the most controwrsial occupational 

disease for many yean. This s t a t u  likefy derived from the p a t e r  cost of long-term 

disability paynents granted to silicotics. 

Little is known about the decision to include industrial diseases in the Worhen's 

Compensation Act because the archival records of the Ontario Department of Mines and 

Depariment of Labour are spane prior to the 1920s. It is known that the fint case of minen' 

phtbisis \vas not coiiipenwtd untii 192-1.' Froin this it can be asswncd thar the inclusion of 

minen' lmg diseases did not retlect an emermng crisis. instead, the legslation might be 

For a discussion of employer's liabüiv law and the market regulation of compensation for injured workers, xe 
Chapter 3 in Eric Tucker, Administerine Danger in the Workplace: The Law and Politics of Occu~ational Heaith 
and Safetv Rwlation in Ontario. 1850- 19 14 (Toronto: University of Toronto Press. 1990). The American 
system. which was very similar to the Canadian one. is reviewed in Marc Aldrich Safery First - TechnoIoeu, 
Labor. and Business in the Buildina of Amencan Work Safety. l88û-l%9 (Baltimore: John Hopkins University 
Press, 1997). 3 1. 

Ontario. Workmen's Compensation Board, Annual Report. 19 16.28. 
' J.G. Cunningham, nSiiicosis in Canada" Silicosis. Records of the Intemarional Conference Hdd at 
Johannesbure - South Atnca. Aurrust 1 3-27. 1 930. Intentational Labor Oftice, 3 1 7. Mer completing my rec;earch 
1 became aware that the WCB was origindly the responsibility of the Attorney-General. so some early records 
may be in the files ofthe Attorney-Generd's Office presen.ed at the Archives of Ontario. 



classified a5 pri>a&e. Perhaps the publicity silicosis was begiming to receive in mining and 

public heairn ~ournais created concem in Ontario that similar problems might soon emerge in 

the province's oung mining induçtry. However, this would seem to be contradicted by the 

fact that as m I y  as 1 9 1 1, hydradic drills were labelled as g~dow-maken."s 

If miners seemed to believe that dust was killing their co-worken pnor to the 1920s, 

they did not him to the governent or the mining cornphes for assistance. Mluenced by 

the self-help and mutual aid principles of the Western Federation of Miners, the locals 

of northem Ontario cared for their ailing rnembers with financial and emotional support to 

memben unable to worlc The ideology of self-help formed part of a sûategy to counter the 

growing power ofthe mine operators, as mechanization and wage labour reduced the 

traditional independence of the workforce." 

In 1 97 1, Dr. J.H. Elliot reported that si licosis was present among the miners of 

Ontario. Elliot's conclusion was based on the results of a study conducted on underground 

workers in the Porcupine operations of Hollinger Consolidated Gold Mines. The midy 

exmined elevrn men who had each worked in the Porcupine mines for over seven years and 

who had no other exposure to silica dust Three of these men were found to have aidence of 

silicosis, indicatine that the disease \vas present in Ontario. By 1930, one of the men 

identified had died from third-stage silicosis, complicated with tukrculosis. The other two 

had advanced h m  the first to the second stage of the disease.' This suggests that the 

advancernent of silicosis was much slower in Ontario than in South Afnca and parts of the 

United States. The slower Pace is likely explained by a lower silica content in the rocks of 

Ontario mines. II also explains in part why silicosis appeared in Ontario much later than in 

ot her mirmg juridictions.' 

Baldwin, 92. 
6 Alan Derickson. M ' d m '  Health Workm' Oemocracv - The Western Miners' Stmgde, - 1891-1 925 (ithaca 
C o d  Univerutu Press. 1 988). 2 -2. 
' Cunningham 'Silic& in Canada" 3 18. EUiot's reailts were reported in the October 1924 issue of the 
Canadian Meclicai .-ation Journal. 
* Mentorandm on the report of Dr. J. Michael Smith. 1977. Archives of Ontario (AO) RGI 3-2 1 -0-45, Ontario 
Dmartment of 3ljws Mines Inspection Branch Silicosis File (hereafter referred to simply as the Silicosis Fde) 
T'hi quarrz ccmen: in the mines i t  Sudbury and Cobalt warj mirnateci to be amund 10 p e r m  while the content 
at Porcupine and ~~d Lake was estimatecf to be around 50 percent. This contrasts wth a quartz content of 
up to 95-prceni iri m e  South .4f?ican sold mines. 



The 192 1 findings begat a f l u q  of activity to determine how widespread silicosis 

was in Ontario. lt appears that the initiative to midy silicosis came from ofticials in the 

Division of Lndusûiai Hygiene. ui a memorandurn dated 19 January 19-6, J. Cunningham, 

the director of the Division of Industrial Hygiene, recornmended permission be granted to 

extend the Porcupine silicosis swey, undertaken in 1925, to other mining areas in northem 

~ n t a ~ o . ~  It is not clear if the mine operaton played a role in initiating the studies, but they 

desente credit for cooperating. Mine managers arranged for the esaminations to be 

conducted on Company time and provided office space to the Deparmient of Health's 

investigaton. '" Corporate cooperation with governent officiais becarne common as the 

nvo parties tied to cope with the issue. Corporate goodwill gained mine officiais an 

important role in shaping silicosis policy. To maintain the spirit of cooperation. pvemment 

oficials rarely moved beyond moral swsion to enforce the inadequate legislation that the 

corporations allowed the governent of Ontario to enact. A similar pattern of cooperation 

and moral suasion developed in the United  tat tes.' ' 
Cunningham's request to expand his division-s actiiities \vas ganted and, in 1916, 

silicosis surveys werr conducted in the four main mining areas of the province: Porcupine. 

Kirkland Lake, Cobalt, and Sudbury. The studies were conducted by employees from the 

Division of Indumial Hygiene and the Tuberculosis Division of the provincial Department of 

Health. The sumqs rxarnined miners with more than five years underground esperience in 

the specific district who had not been exposed to silica dust in any other mining area, 

although a few \ h o  had worked elsewhere were also included. The results of the s w e y  are 

reported in Table 1. Thev indicated that silicosis was or could someday become a serious 

problem in the gold mining camps of Porcupine and KirkJand Lake. The silver mines of 

Cobalt and the nickel mines of Sudbury showed evïdence of silicosis, but not to the same 

extent as the other two areas. In 1926, mines had been operating for 3 1 years in Sudbury, 22 

years in Cobalt, 14 ycan in Porcupine, and 8 years in Kirkland Lake. In Porcupine, the 

Mernorandum f?om J. Cunningham Director, Division of Industrial Hygiene to Dr. Be& Deputy hliniçter of 
Health, 19 Januaq 1926, .A0 RG 13-2 1442,  Silicosis File. 
'O Ibid. 
' ' Aan Derickson, "Federal Intervention in the JopIin Silicosis Epidemic. 19 1 1-1 9 16," BuIIetin of the Hjston of 
hiedecine 62 ( 1988): 24 1. 



average length of e s ~ s u r e  rangeci fiom nine to ten years.'' It \vas txpected that as the 

Ontario mining industry aged, the number of men with silicosis would increase as they 

accumulated dica dust in their lungs. I3  The few cases of silicosis present in Sudbury and 

Cobalt were seen to be caused by individual susceptibility to even a srnall amount of silica 

dust ' " This view of individual wceptiiility would fiequently reappear in fuhire Iegislative 

attempts to limit the eligibility for employment in Ontario mines. 

Table 1 - Silicosis Survey Results fiom 1935 and 1926 

Mining area 

Porcupine 

Kirkland 
Lake 

Cobat t 

Sudbw 

# of 
subjects 

236 

280 

398 

306 

Stage of 
silicosis* 

antepriman; 
primas. 

seconday 
anteprimav 

primaq 
secon* 

anteprimary 
secondas, 

anteprimary 

+ of cases 
l l th  

silicosis 

29 
9 
8 
1 I 
3 

3 - 
6 
1 
6 

Avg. years 
of exposure 

in area 

9 
9 
10 
3 

nia 
m'a 
11 
12 
7 

Avg years 
of exposure 
elsewhere 
in Ontario 

Source: J.G. Cu~inghain. "Silicosis in Canadà' 3 19. 
*The secondary stage is the most senous and the ante-prirnary stag is the least serious. 

One aspect of the silicosis controveny not clearly answered by the available 

historical sources is who proposrd placing the disease under the jurisdiction of the 

Avg. years 
of exposure 
outside of 
Ontario 

1 
O 
4 
5 

nia 
unknown 

6 
O 
3 - 

Workmen's Compensation Board. In the 1950s and 1960s, mine operaton claimed credit for 

this wvorking-class \ icioi).. While this hast can neither be proved or disprovzd, 

conternpomy sources suggest that the industry came to over-estimate its leadership, 

confùsing consent with initiative. In none of the sources exainined are the mining cornpanies 

credited nith obtaining worken' compensation for silicosis. It was at a meeting on 5 

February 19-6 that Ontario's minister of mines, Charles McCrea, informed industry 

" Cunnin&am Siiids in Canada- 3 19-20. 
" J. Curmiqham io Dr. Bel  19 January 1926. A 0  RG13-21-0-42. Silicosis File. 
1.1 Cunningham "Silicosis in Canada," 32 1.  



representatives that the governrnent intended to ciraft a compensation lai- for silicosis. Odv 

at this point was input h m  the mine operators req~ested '~ In a speech to the Timmins 

branch of the Kiwanis club in July 1926, the silicosis exipert Dr. Haig discussed the removal 

of silicotic worken from mines as a means of anesting the development of silicosis and 

noted this m a s  the aim of the Workmen's Compensation Board in developing a 

compensation policy. Dr. Haig also praised the Department of Health for its interest in 

midqing the disease. Finally, the mine ownm and managers were commended by the doctor 

for their cooperation - not their It is more likely that the indmtry, upon realizing 

that silicosis was a problem, drcided its best interests Iay in cooperating with the 

govemment. Uncompensateci, silicosis could have posed a future liability problem as sick 

workers sued their former employen. In addition, any attempt by the firms to ignore the 

problem would have given the Mine Workers' Union of Canada ammunition in its stalled 

oqaniùng drive. There wodd also have b e n  the risk that any negative publicity for 

corporate inaction could have forced the government to act against corporate interests. It w a s  

probably deemed better to participate in the design of a provincial silicosis policy than to 

resist it. Not surprisingly. the governrnent gave the mining companies considerable input 

into the poli-making process. Finally, there was undoubtedIy some desire to ease the 

suffering of affected employees, \ h o  in a small mining town would have been more than just 

anonynous workers. 

It is possible that the carnpaign to define silicosis as an indumial disease eligihle for 

worker's compensation \GIS initiated by the Division of Indusaial Hygiene. This theory is 

based not only on the Division's leadership in conducting the silicosis sweys. but on the 

ideology espressed by the Division in the annual report of the provincial Department of 

Health. As early as 1933, the Division was advocating a business friendly approach to the 

compensation of industrial diseases: 

... where industrial diseases are compensated industrial executives are, as a 
d e ,  more than wvilling to assist in detemining an adequate means of 
prevention ... It is not enough that he be penalized for a hi& incidence: he 

" Memomdum of a conference held at the office of the Minina of Mines, 5 February 1926. A 0  RG 13-1 1-0-30. 
Silicosis File. 
 amen Work in Combatting the Spread of Silicosis," Porcupine Advance, 15 Juiy 1926. 9. 



should recch u proportionate financial advantage over his cornpetitor if the 
incidence of hiupational disease in his plant is lower. " 

In addition, the repomplaced a great deal of emphasis on using education to gain the 

cooperation of employs and employees in improving the health of the workplace: "The 

objective of the Diiisim of Industrial Hygiene is to help indusüy to help itself in reducing 

the suffering and loss i~ production caused by iil health, physical defwts. and industrial 

accidents - one of the hr great sources of \haste in industxy."'8 

The language &the reports emphasizes a neutral and refomist role for industrial 

hygenists in an age dixendant industrial capitdism. Given this view of their occupational 

role, the promotion ofdicosis compensation by the Division of Industrial Hygiene could 

have been a redistic psibility, as compensation would protect the workers, encourage 

better workinp condaiiars? and reward progressive mine operaton with a cornpetitive 

advantage in the fonndlower compensation costs. It is also notable that industrial hygiene 

had only recently e q e d  as a separate discipline. The memben of this new profession 

would have ken w t o  establish their usefulness and to find a niche for themselves in the 

scientific audy of tkrorL~lace. The silicosis smeys and the promotion of worhen's 

compensation for inilwnal diseases would have served the aims of this young profession. l"  

The leadersbpof the public health profession, not the mining indus@. in the 

campaign for silico~kgislation was recognized in a 1932 document prepared by the 

Ontario Mining A s d i o n ,  which admitted that "[t]his leçislation was introduced as a 

result of infonnation~shed the Govemment and the Mining I n d m  by the Board of 

Public Heaith ... Thereieing no reason then to question the conclusions draw. the operators 

cooperated fully and kely with the governent in the steps ... to prowde compensation to the 

men affectedW2O 

17 Ontario. Departmm of fealth Annual R m r t ,  1 9 Z , 4  1. 
I 8  Ontario. Department oflailth. Artnual ~&rt. 1921.35; Annual Report, 1925.24. 
l9 This N a t i o n  on the atempts of industrial hygienists to create an identity and role for themselves is bas& on 
a study by Chnstopher Sdh of a similar process in the United States: The Public Health Service's -ce of 
Industrial Hygiene and therransformation of industrial Medecine." Bulletin of the History of Medicine 65 (1 991): 
42-73. Further similaritiedetween industrial hygienists in Ontario and the United States can be gieaned tiom 
David Rosner and Geraid Xarkowitt "Research or Advocaq: Federal Occupational Saféty and Health Polities 
During the New Deal." humai of Social Histow 38 ( 1 985): 365-8 1 . 
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In 1915, T.F. Sutherland, the Chief Inspecter of Mines for Ontario, visited South 

Am'ca, where silicosis had long k e n  considered the most serious problem faced by the 

indumy and where rexarch and legislation were therefore the moa advanced. This was one 

of many instances where Ontario would look to South Afnca for guidance." 

Early in 1926, plans were king formulated to cope with silicosis in the mines of 

northem Ontario. On February 5, a meeting \vas held in the office of the Ontario rninkter of 

mines, Charles McCrea In addition to the minister. his deputy minister, T.W. Gibson. and 

the chief inspecter of mines, T.F. Sutherland, were also present. Representing the 

Department of Health were the deputy minister and the chef of the Industrial Hygiene 

Division. The mine operatos were represented by oflicials from McIntyre Mines, Dome 

Mines, and Hollinger Mines, including N.H. Timmins. the president of Hollinger and J.P. 

Bicke!l, the president of McIntye. The minister of mines informed the meeting of the 

govemment's intention to introduce legislation for the compensation of silicosis. He stated 

that the aim of the pvemment was to protect the health of the workmen, to cooperate with 

the mining industq in its expansion and development, and to develop a means of dealing 

with silicosis that \vas in the interest of al1 parties. In retum. the rnining executives espressed 

their 'willingness and desire*' to cooperate with the govement.'' The language and tone of 

this meeting reflected the shared interem of the mine operaton and the governrnent 

regulaton, whose common end was to prornote the expansion and profitability of the mining 

industry, while showinç a modicum of decency towards the men who did the actual work. A 

cpic rnight be escused speculation on the self-interest involved in keeping the labour force 

alivc. and in using compensation to attract workers to the danprous mines. 

The theme ofprotecting corporate interests was developed more h l l y  in a subsequent 

meeting behveen Sutherland and Dr. W.I. Bell, the deputy minister of health. It was agreed 

to implement a system of regular medical examination to identi& cases of silicosis and to 

remove those requiring treatment fiom mine ernployment. X-ray exams were also proposed 

for those seeking employment in the mining indmûy to ensure that only those fiee of 

" -Hinory of Silicosis Legislation in Ontario," memorandurn prepared for W . h  Gordon Federal Mininer of 
Labour by Ontan'o Department of Mines. 1933, A 0  RGI 3-2 1-0-27, Silicosis File. 
" Mernorandun ofa conference held at the ofnce of the Miniaer of hlines. 5 Febntary 1926. A0 RG 13-2 1-û-30. 
SiIicosis File. 



disrases would be given employment, a recognition of the link behveen tuberculosis and 

silicosis." These ideas carne directly fiom South Afncan practices and placed the emphasis 

of silicosis prevention on personal characteristics rather than on working conditions 

underground The notion that a suitable workplace should not cause disability or aggravate 

minor health problems was foreign to the govemment regulaton and corporate officiais 

formdating Ontario's response to the silicosis problem. 

A notable emphasis was also placed on limiting who wodd be eligible for 

compensation. M e r  a miner was hired, it was suggested that he require five years of 

experience in Ontario mines before becoming eligible for compensation. This would protect 

the employer from liability for silicosis exposure for which he \vas not responsible. First 

stage silicotics who presented themselves for 2xamination even six months and who showed 

sigis that the disease had progessed to the next stage were to be eligible for a higher level of 

compensation. If after h o  years, a man's condition had not detenorateci, it \vas felt that he 

should be declared ineligible for further compensation.2J 

At the same time as the) proped strict eligibiliv requirements for emplopent and 

compensation. Sutherland and Bell also displayed a calculating sense of paternalism. It \vas 

felt that men forccd to leave mine employment on account of silicosis should be given 

assistance, beyond the nominal compensation senlement, in finding another job, preferably in 

a silica frn: branch of the mininp induûy. It \vas hoped the rnining companies would assist 

with this. In addition, it l a s  proposed to use the services of the Ontario Govemment 

Employnent Agencies. The rationale behind these proposais \vas "humanitanan" and 

*-economic."" By economic, it \vas probably feared that silicotics not assisted in finding new 

employment would becorne a coniy burden to the state. 

The plans for the introduction of an oficial silicosis policy were finalized at a 

meeting of the silicosis commiaee on 17 March 1926. On the recommendation of V.A. 

Sinclair, chaitman of the Workmen's Compensation Board, it was ageed that silicosis 

should be classified as a separate disease, in order to narrow the range of compensation 

-- 

LI Memorandum to Charles McCrea, Sfinister of Mines fiom T. SutherIand, Chief Insperior of Mines, [February 
19261. A 0  RG 13-2 14-30, Silicosis FiIe. 
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daims h t  could be made against the mining companies and to avoid making the eligibility 

for compensation retroactive. The definition of silicosis to be used by the Worhen's 

Compensation Board was proposed by AF. Brigham, general manager of Hollinger Mines, 

and seconded by KP. DePencier, general manager of Dome Mines. While one might 

question the practice of allowing the operaton to propose their own definition, the 

classification appears to be based on the South M c a n  definition of silicosis. It was also 

decided to delay the introduction of medical exams until m e r  stuclies on the incidence of 

silicosis could be conducted, although Hollinger, Dome, and McIntyre stated their intention 

to examine al1 prospective employees prior to hiring thernZ6 

The results of the silicosis sweys, Sutherland's South Afncan tour, and industry 

meeting led to the amendment in Apnl 1926 of the Workmen's Compensation Act to 

inciude 'silicosis occurring in mines." To receive compensation for one of the three 

identified stages of silicosis (ante-primq, primary, and secondq), an d i c t e d  miner had to 

demonstrate that he had been exposed to silica dust in Ontario in dl five yean prior to 

disablement. The amendment was not retroactive, as it ~~~~ considered unfair to require the 

Board to finance cases for whom liability assessments had not been made. Those who had 

quit thrir mining job prior to its enactment were only eligible ro be compensated for miners' 

phthisis, for which tuberculosis had to be present, not just silicosis. These various 

restrictions served to Iimit the numkr of rniners eligible for compensation, including one 

who left mining in 1974 to farm and who was unable to continue farming by 1937 on 

account of disability fiom si~icosis.~~ 

When it was verified that a claimant for compensation had been exposed to silica 

dust in Ontario mines for at least five years, his case was passed to a Siiicosis Referee Board, 

which occasionally travelled to the mining camps to intewiew claimants. The Board wras 

composed of three representatives from the Ontario Department of Health, hvo of whom 

gave a physical examination to the claimant AAer the examination, the results were 

evaluated by al1 three members of the Board and upon reaching a unanimous decision, the 

'6 Memorandum of a meeting of the Silicosis Cornittee. 17 March 1926, -40 RGlj-2 1-0-30, Siticosis File. 
'? Cumin-eham *'Silicosis in Canada- 32 1 ; T. F Sutherland. .4ctinp Deputy Mininer of Mines to Ceorse W. 
Thom Barrister. 14 March 1932. A0 RG 13- 1 %û-l6. Department of Mines. Central Resjstry Files. 
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diagnosis was passed on to the Compznsation Board. As was the case for d l  accident and 

illness claims, the decision could be appeaied by either the miner or the employer if new 

evidence became availab~e.'~ 

The restrictions placed on who was eligible for compensation prevented many sick 

minen and ex-miners fiom collecting the compensation they should have received for 

sacrificing their health to enrkh rnining Company shareholders. For example, two men with 

silicosis who had worlied underground at Porcupine for six and seven years were ineligiile 

for compensation because the disease had developed nine and ten years afrer the men had lefi 

mining to work in forestry, despite the fact that saw dust did not cause silicosis. The moral 

for these men was that to obtain silicosis compensation, one either worked underground until 

too sick to continue or else one became sick as soon as possible afler quitting mine ~ o r k . ' ~  

Minen who filed a successfu1 compensation claim had to cease ernplopent 

exposing them to silica d u t  if they wished to remain eligible for further compensation in ;he 

event that their disease progressed to a more serious stage. Those who aopped working in 

dusty occupations were entitled to furiher compensation depending upon the progression of 

the disease." 

Compensation vaned with the stage of the disease. A claimant found to be in the 

ante-primq stage was granted 4500. This sum \vas intended to assin the miner in finding 

new employmrnt in a silica fiee environment, not in recognition of damaged health. A 

pnmary stage ciaimant \vas awarded S 1 000, an acknowledgement that the reduced physical 

capabilities accompanying this phase of the disease caused the miner greater difficulty in 

finding alternative cmployrnenr. A secondan stage claimant classified as disabled received 

66 3'3 percent of his previous wages, in addition to medical and hospital care. When a miner 

dicd from silicosis, a pension las paid to his farnily3' The rationale behind compensation 

Ievels suggests the prevailing attitude towards worker-s compensation was that it existed to 

cover lost eaming power, not the &mage done to one's health by an unsafe or unhealthy 

21r Cunningham, "SiIicosis in Cana&" 333. 
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workplace. By extension, it c m  be argued that workers were not entitied to a safe or healthy 

work place. 

Such an argument is bolstered by the minutes of a meeting behveen Company and 

governent oficials held seven months after the passage of the fim silicosis legislation. By 

1926, some rnembers of the Ontario mining industry had created a silicosis cornmittee to 

coordinate the corporate response to the disease. At a meeting held in the Hollinger Mine 

Office in Porcupine on 3 Novernber 1926, ten representatives of the mining companies met 

with invited representatives of the Ontario and United States governments.'2 The 

participants discussed problems emerging in the compensation of silicosis. These problems 

did not include ways of reducing the incidence of silicosis. but rather ways of controlling 

compensation costs by tightening eligibility requirements. V.A. Sinclair of the Worhen's 

Compensation Board stated: 

It was the Board's original understanding that al1 cases of silicosis, 
which wvere awarded compensation. were king taken out of the mine. The 
Board now finds, however, that some of these men who have been receiving 
their awad, are not leaving their employment. 

As the papent of $500 is not an award for disability but w a s  
supposed to cover the lost time and expenses of a man moving himself and 
possibly his family from one place of employment to another, the Board has 
decided that it will not malie any fiirther awards [for the advancement of the 
disease] as long as cases are employed undergro~nd.'~ 

Sinclair \vent on to inform the meeting that a letier explaining this position \vas now sent to 

al1 men awarded compensation. It is not known whether minen receiving compensation 

were aware of this stipulation or if they treated the compensation as a financial windfall and 

then continued to risk their health in the only occupation they knew well. 

The principle of compensation for impaired work ability, not darnaçed health, [vas 

expanded on as the meeting progressed Dr. Haig wanted to h o w  how men were to be 

classified as ante-primaty, primary, and secondary when no medical definition wvas provided. 

Sinclair advised Haig that determination of the pnmary and secondary stages should be based 

'' The invited guests were V.A Sinclair. Chairman of the Ontario Workmen's Compensation Board: Dr. BelL 
Chef Medical Oficer of the Workmen's Compensation Board; Mr. Graham Mead of the Claims Department of 
the Workmen's Compensation Board: Dr Haig and Dr Bain the leading medical evperts on silicotis in Ontario. 
Dr. RR Sayers and Dr. E. Harrington of the United States Bureau of fies. 
33 '-Minutes of a Meeting of the Silicosis Cornmittee.- 3 November 1926, A0 RG13-2 1-04.  Silicosis File 



on the impairment of one's ability to workjJ For the Workmen's Compensation Board, 

industrial disease was definrd not in medical or scientific tems, but in tems of wge- 

eaming ability. This was rmderlined by the fact that Sinclair, who was not a medical 

practitioner, told a doctor horv to classifi a disease." 

in response to a question, Sinclair also stated that the Board would not provide 

permanent disability payrnents to someone in the secondary stage of silicosis who was ni11 

able to work, although the Board might consider paying any difference between the income 

emed  in rnining and in the ne\: occupation. This theorerical willingness to compensate for 

wage diferentials indicated that the Workmen's Compensation Board recognized the 

dificulties men faced in finding new employment providing a similar income level. 

Responding to another question, Sinclair stated that the Board would probably pay fixther 

compensation to a worker taken out of the mine and engaged in surface ~ o r k . ' ~  

Sinclair, the dominant figure at the meeting of the silicosis committre, m e r  

advised the operators that, although silicosis compensation was being covered by the general 

fun& of ?he Compensation Board, a special assessment would soon have to be made to cover 

an expected nse in costs. He lefi it up to the mining indu* to decide how they wished to 

pay this assessment. The options put fonvard were an indusûy vide assessment or an 

assessment based on silicosis rates in individual mining camps. If the assessment was to be 

made against individual camps, the operaton were also asked to decide the length of time 

that a miner had to be exposed to silica dwt in a camp before becoming eligible for 

compensation.3i The position of Sinclair shows that the Workmen's Compensation Board 

kvas interested in a top-dom cwprative approach to compensating silicosis. Within certain 

minimum requirements, mine operaton were given considerable leeway to customize the 

3J ibid. 
" Silicosis prokida a f-natin case midy in the social definition of disease. For aich a mdy. see ûerald 
Markowitz and David Rosner. "The üiusion of Medical Certainty: Siiicosis and the PoIitics of Industrial Disability. 
1930- 1960," in Framine Disese - Studies in Cultural History, ed. Charles E. Rosenberg and Janet Golden (New 
Bninswick, New Jeneyr Rutgers University Press, 1 9E), 1 86-205. 
36 "hGnutes of a Meeting of the Siiicosis Cornniinet!," A 0  RG13-2 14-44. Siiicosis me. 
" ibid Evenhially a Silicosis Fund was created to oover the cons of  compensating silicotic Mmrs The fûnd was 
collecteci fiam mine operators %ut assessments based proportionally on the incidence of silicosis calculateci 
accordii~ to shifis worked This neant that each case of silicosis granted compensation added to the assessrnent 
costs of the operators and ga\t thm incentive to find ways of wading liaùility. 



indmtry's approach to compensation. It does not appear that aimilar courte- \tas extended 

to the workforce of the mines. 

The members of the silicosis cornmittee agreed to a tenporary silicosis levy based on 

the incidence of the disease in each camp (Porcupine, KirNmdLake, S u d b q  and the silver 

mines). However, they also stated a desire to eventually followhe standard procedure of the 

Compensation Board, which recognized the principle of collectve responsibility by 

ind~st ry .~~ Considering that the cornparies involved in the siliasis cornmirtee were likely 

those for whom silicosis was a problern, the principle of i n d u e  responsibility was probably 

desired because it would place some of the burden for silicosis~sessments on operaton 

whose mines did not cause silicosis. This represents one of thniarliest attempts by the mine 

operators to reduce their financial responsibility for silicosis W r e d  in their mines. As 

Table 2 shows, the early indications about the seriousness of tkresponsibility appeared 

daunting. The fim chest s-ray examinations at the McIntyre Pmupine Mine found that 

seven of the roughly 600 ernployees were already in the most ailranceci stage of silicosis. 

Particularly alarming tas the young age of these men. Most wne only in their 30s and none 

were over 50. As a result of the y u n g  age at which silicosis b n e  disabling the average 

a g  at death was a mere 46. As the workforce aged, the siniatiar was likely to get worse - 

and more e~~ensive. '~ 

Conspicuously absent fiom the development of the silhsis policy were the minea 

sufiering from the disease. In 1927, the Mine Workenœ Unioni Canada informed the 

governent of its opposition to certain provisions in the legislaibn and proposed 

alternatives. These alternatives were characterized by a desiremsee more generous benefits 

and to reduce the power advantage the cornpantes possessed initie daims determination 

process. The Timmins local of the Mine Workers' Union protaed that $500 was inadequate 

compensation for the ante-primary stage of silicosis and that theamount was less than the 

compensation paid to South Afican minen. 

3 b i d .  
29 Anps D. CampfAl, "Prevention of Silicosis at the Mchtyre Porcupine Xiite, Schurnacher. Ontario," Paper 
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Table 2 - -otal Disability Cases Discovered between 1925- 1927 
at the Mclntyre Porcupine Mine 

Year Rated -4s Year Lefi Dust A& Year of Death 
Total Exposure 

Disability 
1925 33 1925 33 1932 
1926 39 1926 39 I 
1926 42 1926 42 1 
1926 3% 1929 51 1 
1926 37 1927 38 1 
1927 39 1925 37 1 
1927 39 1925 37 1 

Average Age 39.6 39.6 
Source: Angus D. Campbell, "Revention of Silicosis at the Mcinpre Porcupine Mine, 
Schumacher, Ontario," Paper presented at the Conference of the McIntyre Research 
Foundation, 12-24 Oclober 1 956, A 0  RG 13-204-93, Department of Mines, Mines 
Inspection Branch - Reports, Papers, and Proceeding . 

More idereshng were the union's suggestions respecting the non-monetaq aspects of 

the legislation. The fint recommendation called for the establishment of a Medical Board to 

examine silicosis cases in order to remow the responsibility for silicosis detection from 

company doctors. The union reported several instances where men were told that although 

they showed signs of silicosis, the) did not have the disease. It was felt that the company 

docton were giving the benefit of doubt to the operaton in cases where disabilie had not yet 

occurred, in contravention of the Iegislation, which proiided for compensation when the 

disease was present in the ante-primary stage, regardless of disability. This proposal sought 

to remow company doctors from the process of diagnosing industrial disease and reflrcted a 

long-standing anti pat hy to~virds company do~tors.~'' 

The federal çovemrnent was called upon to assume responsibility for silicosis, which 

\vas seen by the union to be a national problem present in al1 hard-rock mining areas. It was 

considered "odious" by the union that five years of consecutive employment in Ontario 

mines was required in order to qualitj. for cornpensation.'l The proposal for a national 

silicosis policy may have reflected the view that a miner with silicosis was entitled to 

. . 
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compensation no matter where he had worked or for how long. Obtaining compensation was 

naturally more irnporiant to the union than respecting the individual iiability of mining 

The proposai also reflected the mobility of mmy miners, who had a tradition of 

travelling around Canada and the United States in search of the best pay and working 

conditions. Many miners may have seen this mobility as an assertion of their independent 

status as contracton and as a resistance against becoming corporate employees. in addition, 

mobility was one of the few recûurses available to a miner unhappy with his employer." In 

an age offering little job protection, mobility would have also k e n  an essential survival 

strategy for miners fired or laid off fiom their job. Given the prominence of mobility in 

mining culture, the five year rule would have beeri vkved negatively because it either 

reduced the mobility of a miner should he wish to remain eligible for compensation or it 

denied a miner the chance to receive compensation should he wish to se& work in another 

province. For example. a man who had worked for many yean in the metal mines of British 

Columbia ran the risk of developing silicosis three yean after his arriva1 in Ontario. Unable 

to work, he would have ken  ineligiile for compensation. Similady, if a man who had 

worked most of his life at Porcupine moved to British Columbia and developed silicosis 

chree years after his move, he would not be entitled to compensation should he r e m  to 

Ontario, even though that was where he had been exposed to silica dust. 

The final proposal put forward by the Mine Workers' Union \\as for the creation of a 

separate board to handle compensation daims for silicosis, as it was felt the Worhen's 

Compensation Board was unable to devote the necessary time and expertise to the issue. The 

desire for a voice in the policy process was reflected in th is  proposal, as the special board 

was to be composed of members h m  each mining area acceptable to both mine workers and 

mine o~vnen."" 

The letter fiom Stuart was not a one man effort. The Ietter was accompanied by a 

resolution passed by the local membership supporting the proposds. In addition, the 

Miner mobility is discussed in Dericksun Workers' Health Workers' Democracy, 14.67 and in "Indusrrial 
Refùgees: The Migration of Silicotics 6om the Mines of North Arnerica and South ATn'ca in the Early Twentieth 
Century." Labor Histow 28 ( 1988): 70. 
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rcsolutions received considerable coverage in the local press. Both the Porcu~ine Advance 

and the Citizen reported at length on the meeting and carried editorials supporthg the 

union's stand, although the Advance's support was Iukewam, offering as much praise for the 

govemment's existing legislation as for the proposed improvements. In contran, the Citizen 

declared silicosis to be a national problem requiring federal direction of compensation. The 

paper h e d  the mobility of miners as essential to national progress. If minea were 

reluctant to move for fear of losing their compensation eligibility, ' a e  development of the 

mineral wealth of Canada [w likely to be retarded and the ratio of accidents, due to the 

employment of inexperienced men will remain relatively high.'JJ The barrage of 

documentation accompanying this set of resolutions demonstrates that in northem rnining 

communities, silicosis was an issue of considerable importance. 

In order to finalize its silicosis policy, the govemment of Ontario hired a South 

Afi-ican silicosis espert to investigate the statu of the disease in the province and to 

recommend the rnost appropriate action. Dr. J. Michael Smith of the South Afncan Medical 

Board of Appeal \vas considered to be one of the world's hvo leading experts on silicosis. 

From Apd to June 1927. Smith visited Ontario. inspecting the northem hardrock mims and 

examining the x-rays fiom the Department of Health's silicosis surveys. In addition, he held 

meetings with various mine.operators and the silicosis cornmittee of the Ontario Mininç 

Association, the Worhen's Compensation Board and representatives of the Mine Workers' 

Union. Smith's consultations thus represent the first documented inclusion of working&ss 

representatives in the development of Ontario's silicosis policy.J5 

In his final report to the minister of mines, Smith stated that while he did not find the 

situation alarming he thought it would be in the best interests of the mining indmtry, the 

miners, and the state to deal with the medical aspect of the problem. Following his preamble 

were eight recommendations. They focused on the creation of a three-member Silicosis 

Referee Board anached to the Workrnen's Compensation Board to advise the Board on 

medical matten and to direct a -stem of medical ewninations. He suggested that medical 

- 
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examinations be given to prospective minen and annually to working minen in order to 

detect tuberculosis and silicosis. To address labour suspicions of company docton, Smith 

recommended that the medical officers attached to the Silicosis Referee Board be paid by the 

Compensation ~ o a r 6 ' ' ~  

In Apd 1928, the Mining Act of Ontario was amended in order to implernent the 

recommendations of Dr. Smith. Each penon seeking employment in Ontario mines was to 

undergo a physicd examination to ensure that they were fiee of pulmonary tuberculosis. 

Those employed had to be exarnined annually in order to obtain a "Cenificate of Freedom 

from Pulmonary Tuberculosis," valid for twelve months (Figure 1 ). Without this certificate, 

it \vas illegal to work in an Ontario mine. The certificate \vas to be retained by the mine 

manager or superintendent on behalf of the miner until his next examination or the end of his 

employment in the A similar policy had been proposed in 1926, but not 

irnplrmented. Another amendment to the Mining Act clarified tuberculosis of the respiratory 

organs to be a condition in which the patient's expectorate contained the tubercle bacillus or 

in which the patient had tuberculosis '20 such a degree as to senously impair his working 

capacity and to render prohibition of work underground advisable in the interests of his 

hea~th.'~''" Further amendments also provided for the appointment of medical oficen to 

perform the rnandatot). examinations of minen. The examinations were conducted under the 

supervision of the Worhen's Compensation Board. Responding to labour suspicions of 

company doctors, the exarnining physicians were employed by the Board and paid out of 

assessments levied on mine operators to cover the costs of silicosis compensation. Cases of 

silicosis or silicosis with tuberculosis discovered dunng the examinations were submitted by 

the doctors to the Compensation Board. The claims included employment hinory, medical 

history, and x-ray emination records. ''' 

Report of Dr. J. Mchael Srnith aibmined to Charles McCreit hiininer of Mines. 8 Iune 1927, A 0  RG 13-2 1 0  
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. THE MINING ACT 
OPCTARIO 

CERTtFlCATE OF + 

FREEDOM FROM PULMONARY TUBERCULOSIS 

. . Natmnality, -*-,,-,.---,,.----,.------*--.-.----------.. 

Married ,-,,,-.,,,,., Single ,,,,,.,,,,--,,-,,- Age --,--,-.,.-- 
. - 

Signature of W o r h n  

Personal Phiograph 
Full Face Vieui 

Phohraph io k &O signcd 

&LEtffitl that I have examined 

If required by the Manager or  Superinlendent, this 
certificate shafl be delivered to hirn, and shall remain in 
his custody until the holder i s  discharged. 

OOCTOR'S SIGNATURE 

N.B.-Thc ho!& of this eatificate mut be re-exomincd not lofer îhan t . ~ f o c  monfhs from dote J initial examindion. and 
annuall' îherwfier. 

Figure 1 - Cerrificate of Freedom fiom Pulmonary Tube~ulosis 
Source: A 0  RG 13- 13-045, Department of Mines, Central Regim Files. 



The 1928 revisions to the Mining Act merely fomalized the practices of Porcupine 

and Sudbury mine operators. Managers fiom these areas already conducted X-ray 

examinations of underground workers and prospective employees. In 1929, the first full year 

in which medical examinations were rnandatory, approximately 3 000 miners were esamined 

in the Porcupine area, 1 793 in Kirlcland Lake, 1 434 in Sudbury, and 662 in ~obalt." It is 

worth noting that Porcupine, where silicosis posed a serious threat, was also the largest 

mining area in employment terms. The silicosis danger in Porcupine was reflected in the 

1929 silicosis rates for each area In Porcupine, 3 percent of underground worken showed 

evidence of one of the three stages of silicosis, while roughly 1 percent presented signs of the 

disease in Kirkland Lake and Sudbury; fewer than -4 percent of the miners in Cobalt had 

silicosis. With the exception of Porcupine, for which no data is given, the average length of 

exposure to silica dust for minen with silicosis in each of the other three areas ranged 

between eleven and thirteen years.sl 

In the three and one-half years between Apnl 1926 and January 1930 that silicosis 

was recognized as a corn pensable disease, 1 84 cases of silicosis were compensated. Of 

these, 9 1 cases were ante-primary, 58 cases were prime, and 33 cases were secondaq . 

Cunningham felt the proportion of secondary cases to total cases was higher than norma~.~' 

[t should be noted that these fi-mes esclude çenuine cases of silicosis in which one of the 

other eligbility requirements was not met. in the Porcupine are% many of those who 

acquired silicosis died. Of the 27 secondary cases compensated to January 1930, 15 died. Of 

17 secondav cases compensated in 1936,9 died the same year. Thrs fieme suggests a 

backlog of cases where silicosis had long b e n  przsent, but deemed ineiigible for 

compensation. The average length of tirne between compensation, which usually occurred 

shortly afier disability, and death, \vas sixteen months. Porcupine minen receiving 

compensation for second- stage silicosis who were still alive on 1 Januay 1930 had lived 

an average of 27 months fiom the date compensation was awarded.'' For whatever reason, 

some people died fiom silicosis more quickly than others, just as individual susceptibility to 

'O ibid.. 322-3. 
" Calculated fmom data provided in ibid., 323. 
J I  ibid.. 324. 
'' ibid. 



the disease varied Whether this \vas due to physical characteristics, the job performed 

underground, chance, or some other factor was unclear. 

Ln the early days of silicosis research there was a great deal of uncertainty over the 

relationship between tuberculosis and silico~is.'~ One of the benefits of the many sweys 

conducted by the Ontario Department of Health was the clarification of this issue. While 

many cases of siiicosis were found to be present with tuberculosis, the rate of tuberculosis 

among minea or in the families of miners was found to be comparable to statistics for other 

indumial worken. The assumption remained, thoueh, that the presence of tuberculosis 

made a person more susceptible to s i l ic~s is .~~ 

The x-ray examination of job applicants hampered the employment prospects of 

rnany, with the rejection rate varying between five and ten percent from area to area. This 

percentage was considered low compared to the rate of rejection in South Afica- 

Cunningham speculated that this was due to the language of the Ontario certificate, which 

merely specified thzt a mai was 5ee from tuhercuIosis, not that he was fit to work 

underground The mining companies benefitted from the pre-ernplojment exams because 

th- did not become liable for silicosis cases for which the- were not responsible.'%e 

tragedy of this situation was that many of the men denied employment eventually became too 

sick to work, yet ineligible for compensation, their last days were spent in povem. It wrould 

also be interesting to know if the medical exarninations were used to keep out undesirable 

men, such as union organizers. Unfominately, the sources examined do not permit such an 

evaluation, 

The operaton derived an unforeseen benefit from the minimum emploprnt 

requirements needed to quali- for compensation and tiorn pre-ernployment medical 

exarninations. The efforts to control and contain compensation cos& enhanced the stability 

of the woruorce. Although the companies attributrd a decrease in the percentag of labour 

turnover to other factors, the chief inspector of mines related the increased stability to the 

compensation legislation: "Men are not so ready to move around when they know their cases 

" Enracts from "Sputum and the Gold Miner." A 0  RGI 3-2 1 0  16. Silicosis File 
" Cunningham. uSilicosis in Canada- 326-8. 
!6 ibid.. 325. 



- - 
if bordering on compensation are injured by a change of place."" If a man suspected that he 

might not pass a pre-employment medical exarn, he would have been even more reluctant to 

change employers. The feus of the minen about a reduchon in their mobility proved al1 too 

true. In this light, the compensation legislation \ras an extension of company control over 

the lives of employees. Miners had long protested low wages, unrealistic production 

demands, and unsafe or unhealthy working conditions by changing employers. ïhis option 

was no longer available to men for whom compensation was an issue. 

By the 193Os, it was becoming clear that silicosis was a grotving problem for the 

Ontario mining industq. A drarnatic rise in new cases of silicosis in 193 1 caused 

considerable consternation in mining circles. The figures in Tables 3 and 4 express the 

situation. There was considerable evidence by this time that the main source of silicosis was 

the gold mines. This evidence \vas mengthened by the fact that many of the minen with 

silicosis in silver and base metal mines had worked in gold mining. In gold mining just over 

one miner for every one thousand employed died fiom silicosis. The hi@ rate of minen with 

the first stage of silicosis meant that in a few years, the death rate would likely increase as the 

diseax progressed in these miners. The figures also show that as the Depression continued 

employnent tvas declining in silver and base metal minine but increasin~ in gold mining, 

augmenting the number of minen espsed to dançerous levels of silica d ~ s t . ' ~  The mining 

companies and thrir govemment allies interpreted the statistics to mean that the Ontario 

mining industry had a compensation problem. while the minen continued to wony about the 

industry's silicosis problem. 

The Deparnent of Mines had a long record of cooperating with the mining 

corporations to the detriment of labour. Fortunately, as the number of minen afflicted \vith 

silicusis continued to increase in the 1930s, the minen found a sjmpathetic ally in the 

chaiman of the Workmen's Compensation Board in 193 1, V.A. Sinclair began to lobby the 

Department of Mines for changes to silicosis legislation. Concerned about the rising number 

'' T.S. Sutheriand. Chief LNpector of Mines to [?]. II Ianuary 1928. A 0  RG13-2 1-0-2 1. Siiicosis File. 
" Mernorandurn from D.G. Sinclair. Chief lnspector of hiuies. 1 3 January 1933. A 0  RG 13-2 1 0 2 6 .  Silicosis 
Ftle. 



TabIe 3 - New Silicosis Cases in Ontario, l9?6-I93 1 

Gold Mining 

Y ear Men ~ite-~rirnary - Prim- Secondary 
employed 

1926* 6302 49 54 4 
1927* 6504 27 6 10 
1928 6949 9 3 4 
1929 7060 - 3 1 10 
1930 7468 8 7 1 1  
1931 8605 3 1 4 9 

?he figures for 1926 and 1927 include cases that developed prior to the enactment of 
silicosis compensation. 

Base Metal and Silver Mines 

Y ear Men Ante-prima- Prirnary Secondan; 
employed 

1926 2158 O O 1 
1927 3148 - 3 O 1 
1928 5613 - 7 O 1 
1 929 5286 4 O 1 
1930 4579 5 1 3 
1931 3220 13 O - 9 

Source: Memorandum of D.G. Sinclair, 13 J a n u a ~  1933. A 0  RG13-71-0-26, Mines 
Inspection Branch, Silicosis File. 

Table 4 - Silicosis Incidence Rates in Ontario Mines, 1926-1 93 1 

Stage of Silicosis Gold Mines Metal and SiIver Mines 
Rate i 1000 miners Rate ;; 1000 miners 

Ante-prirnaiy 2-10 1.17 
Pnmary 0.57 0.05 

sec on^ 1.20 0.36 
Drtaths 1.15 0.04 

Source: Memorandum of D.G. Sinclair, 13 January 1933, A 0  RG 13-2 1-0-26, Mines 
Inspection Branch, Silicosis File. 

TotzI 

62 
43 
16 
13 
26 
44 

Total 

1 
3 
3 
5 
9 
15 

of minen filing compensation daims for silicosis, Sinclair urged a tighter system of medical 

examinations. He argued that the existing medical approval to work as a miner, which \vas 



acquired &er king found fiee of tuberculosis, was inadequate because it allowed men fiom 

other provinces and countries with silicosis to pass the medical examination. It also allowed 

men w'th other lung diseases susceptible to silicosis to acquire a work permit. In Sinclair's 

opinion, to allow such men to work underground \vas to issue them a death sentence. The 

chairmais solution \vas to amend the medical certificates so that they would attest to a 

man's fieedom fiom diseases of the respiratory system. While Sinclair's position, as well 

intentioned as it might have ken, still emphasized restricting workng-class ernployment 

instead of con troll in^ dust levels, it was more moderate than the position of the mine 

operaton, who wanted the certificate to cover a man's fitness to work as a miner, which 

seemed liked a very subjective a~sessrnent.~~ 

The fint recorr.mrndation of Sinclair should not overshadow his oihrr proposais, 

which addressed the hardshps faced by silicotic minen, especially in the hanh economic 

climate of the Great Depression. Sinclair knew of many cases where minrrs were diagnosed 

with ante-pnmary silicosis by a medical officer. When rmployen leameu of this condition. 

the minen were dismissed from their jobs. However, the Silicosis Referee Board often 

found that these men did not have silicosis in a cornpensable form. As rmployers gcnerally 

refused to rehire these silicotics, the minen found thernselves unemployed. Sinclair's 

recornmendations were that mine omers agree not to lay otisilicotic minen untii 

compensation was a~varded and that medical officers not inform employers of an employces' 

condition until compensation 1% awardedh" 

Sinclair also wnted the Sovement and mine owners to play a greater role in 

finding new employment for those awarded compensation for ante-prirnary and primary 

silicosis. The motivation behind this proposal was that many of those awarded compensation 

resided in one of the four mininç camps with their families. In the dismal job market of the 

1930s, compensation awards wrre often spent before new employnent could be fond by 

these men. As a result, they were frequently forced to go on municipal relief, to the 

annoyance of both the men concerned and the general public, who saw men forced out of 

" Memorandum fiom VA.  Sinclair, Chairmut. WCB to Charles McCrea, Mister of Mines, 6 August 193 1. 
RG7-144-25. Department of Labour, Lqslation Files. 

Ibid. 



their jobs and lefi with no alterna- 2pt relief Sinclair suggested follo\~~ng the South 

Afncan practice of finding dut-ï   ce employment or non-mining emploqment for the 

men no longer eligile to work u - md A similar proposal had been made in 1926 and 

never implemented, pehps beca cked the support of the Department of Mines and 

the mine operaton, who sou@ ro F. . r themselves of al1 responsibility for men with 

si~icosis.~ ' 
A similar proposal would ha-L e allowed men with advanced silicosis to keep their 

employment. Sinclair questioncd wvhaher there was any benetit in forcing a man to quit his 

job when it w s  too late for his condition to improve and the only uncertainiy w a s  the exact 

timing of the man's death. It was sugested that such men would often be "happier and 

much better off continuing in their employment where they are contented and supporting 

their families" than they would be sitting at home wonying about their condition. in this 

situation, the men would stili be entihi  to comprnsation when they became too il1 to work 

Such a policy was reportedly in place in South Afica This proposa1 essentially argued that 

it \vas pointless to condemn men to the poverty of disabiiity papents as long as they could 

gain more mon- and satisfaction fiom working, at almosi no additional risk to the health of 

their ~ungs.~' 

The fina1 recommendation of Sinclair was that saniton'a be built in several of the 

mining camps so that men in the advanced stage of silicosis could receive proper treatment 

close to their families. With no saniton'a in the north, miners generally refwd to travel 

south for treatment, as they did not want to leave their families. Sinclair believed this 

practice endangered the men's families when hiberculosis was present rvith the silicosis~ as 

the tuberculosis could easily be passed on to wives and children. It was proposed that the 

mining companies could help the governent finance the construction and operation of 

northem sanitaria? This was a radical proposal, as Sinclair was advocating that the mine 

' Ibid. 
6' Ibid A 193 1 South -4fZcan repon confirmed suspicions that silicoris progression rates were not sigificantly 
affecteci by removing the dicotic 6om work in dust. It had previoudy been thought that a man's condition would 
stabilize aller about five years of dust-6ee hing 
63 Memorandum &om V.A Sinclair to Charles hlcCrea, RG7-14425. Department o f  Labour. Legislation Files. 



oprators diven some of their profits to the care of the men who lost their health creating 

those profits. Not surprisingly, no sanitoria were built in the mining camps. 

Sinclair's suggestions do not seern to have found favour among the men responsibie 

for the province's mining industry. A high level meeting was held "at the instigation-' of 

Sinclair on 5 Augst, 193 1 to consider ways of allevîating %me of the hardships impose&' 

by existing legislation on silicosis. The first topic of discussion involved potentid changes to 

the medical certificate required to work in Ontario mines. G.C. Bateman, representing the 

Ontario Mining Association, mûde it known that the existing certificates were a hardship on 

employers because men who were physically unfit for undergound employment, throua the 

presence of silicosis or a prediçposition to silicosis, were permitted to work. It was then 

agreed by the meeting to change the certificate fiom a certification of fieedom fiom 

~bercuiosis to a certification of &dom from diseases of the respirator). system. It was ais0 

agreed that employers should not be notified that an employee had silicosis until 

compensation was granteci, althou& the practice reportedly continueda The other rnatten 

regarding greater assistance in the search for new employment, the continued emplojment of 

trrrninally il1 minen, and the consmiction of sanitaria were deferred for further study6' The 

construction of northem sanitaria for tubercular silicotics was opposed by the mining 

corporations because they already feit they were caming an unfair burden of silicosis costs 

on account of the prevalence of tuberculosis in northem Ontario. It 1 s  argued that climate 

and housing conditions in the north made people more susceptible to tuberculosis than 

elsewhere. Since these were things beyond the control of the mines, it was argued that the 

province was responsible for rnanaging tuberculan and should thcrefore assume the costs of 

hospitalizing thern? In plain Ianguage, the operators were blarning the costs of 

compensating siiicosis contracted in their mines on the presence of tuberculosis in the north. 

due io the rapid disabling eflect tuberculosis had on silicotics. Once again, mine operators 

M A derence to medical examiners in for min,^ employers about silicotic miners is contauied in a "Mernorandurn 
re. Silicosis LegisIaiion," by D.G. Sinclair, Chief ïnspector of Mines, 24 February 1937, A 0  RG 13-2 1-0-29, 
Siiicosis Fie. 
65 "Notes on Meeting to Discuss Various Matters in Respect to the Workinç of the Silicosis iaws." 5 Augst 
193 1, RG13-2 14-50, Siliasis Fife. 
66 G.C. Bateman Secretary. Ontario biining -ation to Charles Md-rea Minister of biines. 3 1 Aupst 1 93 1. 
A 0  RG13-13445, Department of Mines, Central Registry Files. 



and government officials cooperated to limit compensation costs and worliingclass access to 

employment, h i l e  refusing to consider ways of easing the hardship caused by silicosis and 

regdations to control the disease. The most plausible reason for their refirsal to assis 

affected minen was the cost invoived, in tems of both revenue expenditures and the 

decrzased productivity that would result fiorn the employment of sick workers. 

In Iight of this meeting, the question &ses why V.A. Sinclair \vas more sympathetic 

towards the plight of the minen than his peen, as this was not the fint time that he had 

represented the views of the miaers. In 1928, when the policy on medical examinations was 

king fomulated, Sinclair had recomrnended that the medical examinations be placed under 

the control of the Compensation Board and that no Company docton be employai, in order 

to appease the labour ~nions.~' While he may have been a progressive thinker, his views 

could also have been shaped by his occupational status. The role of the Compensation Board 

\vas to provide a means of support to injured and il1 workers who met the eligibility 

requiremerits. When the Board was unable to fulfill this responsibility, Sinclair may have felt 

dut). bound to point out the shortcomings of compensation legislation. This contrasts with 

the predominant view within the Department of Mines that its role was to promote the 

development of the Ontario mining induit$' It ma)- have been that his position on the 

Compensation Board exposed him to the suffen'ng of injured and sick workers. In addition, 

the presence of a labour representative on the Compensation Board would have made him 

aware of working-class grievances. 

Sinclair w a s  not the only peson concerned about the injustices of silicosis 

coinpensation. The Tiininins branch of thé Om Big Union passed a motion protating the 

examination of new employees by company doctors, even though they had been declared 

eligible for underground work by Compensation Board docton. It was felt the continuing 

influence of company docton nullified the requirement that silicosis x-rays be performed by 

Board docton to end the abuse of silicotics by corporate physicians. Instead, minen free of 

hiberculosis were declared fit for work by the medical examiners and then denied 

- - - - - - - - 

" V A  Sinclair. Chaixman. W o h e n ' s  Compensation Board to Charles McCreq Mirister of Mn=. 26 March 
1928, A 0  RG 13-21 4-37. Silicosis File. 
6R For the origins of ttus anitude. see Philip Smith. Harvest tiorn the Rock - The History of M i n e  in Ontario 
(Toronto: MachfiIlan, 1 986). 89-94. 



emploqment by Company doctors on the grounds that they had silicosis or some other 

medical condition. This le fi the miners unable to work and unable to quali f )  for worken' 

c ~ m ~ o n ~ ~  Wowever, private property rights ensured that the mines could reject a man 

for employment for any reason they desired. Management was merely exercising its nghts in 

conducting supplementary medical exarninations. 

In addition to participating in collective protests, desperate minen appealed to the 

minister of mines, Charles McCrea, to assist them in winning reconsideration for their 

rejected compensation daims. The cornplaints illustrate the effectiveness of bureacratic 

regdations in reducing the number of silicotics eligiiible for expensive disabil ity pensions, the 

pettiness of some Compensation Board decisions, and the role of tuberculosis in increasing 

the level of conflict surrounding silicosis compensation. 

Many men disabled by silicosis were refused pensions because they had previously 

been ganted $500 or 5 1000 for nondisabling silicosis with the condition that they leavr 

dusty employntent in order to be eligible for further compensation. Some miners in rcceipt 

of these awards continued to work in d u t  for a varie& of reasons. It appean that many of 

these men were diagnosed with silicosis during the initial 1977 x-ray emination of al1 

minen and subsequently awardrd compensation in an effort to get them to leave 

employment in mining before they developed disabling silicosis. These miners had not been 

awvare that a compensation award would require them to leave their job. With no other plans 

or possessing no desire to risk their economic security and uproot their families, they 

continued to work underground." Foreign-bom miners frequently did not understand the 

6Y T.B. R o m  One Big Union. Timrnins to Charles McCrea, Mimner of Mina, 9 Ianuary 1932. A 0  RG 13- 13- 
0-55, Department of Mines, Centrai Registr), Fdes; T.B. Roberts. One Big Union, T i n s  to Charles McCrea. 
Minister of Mmes, 13 Februaxy 1932. A 0  RG 13-1 3-0-55, Department of hGnes, Centrai Regstry Files; Dr. N. W. 
McBain, Miners' Chest E'camining Station, Wand Lake to T.F. Sutherland, Actins Deputy Mirister of Miries, 
25 July 1933, A 0  RG13-13-0-55, Departmerrt of Mines. Central Registry Files. It should be remembered that a 
miner's certificate only stated a penon was 6ee fiom tuberculosis. Silicotics were not prohibiteci 6om working 
underground, although cornpanies were reluctana to employ them. as they represented a compensation case 
waiting to happen. 
70 Ed Donofme. Secretary. One Big Union, T i n s  to Charles McCrea, Minister of &es. 19 Aupst 1932. A 0  
RGI 3- 13-0-46, Department of Mines, Central Regstry Fie; T.F. Sutherland, Acting Deputy Minister of Mines to 
Ed Donohue, Secretary, One Big Union. T i n s ,  2 September 1932, A 0  RG13-134-46. The Ontario Freedom 
of Information Act prevents the disclosure of any personai iirformation such as names and identiwg 
characteristics comained in RGI 3. Series 1 3. 



lettcr sent to hem by the Compensation Board outlining the stipulations of their award." 

Other rninen with silicosis seem to have applied for compensation on the advice of rnedical 

examines with the minaken expectation of receiving a disability pension. When they only 

received a one time pyment, they were compelled to continue working, particularly when 

jobs were scarce afier the onset of the Depression or when the claimant was too old to have 

any success in seeking new employment One miner over sixty years of age objected to his 

forced removal from underground employment because he had "never asked to be taken out 

of the mine; on the contrary, I uas willing to work to death rather than worry and have 

nothing to live on for the rest of my life."" There were also instances in which restrictions 

against dust ernployment were enforced with a mean-spiritedness. This was the case with 

one Tirnmins miner who lefi underground work in 1928 and accepted a job doing clearing 

and surface work in the Red Lake area. When surface jobs were no longer available at the 

end of the season, he worked underground for two weeks to eam enough money to r e m  

home to Timmins. This two week stint underground uas wed as the basis for denyinç the 

man a disability pension, even though two weeh in a low silica mine \vas likely not long 

enough to cause his silicosis to progress to the disabling stage." In none of these instances 

was it proposed to reassess the case. 

The Workmen's Compensation Board liked to punish miners awarded compensation 

for ante-primq or prirnary silicosis who then had the nerve to develop secondary silicosis. 

These people were forced to pas back their original award through deductions made fiom 

their pension cheques. One silicotic who quit work in the spring of 193 1 received onIy one- 

ha1 f of the 66 and 2.G percent of his former income that he was entitled to because of the 

need for hirn to reimbune the Compensation Board for his earlier award of S 1000. This man 

complained that he found it difficult to support a fmily of five on $41.34 a week. The 

Board sympathetically responded by only deducting one-third off of each cheque. Even 

- - - - 

" D.G. Sinciair, Chief lnspector of Mines to T.F. Sutherland, Acting Deputy h4inista of h h s .  4 M y  1934, A 0  
Rg 13- I 34-55. Department of Mines. Central Registry Files. 

[Confidentid] to Charles McCrea, hdïnina of Mines, 19 Augun 1932. A 0  RG13-13-045. Department of 
Mines. Central R@stry Fdes. 
W.O. Langdon, Barrister to V A Sinclair* Chaimian WCB. 1 Mardi 1934, A 0  RGl3-13-GS5. Department of 

Mines. Central Registry Files; D.G Sinclair, Chief hpector  of Mines to T F. Sutherland. Acting Deputy hlinister 
of hlines. 4 July 1934. A 0  RGl3-13-0-55, Depamnem of Mmes, Central Registry Files. 



receiving twu-th;r& of two-thirds of his former income, the miner found it difficult to 

maintain the life insurance policies he had on each member of his family. He felt he was 

suffenng on accoum of the erroneous diagnosis of prîmary silicosis initially made by the 

Compensation Board Since these deductions to pay back previous compensation aux& 

were Board policy, nothing could be done to alleviate the man's situation." 

The restriction against tuberculars working underground became a focal point for 

worliing-clw antagonism towards Ontario's silicosis legislation. Since tuberculosis was not 

rated as an occupational disease, a positive diagnosis was devastating to a miner. One such 

man complained that '4 don? know what the government intends to do with al1 those men 

who have been taken out of the mine. There is nothing else to do in the North for a man 

except mining. The govemment may as well take these men and shoot them as to let them 

starve." Backed b} medical testirnony that he was free of tuberculosis and feeling powerless 

in his confrontation wïth the law, this miner drew upon his oniy weapon. the ballot, and 

threatened to swïtch his vote from Conservative to Liberal if he was not dealt with fairly7' 

The threat gained the attention of the Conservative minister of mines, who inquired into the 

man's case, only to learn that he had inactive tuberculosis and, considered a poor risk 

underground, he had k e n  placed in surface work. He lost his job not because of his 

tuberculosis, but because the mine he worked for closed d o ~ n . ' ~  This example ni11 

illustrates that there !vas a widespread perception in the north that many men were unjustly 

thrown out of work or denied compensation on account of the links between tuberculosis and 

silicosis. This negative perception was based on the large nurnben of miners unemployed on 

account of tuberculosis. It was also felt that the medical examiners wielded their authonty 

arbitranly, refùsing to reissue certificates to miners with laboratory evidence that they did not 

have tuberculosis. In addition, the examinea were accused of renewing mining certificates 

74 [Confidemial] to AF K-n_e, M. P.P., 8 Apd 1932, A 0  RG 1 3- 13-0-45. Department of Mines, Central 
Registry Files; T.F. Sutheriand, Acting Deputy Minister of Mines to A.F. Kenning, M.P.P.. 3 May 1 932, A 0  
RG 13- 13-0-15, Department of hiines, Central Registry Files. It is interesting that this policy was never describeci 
in the many articles uritten by industry and goverment oficials praising Ornario's generous system for 
cornpensating silicosis. 
" [Confidanial] to Charles McCrea, Mniaer of Mmes, 14 JuIy 1933, A 0  RG 13-1 3-û-55, Department of Mines. 
Central Restry Files. 
" Dr. N.W. iifcBain hiiners' Chest EÏaminine Station Kirkland Lake to T.F. Sutherland Acting Deputy 
hIinister of Mines. 5 September 1933. A 0  ~6 3- 13055. Department of Mines. Canal R e a r y  Fdes. 



year afler year without warning miners that t h q  showed signs of progressive fibrosis. It thus 

came as a shock when a man was r e k d  a certificate on account of tuberculosis. The 

examinen argued that they were giving these cases a chance to continue working in case 

their situation did not become too serious. However, some men would have preferred 

advance notice so that they could have searcheci for alternative employrnent.77 The effort to 

control silicosis through medical controls on tuberculan and other %gh nsk" employees, 

while perhaps effective in reducing the number of worken developing silicosis, brought 

hardship upon many rniners in order to reduce the compensation burden of the mining 

companies. The laid off tubercular miner, however, was no better off physically, as he was 

nill sick, and he was worse off financially, as he was surviting on relief rather than on 

compensation payments. 

The fear of unemployment was so great that at least one miner fearful of not having 

his mining certificate renewed sent someone else in his place. It took over seven months for 

Lakeshore Mines to verift that the man working underground was not the same one whose 

picture was on the certifica?e. Mine supenntendent E.W. Todd wanted to discharge the man 

and felt the Compensation Board should take m e r  punitive measures. The Kirlcland Lake 

medical examiner, Dr. McBain, thought it rnight be wise to prosecute the deceitful miner as a 

wrning to others contemplating a similar plan. This proposa1 was nixed by T.F. Sutherland, 

the Drputy Minister of Mines, who felt Lakeshore Mines was actually at fault for not 

carefülly checking the certificates of its rniner~.'~ If mine managers wanted to impose 

regulations on who was eligible to work in dwt, the govemment was not prepared to aliow 

the managers to shifi the responsibility for enforcement onto the miners at risk of losing their 

iiveli hood on account of the regulations. 

If minen thought they were treated unfairly by the silicosis compensation laws, 

mining companies had their cornplaints as well. Mine operaton found that the iight 

77 [Confidentid] to Charles McCrea, Minister of Mines, 1 May 1933, A 0  RG 13- 1 34-55. Department of Mines, 
Central Registry Files; "Merno of Facts re. [Confidential]," b k c h  193.11, A 0  RGI 3- 13-0-55, Department of  
hlines, Central Regisüy Frles. 
" Dr. N.W. McBain, Miners' Chest Examinhg Statioq W a n d  Lake to V.A Sindair, Chairman, Workmen's 
Compensation Board, 5 August 1933, A 0  RGI 3- 1 3-0-55, Department of Mines, Central Registry Fdes; T F. 
Sutherland Actiq Deputy Mlnister of Mines to V . A  Sinciair, Chairman Worhen's Compensation Board. 3 1 
August 1933. A 0  RG13-13-0-55. Department ofhiines, Central Registry Fies. 



restrictions on eligibility for silicosis were king circumvented by the continued existence of 

miners' phthisis as a cornpensable disease. Since the compensation of silicosis was not made 

retroactive, the Compensation Board deemed it wise to keep miners' phthisis on the schedule 

of industrial diseases for a couple of years to cover special cases in which men morally 

entitled to compensation would not be able to qualiw under the the silicosis provisions. Both 

miners' phthisis and secondary silicosis were defined as silicosis with hiberculosis. The 

difference was that secondary silicosis required five yean of dust exposure in Ontario. while 

minen' phthisis oniy required one year of Ontario mining expenence and there was no time 

limit on filing a disability claim. This led to instances of foreign miners with silicosis 

qualifying for compensation in Ontario d e r  obtaining employment in mines where x-ray 

requirements were not enforced. Of greater concern were ininen with less than five years of 

experience in Ontario who develo ped tuberculosis and thus received compensation for 

miners' phthisis. This occurred as a result of the dificulty of distinguishing between general 

fibrosis of the lung and silica-induced fibrosis. In cases of uncertainty about how much of 

the fibrosis w;ts caused by silica dus?, examinen gave the benefit of the doubt to the miners 

and "mnted them compensation for phthisis, even if the fibrosis caused by silica dust was 

less than required for ante-primary siiicosis. Such generosity with wage eamers was coaly to 

the corporate bottom line and led the Ontario Mining Association to the discover). of another 

disease. labelled "~orn~nsationitis. '~~ 

The "foreign element" was particulary ~ulnerablc to compensationitis. Eut even 

hardy Canadim boys could faIl victim to this disease. According to the OMA, the best way 

for men wïth tuberculosis to gain financial security for themsrlves and their family a?is to 

work for a year in one of the mines that did not require x-ray certificates and afienvards 

daim disability from minen' phthisis. This unfairly lefi mining as the only industry paying 

compensation for tuberculosis and the OMA wanted phthisis removed from the list of 

cornpensable industrial diseases. As tive yean had passed since the introduction of silicosis 

compensation in 1926, al1 new cases of silicosis would meet the requirement for five yean of 

79 G C Bateman Secretary, OMA to Charles McCrea Mister of Mines. 1 7 Febniary 193 1, A 0  RG 1 3- 1 3-04 5. 
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esposure. On this basis, the deputy rninister of mines recommended to the rninister that the 

OMA recommendation to eliminate mines' phthisis be acted upon."' 

The memben of the Ontario Mining Association claimed they were paying more 

than they could afford. The Silicosis Fund adrnininered bp the Compensation Board faced a 

steadily rising unfunded liability. It was suggested that pending assessrnent increases on the 

mining industq be cushioned by govenunent contributions to the Silicosis Fund. something 

the South Afn'can governrnent had just promised This was a clear case of trying to shifl 

compensation costs frorn the private to the public sector. A proposa1 was also made to 

flrther shifi compensation costs ont0 silicotics who developed tuberculosis. ï h e  mine 

operators felt that the provision of full disability benefits to an'. silicotic devrlopinç 

tuberculosis amounted to a "blanket insurance policy" against tuberculosis for any person 

with at least five F a n  of mining esperience in Ontario. It wûs deemed unfair to 

shareholdcrs that companies had to compensate a diseax that a portion of mincrs \rrould 

develop regardlrss of whaher or not they were espsed to silica dust. The OMA argued that 

tuberculosis \vas not m occupational disease, but a disease common to the entire population. 

It  was proposed that compensation benrfits paid for silico-tuberculosis bc lowered to account 

for the non-cornpensable hazard of ordinaq- tuberculosis. The difticult). of distinguishing 

bctween tuberculosis resulting from an occupational disease and regular tuberculosis was 

esploited by mine managen to reduce their responsibility for occupationally rrlated 

tuberculosis. To emphasize their points, the operaton engaged in the timeless business 

practice of blackmailinç the ovemment with threats to close down should compensation 

coas nse - a powçrful tool in the depths of the Great ~e~ression." 

The practice of sending x-ray examination results ro the mining companies \vas 

defended by managen as  humane. It \vas argued that because sorne areas of mines were 

dustier than othrn. particularly development headings and stopes, medical information \vas 

usehl to ensure that miners with a hi& chance of developing silicosis were assiçned to work 

in low dust areas. However, managen also sought to extend their supewisory influence 

no Bateman to McCrea, 17 February I 93 1, -40 RG 13- 13-045. Department of Mines. Centrd Registry Files; 
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beyond the Company gates. Many managen wnted to ensurc that a miner who showed s i p s  

of excessive lung fibrosis avoided behaviour and contacts that could expose him to 

tuberculosis. This would involve closer supervision of the man's gened health and living 

conditions. It \vas claimed that these paternalistic activities were desired for the protection of 

the miner, but it is just as likely that managen sou& to reduce their compensation costs by 

accumulating evidence against the occupational origins of tuberculosis cases. It may have 

been easier to deny compensation for silico-tuberculosis if unsatisfactoiy living conditions 

could be raised as a possible source of the tuberculosis infecti~n.~' Altruistic or calculateci, 

such monitoring would have represcnted a gross interference by companies into the pnvate 

lives of ernployees. Even the protectivc aspect of the proposai suggests the attitude that some 

managers ma! have held towards their workforce - a paternalistic spirit of refom that saw 

memben of the working-class as ignorant and spendthrift plebians in need of moral and 

hygienic upl i fi not kner  wages and worliing conditions." 

The mining companies had plen'?; of opportunity to reiterate their message once the 

need to amend silicosis legislation had been established. Throughout the latter half of 1932 

and the early pan of 1933, numerous conferences w r e  held behveen governent and 

industcy officials to discuss proposed amendments and to reach a consensus. It goes without 

saving that no reprexntatives of the minen were included at these conferences." Once 

again an issue of vital importance to the working-class \vas king resolved by govemmrnt 

officials who were only prepared to introduce changes amenable to capital. The health of 

corporate balance sheets remained more imponant than the health of sick miners. 

The original 193 l inerring between o v e m e n t  and indus- reprcsentativés set the 

tone for the amendrnents made in Apnl 1933 to the silicosis provisions of the Mining Act 

and the Workmen7s Compensation Act, as only Sinclair's proposais to make the medical 

'' G C. Bateman Secretary. 0M.4 to Charles McCrm Mininer of Mines. 8 May 1933, A 0  RG 13-1 3-û-46. 
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examination more thorough and to keep s-ray results confidential were acted on. The othcr 

revisions also catered to the demands of the operators. The definitions of silicosis. 

tuberculosis, and disability were altered, while the rate of payment and the time allotted to 

file a daim were also changed. In addition, the certificate of fieedorn from disease was 

revised." in al1 of these amendments, governinent and mining oficials were using the 

blurred links between silicosis and tuberculosis to reduce their obligations to provide 

compensation to sick minen. Similar efforts were made to obfuscate the workplace origins 

of illness in the United States aiid shf i  the blame to the living habits of r n i n e r ~ . ~ h t a r t i n ~  

fiom a relatively progressive position, silicosis compensation in Ontario gradually moved 

closer to emulating that of its Arnerican cousins. 

Silicosis was redefined as -"a fibrotic condition of the I u n g  caused by the inhalation 

of silica dust sufficient to produce a lessened capacity for work." The inclusion of physicai 

disability in the definition brought an end to compensating mincrs with the earlirst stages of 

silicosis. Since silicosis as a medical condition was no longer cornpensable, silicotic miners 

and smeltermen were more likelp to continue working in dusp occcupations until ~ h e y  were 

il1 enough to qualifi for compensation. Unfortunately, it \vas alleged by union 

representatives that many of these men were relieved of their employment before they could 

qualifi for compensation and blemish a fimi's compensation record. In the worst instances of 

abuse, Company doctors purportedly withheld From men the knowledge that they had the 

disease, reducing the odds of the men filins a compensation daim within the required tirne." 

Tuberculosis was now defined as being present when the tubercle bacillus \vas found in a 

penon's sputurn. while active tuberculosis taas considered to be present when it senously 

impaired a prson's capacity for work." n e  redefinition of tuberculosis w s  designed to 

increase the number of men escluded fiom underground employnent and to reduce the 

" J G Cunningham, Director. Indusvia1 Hygene Branch. Depanment o f  Health to D G .  Sinclair. Chief lnspector 
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number of men eligible for compensation. The generosiîy of compensation bmefits was also 

r e d d  by the 1933 amendrnents. 1 13(9a) of the Workmen's Compensation Act 

now specified thai when a workman was disabled with siliwsis complicated by tuberculosis, 

he was only aititled to compensation for 50% of his a ~ u d  wage, ratha than the standard 

rate of 66 and 2B percent This was paxticularly unfair considering that silibsis m ' y  

became disabling dess tuberculosis was also present in the 1unga" The srnaller pension 

for silic+tuberculosk also disregardedthe f~ that in either instance a miner was unable to 

work and his farnily still had to at Wbne 66 and 2/3 penrnt of a miner's income in the 

1930s was far fiom generous, expeciing a man to suwive on just 50 percent of his fonner 

wage was immoral. 

It also became much harder to apply for compensation. A miner who Ieft the 

ind- now had to apply for c ~ r n p e ~ o n  within two years of leaving his job, instead of 

five, in order to meet the eligibility requirernents. The Workmen's Compensation Board 

retained the power to make exemptions in cases of uncomplicated siliwsis (no tuberculosis) 

for which compensation appeared justinedgO As a sympathetic Pompine Advance aoted, 

assessments for silicosis compensation ''@me] heavily" on the downtrodden mining 

corporations?' Consequently, this Iast amendment was an unabashed attemp by rninïng 

companies to avoid paying compensation claims they were responsible for, as it was welC 

documentai that signs of silicosis ofien twk ten years or more to appear in Ontario hardrock 

Perhaps as bad, the limit on filmg a compensation daim may have encouraged 

miners to remain in unhealthy jobs in order to ensure that they wouid be eligible for 

compensation upon becoming too il1 to work. Such an effect wodd have had the added 

benefit to the mining companies of reducing ernployee turn-over. 

-- 
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In many instances, even men showing signs of silicosis who wished to continue 

wvorking. at least until they were disablrd enough to qualify for compensation, w r e  not 

nanted this privilege. Upon learning fiom the company doctor that a man had silicosis, the 
C 

employer looked for an escuse to terminate the man's employment Thts was fiequently 

done through a lay off or by firing the man for laziness or carelessness. In such instances. it 

\ras the practice to keep both the miner and the govemrnent ignorant about the man's 

medical condition. This made it more dificult to find the employer responsible for the 

m a i s  condition and thus reduccd the en~ployer's compensation 

Memben of mining communities who were not consulted about the 1933 

amendments to silicosis legislation were displeased with many of the arnendmrnts and 

informed the govemment of their own legislative proposals. The more restrictive measures 

to qualifi and apply for compensation seem to have inspired the proposais submined by the 

Tirnmins local of the Mine Workers' Union of Canada which were chanctcrized by a dcsire 

to keep miners regularly informed about the status of their health, both to avoid the 

development of disabling silicosis and to prevent companies fiom mistreating miners on 

account of health problems ~ o w n  to the affectzd individual. The proposals were an effort 

by rniners to gain greater control over their health. For example, the union desired the 

esamination of eveq underground worker by a medical oficer of the Worhen's 

Compensation Board at least once a month and s-ray ruminations wvere rçquested at les t  

evec three months. This would have kept miners informed of any decline in their health and 

given them the chance to leave underground ernplop~ent pnor to the development of 

silicosis. or wamed those with silicosis against quitting their ernploynent until they were 

eligible for compensation. To monitor the health of miners and to ensure that firings or other 

abuses of minen were not relûted to health problems, it wvas proposed that a medical registry 

of the health records of al1 employees be kept by each company and that the regisw be 

made available to any elected cornmittee of mine worken. Perhaps to ensure that employees 

WMh1SW. -'Real Facts about Silicosis." 8. It mua be remembered that the L'MMSW sought to ponray mine 
operators in the worst possible light in order to attract miners to the union. For this reason it is not clear how 
common this practice was, althou& as this chapter shows. mine operators could be quite petty where 
compensation was concemed The presence of such stories. true or not. is niii si'gnificant because in industrial 
relations perception is as important as reaiity. 



were not discharged on account of silicosis and to aid them in their search for new 

employrnent, it was deemed advisable upon leavinç employment at any mine to have the 

health of a miner attested to on the individual's mining certificate by a Compensation Board 

doctor. In an unusual proposal, it was recommended that each worker exposed to silica dust 

be provided with at least a quart of milk each work day at employer expense. Apparentiy 

milk w s  believed to provide some protection against inhaled silica d ~ s t . ~ '  

The membea of the Timmins and Porcupine Law- Association also proposed 

apending the siiicosis compensation statutes. The Iawyers' suggestions were inspired by the 

hardships faced by their clients on account of the new silicosis compensation laws. If 

adopted the resolutions would have essentially returned the laws to their pre-1933 statu. A 

decrease in the number of men receiving compensation also likely reduced the fees king 

collected by the lawyen for helping to process successfûl claims. The Association's 

demands included the retum of full compnsation benefits for silico-tuberculosis. the 

elimination of the ambiguoous need for employees to establish that they had been exposed to 

silica dust, and the end of pre-emplopent medical examinations conducted by employers 

aftrr a new ernployee was already approved by a medical oficer of the Cornprnsation Board. 

The Ianyers also wanted miners to have the right to appeal the decisions of the 

Compensation Board in court, one of the rights given up by workers in eschange for the no 

fault bais on which Worke~' compensation was g~inted.~' This last proposa1 might have 

backfired had it been accepteci, as the Compensation Board fiequent1 y gave applicants the 

benefit of the doubt when a medical diagiosis was indecisive, whereas a court required 

incontrovertible evidence. Still. the amended legislation ofien seemed to deal a h a n h  blow 

to the miner, as evidenced in a 1934 case, in whch the Compensation Board denied silicosis 

benefits to a man who failed to file his daim within bvo years of leaving his job. Diagnosed 

as one hundred percent disabled by silicosis uncomplicated by tuberculosis, this miner was 
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r e k d  any reconsideration by the Board. Even the chef inspecter of mines felt that justice 

had not k e n  sewed." 

One well publicized case involved the stmçgle of a former inco miner, John Hakala, 

to obtain workers' compensation. Hakala, a native of Finlana started his rnining career in 

1933 and begn to work for Inco at the Frood Mine in 1928. A year later he transferred to 

the Copper Cliff smelter. In 1934, he wanted to r e m  underground, but an x-ray 

examination by Inco physician Dr. Morgan found his lungs unsuitable for mine work. The 

next &y. I-iakala was fired fion: his job at the smelter - a çtiange coincidence. Belieklng he 

had silicosis, Hakala îried unsuccessfully to obtain worker's compensation. in Januaq 1935, 

he was finally granted a hearing before the Silicosis Referee Board. The Board determined 

that Hakala had puIrnon- tuberculosis, but that -'silicosis according to the Act was not 

present." Aware that tuberculosis often appeared in the \mke of silicosis, Hakala went to see 

Dr. AH.  Caulfield of the Toronto Grneral Hospital. who deterniined that his s-ray showved 

what \vas probably silicosis in the ante-primary stage. Hakala also was successful in slnning 

a S 1000 paynent from his insurance company for loss of health. Nevertheless. he was forced 

to go on relief in Sudbu?. In July 1937, Dr. Caulfield retsamined Hakala and deiermined 

that he had early stage silicosis. This gave Hahla a reneweed determination to continue his 

fight. He tiras apparently not unique in his misfortune. In September 1937$ he oganized a 

conference of silicosis patients from Inco in order to gathrr tosether their diverse stories and 

Mrvances for presentation to the provincial eovemment, in the h o p  that a large number of - 
complainants wvould get more action than individual casses? Hakala \as a victim of the 

new legislation because his silicosis was complicated wvith tuberculosis and because his 

capacity for work had not ?et been diminished. though he was no longer permitted to work in 

m ining. 97 
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There esisted numerous other instances of compensation costs that should have been 

borne by the rnining companies being passed on to sick individuals and municipalities. 

Minen denied compensation benefits generally went onto reliet Those who received 

benefits found them entirely inadequate for al1 but the most basic standard of living. Instead 

of sew@ as a reward for senice to the mining industry and the economic development of 

Canada, silicosis pensions seemed more like a punishment for choosing the wong 

occupation. Dave Lavalee, a former employee of the Lake Shore Mine found himself in this 

position wheii he developed silicosis complicated by tuberculosis. While Lavalee was 

receiving care at a sanitariwn in Gravenhurst, his wife and three children expen'enced great 

difficulh living on a pension of considerably less than 66 and 2'3 percent of Lavalee's 

former incorne.'* 

More drarnatic w a s  the case of Steve Koshmeck, who had worked in mining for 

ninetccn years, but who tvas denied any compensation becaux the Worhxnen's 

Compensation Board did not have enough evidencr that he had worked the five years in 

Ontario necessa? to qualie for silicosis compensation. Although Kostyneck came to 

Canada when h t  was fourteen and had passrd al1 his s-ray examinations pnor to 1934. the 

company doctor suggesred hr had devrloped the silicosis before immigrating. Koseneck 

had a bonle containing over a dozen tiny stones espectorated fiom his lungs and numerous 

medical opinions stating that he had silicosis. but this did not detrr the Coiiipensation Board 

from denying that he had the disease. at least in a cornpensable f01-m.~~ 

Management also tried to rid itseif of high nsk workers in a more open manner. In 

one week of January 1937. union oqanizers in Timmins received ten cornplaints from men 

to whom a company doctor recommended seeking alternative employrnent. These men al1 

had at les t  six years of esperience in the industry, which raised the suspicions of organizen 

that some plan w a s  in place to remove employees representing a potrntial compensation 

case. The men involved, after receiving their annual x-ray, were advised by a company 

doctor that they should change employnent while they were still healthy. The doctor even 

9 X  f bMMSW. "Compensation Law Causes Suffering" (December 1 937): 6. The famil y Iikely received the 50 
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offered to write a letter of recornrnendation which he assured would be a ticket to a job 

*-doin east," in the midst of the Depression. This plan was interpreted as an attempt to use 

miners only ço long as they were in peak condition. It is suspected in light of other corporate 

practices, that the miners advised to leave their jobs showed the wvaming signs that silicosis 

was developing. By removiq them fiorn the pay roll before the disease became noticeable, 

the hvo year limit on filing a compensation claim would pass before the men realized they 

had silicosis, particularly in a cornpensable fom. The Union News. in a rhetorical flourish. 

warned that 'ruch hay-wire and fiy-byight schemen are ghost babies of diabolical mincis. 

and not for one minute \ d l  such a plan or similar plans be effectively implernented against 

the rnincrs here or elsewhere."'"' It serms somewhat contradictory that miners wanted both 

the right to early compensation to facilitate a change of occupation and the right to continue 

workinç in the face of a diagosis of silicosis. This contradiction disappean if the right of an 

individual to decide whether or not he desires to continue working - instead of a company 

official or ovemment policp - is treated as an aspect of the struçgle over workplace control. 

It \vas horror stories Iike those above that fbeIled the fires of miner unionism in the 

1 %Os. In 1936, the International Union of Mine, Mill, and Smelter Workers ( W S W  or 

Mine Mill) hegan an organizing drive in northem Ontario. Sensing the discontent of miners 

nith Ontario's silicosis policies, which reflrcted the concems of capital rather than of labour, 

Mine Mill made the demand for changes to the Iegslation central to its oganizing drive. 

Among the first taqets of the union's campai9 were the hated company doctors: 

Medical silicosis means Iiavinç the disease while able to work, and disability 
means o u  are not able to work as a result of the diseasr ... who determines the 
cause of your disability'? The company and compensation docton. And it is 
a wvell-known fact to the miners that most of these doctors don3 hesitate to 
rive tuberculosis, fallen arches or baby scan on your knees as --reasons" for 
C 

disability: an~h ing  so long as it can be used to deprive you of the 
cornpensation. '" ' 

One proposal designed to counter the power of the company doctors \vas the extension of 

w-orkmrn's compensation coverage to al1 disrases of the lungs. By linking the presence of 

1M IL3,fhiSW. "Gold hiiners Beware." Lnion News (January 1937). 4 
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bronchitis, pleuris)., and asthma to the weakened state of lungs exposecl to silica dut, it 

would no longer be possible for docton to den- men compensation by amibuting their poor 

health to these diseases.lO' When the Timmins and Kirkland Lake locals of Mine Mill each 

developed a list of their main demands in 1937, both lists asked that the miners be &en the 

right to choose their own doctor, another aRempt to gain some independence from what were 

perceived to be the arbitrary decisions of company docton. 'O3 

There seerns to have been considerable resistance at Queen3 Park to a bill regarding 

the nght of minen to choose their o*n doctor. A Mine Mill sponsored bill irnaginatively 

entitled T h e  Minen' Right to Choose Their Chn Doctoi- was lobbied for by South 

Porcupine M.P.P. John Rowlandson in the winter 1937 session of the provincial legislature. 

If passed. the bill would have given a miner the ri@ to tell the company which doctor he 

wished his monthly health plan deduction to be paid to. At a meeting held at Schumacher in 

April 1937. Rowlandson reported on the great dificulties he encountered in winning 

consideration of his bill. The various departrnents with some responsibility for miners' 

health spent the session passing the bill on to other departments. Finally, the support of 

Attorney-Gcneral Roebucli and Ministrr of Labor Croll led to the endorsement of the bill by 

Mr. Faulkner. the Minister of Health. who gave a witten promise to Rowlandson that the 

proposed lesjslation would be absorbed into the Health Act. According to the local member 

of the provincial Irgislature. the reason for the hot potato approach to the bill was intense 

opposition from pnvatt lobbyists and other outside sources who remained anonpous to the 

constituency meeting. Rowlandson advised the minen in the audience that the? were not 

Iegally coinpelled to pay their money to a company doctor, as it was a vestige of an earlier 

hedth care arrangement between mining companies and their employees bang fought by the 

union. lu' in the face of government obstinacy towards Rowlandson3 bill, miners took the 

initiative to uin the desired changes themseives. A month afier Rowlandson's speech, it was 

reported that Hollinger employees had won changes to the company healih plan that allowed 

-- -- -- -- 
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a man to decide which doctor would care for himself and his family. 'O' Given the record of 

Company docton in drnying cornpensable status to silicotic minen and in dismissing high 

risk workers, the desire of minen for the nght to select their own doctor was likely rnotivated 

in large part by the controversies surrounding silicosis. By extension, the desire of mine 

worken to gain control over their health care should be seen as part of the ongoing struggle 

over workplace control. 

Later in 1937, union representatives were gmnted a hearing with the Workmen's 

Compensation Board in order to present the accumulated grievances of nonhem Ontario 

miners. These @evances were directed against the mining companies and the 

Compensation Board. The main source of grievances derived fiom the denial of 

compensation to rniners with silicosis because they failed to file their claim within two Fean 

of leaving their employnent. Another cornplaint involved the Board's practice of placing the 

burden of evidence on men seekinç to demonstrate that th- had a greater disability than they 

were receiving compensation for. It seemed a mean-spirited way of treating sicli men. "' 
This followed the farniliar pattern of shifting the COSIS of silicosis ont0 the mines. Given the 

opponunity to express their grievances. the miners responded \vit11 demands for changes to 

the Iegisiation. 

Mine workrrs were not the only ones seeking changes to silicosis legislation. Chief 

inspecter of mines D.G. Sinclair declared in 1937 that the silicosis plicies of Ontario uere 

failin- those with the disease. He adrnitted that the need for a miner to file a claim for 

silicosis compensation nithin two yean of leaïing a job had resulted in the rejection of 

nurnçrous legitimate daims from men disabled by the disease: "Mile the necessity of some 

limitation is recognized it is klt that the stipuiated two-year term is too short to cover the reai 

necessities of the situation in this respect."'"7 Sinclair recommended a five year limit be 

restorçd for the filing of a claim. He also proposed that the benefit restrictions be eased for 

men showving signs of tuberculosis alonç with their silicosis: "Without restiction of some 

'" JTMMSW. %ght to Choose Own Doctor Won by Hollinger Men" Union News (May 1937): 3 .  
'" IUhalSW. .'Miners. Union Delqates Intwew Compensarion Board with Proposal< Union News (June 
1937): 4. 
10; hfernarandum re. Silicosis Legislation" 6om D.G. Sinclair. Chief Inspecter of %lines. 74 F e b n i q  1937. .A0 
RG 13-2 1-0-29. Silicosis File. 



nature it must be admitted that the indum?; would be placed in the position of providing what 

essentially amounts to absolute insurance against tuberculosis to a11 workrnen and es- 

worhen. On the other hand, lung damage suffered by workers wvhile in employnent 

definitely predisposes the subject to tuberculosis ... If determinable, cases in this category are 

rïghtly chargeable to the industry and should be provided for."'uR 

The chief inspecter also attacked the continuing collusion behveen medical officers 

and employen in which employen were informed about the physical condition of individual 

miners. Usine this information, men showing preliminary s i p s  of impairment on account of 

dust exposure were fired. Because of their condition. it w a s  impossible for these men to pass 

a medical esamination to obtain employnent at another mine. The hvo Far limitation on 

filing a compensation claim deliwred an exxra blow by rendering thrse men inelimble for 

compensation when their incomeîaming capacity \vas reduced. In the opinion of Sinclair, 

--this course of action is fundamentally wong and tends to defeat the basic purpose of the 

Iegislation providing for the protection of workmçn whose occupation has undemined their 

health through dust e~posure."'"~ 

The chief inspecter's sudden s-mpathy may be attributed to trvo factors. It had 

becomr obvious to many obseners that sick men were drnied compensation. which seemed 

"fundamentally" wong. It \ a s  also well-knom that men with silicosis who did not receive 

compensation were often forced to p on relief to support themselves and their families. ' "' 
In the economic climate of the Great Depression. it can be assumed that the govemment and 

the public would have resented the need to suppn sick men who mininç corporations should 

have k e n  supponing. ' ' ' 
In the United States, the Depression sen-ed as a catalyst for the irnplementation of 

worker's compensation for silicosis aftcr sick miners unable to obtain other employment 

surd for compensation to support themselves and their families. A nse in the number of 

successful liability suits led mining esecutives to join miner's unions in calling for a system 

''"id. 
'* ibid. 3 

I I f2  RMSISW. "Cases of Silicosis Investigated in T i n s  - Mayor Banleman Fiays Gold Compam~es." Union 
News (May 1936): 4. "*John Hakala h7CO Silicotic Wctim Says '1 WII Fight for Compensation Until I Die."' 
Union News (Aupst 1937): 7; "Compensation Law Causes Sufferinp- Union News (Deember 1937): 6. 
I l l  IL3llfSW. "Compensation Act Must be Changed to Cover Victims." L'Non News (December 1938): 12. 



that would control compensation costs. ' " In Ontario, where worker's compensation already 

covered silicosis, limited finances may have caused govemment oficials to considrr closing 

the loopholes that allowed mining corporations to shirk their responsibilities to sick workers 

by forcing the men onto public relief 

Labour did not content itself with the chief inspecter of mines' sudden discovery of 

working-c-class grievances. It continued to pressure the govemment to amend its silicosis 

legislation. George Anderson, an organizer for the W S W ,  was part of a comrninee from 

the Trades and Labor Congress of Canada which presented a memorandum to the Ontario 

cabinet early in 1937 asking for changes to the Workmen's Compensation Act. The position 

of the Conpess backed the demands of Mine Mill which, owing to the hi&-risk occupations 

of its membership. \vas a leader in fighting for the recognition and compensation of industrial 

disease. "' 
In 1939, the Kirkland Lake local of Mine Mili sent three resolutions to Paul Leduc, 

Ontario's minister of mines. One of the resolutions repeated the long-standing union demand 

for the revocation of the rule requiring a specified amount of work esperience in Ontano 

mines before becoming eligible to receive compensation. As usual. this requirement was 

criticized for its discrimination against miners who changed their province of residence and 

for absol jing operators and the Compensation Board of responsibility for man- miners \rith 

silicosis. whether contracted in Ontario or eisewhere. The resohtion asked that 

compensation br p n t e d  to an? miner in Ontario with silicosis, with no restrictions on 

e b  -4nother resolution drmanded full compensation for silicosis when tuberculosis 

was presrnt. as the linkag of niberculosis with silicosis was being used to deny 

compensation to man- miners showing evidence of silicosis.' '' 
The main resolution of the Kirkland Lake union concerned the definition of the eight 

hou day. The resolution linked hours of labour to both workplace control and health. The 

miners sought to tighten the definition of the eiçht hour &y to mean eight houn corn entry 

into the mine to exit from the mine. This stipulation was desired to counter employer efforts 

' " Makowitz and Rosner. 'The nlusion of Medical Cenahy." 187-8. 198. 
"?UM%f SW. gBhmendments to Compensation Act Important to Minm." Union News (hlarch 193 7): 3.  
114 h1.J. hlokey. Secretaq. Kirkland Lake Mne and Mill Workers' Union to Paul Leduc. hlinister of Mines. 7 
hlarch 1939. A0 RG 1 3-2 1-0-24. Silicosis FiIe. 



to set production quotas that couid not be met in eight houn and which therefore required 

miners to work longer in order to fulfill the t e n s  of their contracts. It was argued that the 

extra time spent in the underground environment was damaging to the health of the men. ' " 
By linking the issues of houn and health, the miners hoped to reduce the power of 

management to determine the length of the working day. ' I h  

The Trades and Labor Congess memorandurn, combined with the concerns of Mine 

Mill memben and the chief inspecter of mines, led AttomeyGeneral Arthur Roebuck to 

introduce a number of amendments to the Compensation Act Bill 78, introduced in 1939, 

gave the Compensation board the right to choose a medical referee in cases of dispute. This 

amendment dealt with the touchy situation of medical b i s .  The labour delegates proposed 

that in cases of disagreement about the physical condition of the worker, the contested daim 

be referred to a three person medical panel, consisting of a doctor appointed by the workman 

or by someone on his behalf. a doctor chosen by the company. and a doctor srlectrd by the 

fint hvo appointees. Where no agreement was reached afler bvo weeks. the Coinpensation 

Board wrouid appoint a third member. Another amendment exqended the time to apply for 

compensation from two to three years. This \vas a compromise fiom the five years asked for 

by the Trades and Labor Congress representatives and D.G. ~inc1air.l~' 

Apart from these amendments, labour's lobbying \\as of liale avail, as the revisions 

to the Mining Act \ver<: designed to soothe the concems of mine operaton about escalating 

silicosis compensation acts. The pre-employment s-ray screening pro_marnine. desiped to 

weed out mininç applicants at risk of developing silicosis, was strengthened. Under Section 

1 S ( c )  of the Act. when a new miner pasxd his s-ray examination. he \vas now ganted an 

"Lnitial Certificate," which enabled him to work at least an eleven month probationary 

period. At the end of this period, he was reexamined to evaluate his body's reaction to dust 

esposure. If no negativr changes in his health were noticed, he was then awarded his 

- -  

'' ibid. 
Il6 Although it is not clear to the modern observer what diference it made whether one spent eigiit hours or Nne 
hours exposed to dust. this was a commonly used argument by miners to boIster their case for shoner hours. The 
main benefit would seem to corne fiom reduced fatigue at the end of a shifi. 
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miner's certificate. This approach continued to focus on the health of the individual, rather 

than on the health of the working environment. ' I n  

Controlling Silicosis 

Silicosis legislation \vas not just concerned with compensating silicosis victims. It 

\as also interested in the prevention of the disease. The Mining Act of Ontario attempted to 

reduce the incidence of silicosis by requiring dust connol in mines. The most effective way 

of controlling dust was thought to be water sprayinp. Miring companies were required to 

ketp al1 mines. stopes, raises, and drifts wet. From 1934. the use of wet drills was 

compulsory. The iaw also required that miners be exposed to dust and fumes fiom blasting 

for as shon a time in the shift as possible. Blasting was usually done at the end of the second 

shift, aftrr which the mine \vas usually idlc until the follow~ng day. A more recent 

innovation was the dispersa1 of a mal1 amount of water via the air lines after blasting The 

air lines blew out dangerous fumes and the water helped senle the d ~ s t . ' ~ ~  However. the 

Department of Mines' legislative record was not as impressive as it appean. In man? 

instances the legislation codified standard mining practice. This \vas the case for wet- 

drillinç, which most mine managers began to use in 192 1 and 1922 afier the identification of 

silicosis in nonhem Ontario mines. "" Thrre is also exidence that much of the initiative for 

health and safrty replations in the mines came from the Depamnent of Health. as had the 

initiative for the compensation of silicosis. In January 1976, J. Cunningham from the 

Division of Industrial Hygiene recomrnended to his deputy minister "that some schernr for 

the prevention of silicosis ... be instinited as soon as the matter has received thorough 

consideration by the parties c~nccmcd."'~' 

I l8  Memorandum f?om D.G. Skclair. Assistant Deputy hGnister, Department of hlies to Robert LaurÏer, 
hfinister of Mies, January 194 1. A 0  RG13-2 14-5, Department of hlVies. Silicosis File. 
119 Cunningham, "Silicosis in Canada" 328-9. 
"O L a e r  to RR Rose. Kingdon Mining Srnelrinp and %knufacniiing Company from T.F Sutherland. Chief 
Inspecter of Mines for Ontario, 2 1 May 1926, A 0  RG 13-2 1-0-22, Silicosis Fie. 
"' Memorandum to Dr. Bell, Deputy Minister of Health from 1 Cunningham Director. Division of Industrial 
Hygjene. 19 lanuary t 9%. 



Apparently oficials in the Department of Mines considered legislating the use of wet 

drills in 192 1. but in cooperation with the mine operators, opted for a policy of voluntan 

adoption. This was because both parties felt it would be unwise to open the Mining Act for 

amendment while the Fmer-Labour government was in power. "' The failure of the 

Department of Mines to consult minen on silicosis legislation is undentandable in light of 

the revelation that departmental oficials placed their duty to the mining industry above their 

dus to the elected representatives of the people of Ontan'o. 

Apart from wet-drilling, the only other major dus1 control mmure to be legislated 

pnor to the 1940s was the implementation of medical examinations to determine a man's 

suitabiliiy for mining work. This legislation has already been discussed for its role in 

controlling compensation costs, but it shouid be reiterated that medical examinations reduced 

working-class employment oppominities and depnved many miners of their source of 

incorne. It \vas cheaper for the mine operators to restrict who could work for them than to 

improve the working environment of the mines. 

Inspection reports also noted the voluntay mining methods adopted by operaton. In 

his d u t  s w e y  for McIntyre Porcupine Mills. S.A. Wookq. praised the use of water spraying 

in al1 stages of mining and the presence of auxiliary ventilation. However, he also noted that 

dust ventilation remained poor in numrrous working areas and that a systematic ventilation 

systein was still in the preliminary stages. The installation of a better system of ventilation 

was encouraged. as it !vas felt that water was already being used to its maximum potential.'2' 

Wookey found it necessai). to recommend the end of blasting during shifis, except when 

absolutely necessary. brcause it esposed the workforce to large quantities of dust and gas. 

The inspector also recommended that al1 minen engaged in shaft development be provided 

with respiraton for use after blasting and while reblasting. It was felt the use of these 

respirators should be mandat0 y. '" Having requested a dust swey. it can be assumrd that 

'" Xlemorandum on the report of Dr. J. Michael Smith, A 0  RG 13-2 1-0-45. Silicosis File. 
123 "Dust Suwey of Underground Workings, McIntyre Porcupine Wnes Ltd.," by S.A Wookey. Inspecter, 

Mines Inspection Branch, 28 Janii;lrv 1927. A 0  RGI 3-210-22, Silicosis File. 
l2-l '-Prelirrtinary Repon of hst Survey." by S.4. Wookey. inspector. Mines Inspection Branch November 1926. 
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Mclntye was one of the more responsible eniployers, yet even its operations displayed many 

unheal thy practices. 

Other dust controi measures were available, but not mandatory One method 

favoured by J.G. Cunningham, the director of the Division of industrial Hygiene for the 

Department of Health in the 193Os, was the suitable location and design of ore passes. A 

properly desiçned hoisting shafl permitted du t  to nse and leave the mine rather than 

remaining in the underground air. Another voluntary improvement, which man- managers 

were reluctant to implement because of the cost was an upgraded ventilation systern. 

Awiliary fans that delivered fresh air through canvas or metal tubing to active mining faces 

were widely useci, but man' mines simply installed huge fans in shafts that could not be 

operatrd in winter because they drew cold air into the mine. This meant most ventilation 

systems oniy functioned durinç the summer. "j 

Hotever, the Department of Mines \vas not completely ineffective. The silicosis 

examination conducted by the Department of Health discovered several cases of silicosis and 

a high silica content in the Porcupine Mine of the Kingdon Mining, Smelting, and 

Manufacturing Company. It \vas noted that Kingdon was still using dry stoping drills and 

was poorly ventilated. T.F. Sutherland. the chief inspecter of mines, responded with a lenrr 

advising the firm to cease usinç dry stoping dnlls and to improve the ventilation of the mine. 

h official with the Company responded that the advice was being heeded."" 

Inspector Evan Mill's repon on the Dome Mine recorded a litany of silica sins. Wet 

drilling and surface spraying must have k e n  in use' ris no recommendations were made for 

thrir impleinentation. Despite this. Mill recorded high dust counts generatrd by drilling. 

blasting, and processing activities. To lower the dust counts. he recommended additional air 

lines to blow thc dust away From drilling operations and that no machine operator or helper 

work more than eight houn a day or fortyeight houo per week. Where blasting \vas 

undertaken, Mill recommended that the men Wear respirators with two tilter papers and that 

the intensity of spraying be increased. He also suggested that men empioyed in sampling, 

.. - -. 
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cnishing, and pulverizing ore on the surface not be employed in that capacity for more than 

one year. A final recomrnendation involved the iocation of ventilation exhausts."' 

Poor ventilation is a recurring theme in mine inspection reports. This is probably due 

to the high con of ventilation and the inability of the operators to p a s  the burden for 

ventilation costs ont0 the miners. Operatos preferred to support dust abatement measures 

that shifted COS and inconveniences ont0 the labour force. The passage of time increased 

the need for ventilation. This was because as a mine expanded its deptb and breadth 

underground. the need for artificial ventilation became greater. In South Afnca many mines 

had special shafts intended solely for ventilation, and where required, natural ventilation was 

supplemented by fans, the rearrangement of the mine into ventilation districts. and the 

splitting of air ~urrents."~ Rrvampinj the ventilation system of a mine thus required 

considerable engineering expertise and expense. 

A 1932 article from the Engineerine and Mining Journal, reprintcd in the Porcupine 

Advance, also ernphasized the need for ventilation that removed dust from the work 

environment or diIuted concentration levels. It noted that the effectiveness of ventiIation 

masks was irnpaired because their discom fort preventrd workers from wearii ig thrm 

reguiarly. In addition. the authon reported that spraying the working area with nater \as not 

entirely effective in removing dust particles. The principlc behind a proposed dust hood was 

that sîncr dust producrd by drills \vas local, the dust removal systern should also be local. It 

was argued that esisting dust hoods were ineffective because of faulty design, insuficient air 

flou; and improper dust collectinç equipment. Apparently, the Kelly dust trap eliminated 

these shortcomings. '" However, such relative\? affordable rnethods of dust control through 

ventilation only control led dust generated by the dnlling process. They did nothinç to control 

the dust generated by mucking and shovelling, blasting, and tunnelling. By controlling dust 

at individual sources, such ventilation measures lefi the miner esposed to dust hazards 

127 "Report on Dust Conditions in the Dome Mill l92T' by Evan hfiIl. Inspecter, Mines inspection Branch A 0  
RG 13-2 1 -0-1 1 .  Silicosis Fie. 
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renerated by his co-worken elsewhere in the mine. In other words, dust production %as 
Y 

local, but the dust hazard was not. Miners, who spent their days in dus@ mines. seem to have 

been more aware of this than engineers, if their collective demands for bener ventilation 

qstems are any indication. 

More prornising was an experimental method of dust control developed at the 

Banting t n s t i ~ e  by Dr. Dudley A. h i n ,  Dr. W. Rounding Fra&, and Dr. E.G. King under 

the supe~kion of the noted Dr. Fredenck G. Banting. This method removed dust from the 

air by somehow gang an elecn ica! charge to the offending particles, causing them to cluster 

together. The Iaboratory experirnents were about to be tried in a workinç mine. "O As the 

electrical dust precipitation method w a s  never adopted, it is safe to assume that it was not 

effective in practice. 

Not al1 the mining companies were equally cooperative in efforts to connol silicosis. 

At the 1976 annual meeting of the Ontario Mining Association, some of the Kirkland Lake 

operators questioned the qualifications of the Department of Health docton conducting 

surveys on the incidence of silicosis. These operaton sought corroboration of the findings 

from outside silicosis experts. As a rcsult. Kirkland Lake and Porcupine were visited in 

October 19-6 by Dr. Sayers, chief surgeon of the United States Public Health Service and D. 

Hamngton, chief engineer of the United States Bureau of Mines' Safety Senice. Hamngton 

stated that the mines of Porcupine had taken more comprehensive preventative mcasures 

than any mining camp south of the border.'" The intransigence of the Kirkland Lake 

operaton indicates that the cooperative policy of the Department of Mines aas a failure and 

that legislation was necessary to protect the hcalth of Ontario's hardrock miners. 

The inadequacy of existînç legislation to control dust in the mines was becominç 

evident by the 1930s. More d u t  sumeys were conducted in the Dome and Hollinger mines 

at Porcupine in 1933. A mining inspector participating in the smey wrote to the chief 

inspector of mines that dust levels had n'sen since previous inspections and that the time had 

corne to mandate better ventilation.'" In addition, the number of miners with silicosis 

1 JO "Test New Method to Absorb Silica Oust," Porcupine Advance, 9 November 1933, 5 .  
"' htemormdum on the repon of Dr J .  hfichael Smith. A0 RG 13-2 1-0-45. Silicosis File. 
''? Raiph [?]. lnspector of Mines to D.G. Sinclair. Chief Inspecter of Mines. IS Febniary 1932. M RG 13-2 I-O- 
17, Silicosis File. 
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continued to climb. From 1926 to 1936,628 cases of silicosis were reported to the 

Department of Mines.'" The volunw approach to silicosis prevention was ciearly a 

failure. but nothing was done to strengthen the Mininç Act- 

As proof of the failure of ind- self-regulation, it was not u t i l  1938 that the nsing 

death toll finally forced Hollinger to concede the need for better ventilation. Pior to this, the 

company had relied on the movement of cages, skips, and intermittent m i n g  to stimulate 

aifflow. One fan, designed to ventilate up to 1 000 feet underground, had k e n  inadequate 

for the past f i k n  yean when that depth was surpassed. Mine Mill complained that better 

ventilation ws provided for the black mineworkers of South Afnca. In addition. blasting of 

the main ore and waste passes \vas constant while the mine waas working in contradiction of 

the best silicosis control policy which restricted blasting to the end of a shift. Demonstratinr 

the technical skills possessed by miners and proving that health and safety need not be left in 

the hands of engïneen, the union suggrsted that the passes be scalrd more fiequrntly and the 

bad corners cut off in order to reduce the need for blasting and the attendant costs. ' N  

Apan fiom their opposition to the restrictions placed on who \ras eligible to work in 

mining. there is littls evidence about the sentiments of miners towards the vanous methods 

of controlling silicosis. especially prior to the 1930s. Howrver. by piecing together the 

tvidence h m  Ontario and comparing it with the Amencan experience, it is possible to 

arrive at some crediblr hypotheses. It is likely that the miners opposed many of the new 

reguiations and practices for making their jobs more difficult and for infnnging on their 

occupational independence. Historians in both Canada and the United States have 

documentrd a tradition of independence among minen that continued into the hventietb 

century despite the rnechanization of their mde. Bob Miner c laimed that in the 1 %Os, he 

only saw the shift boss for about five minutes a shift. Perhaps the most symbolic 

representation of rninen' independence came in the designation of minen as '~ontractors," 

'" "~Memorandum for hlr. Tremblay. re. Silicosis Euaminations". 27 Octoher 1936. .40 RG 13-2 1-04 .  Silicosis 
File. 
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even though they were actually employed by the mining companies. "' As late as 1 926. 

Inspector Wookey referred to rninen in this way.'36 

Wookey recommended the mandaton use of respirators by contractors engaged in 

mine development. It cannot be doubted that the respirators reduced the amount of dust 

breathed by a miner. 13' But they were also fiLely awhvard and hot. In the stagnant air of a 

mine, the lenses were probably prone to fogging. Such a contraption would have not only 

been uncornfortable, but it would have slowed the Pace at whch a miner could work When 

miners were employed on a piece rate system, a slower work Pace would have reduced a 

man's income. In addition, a slower pace of work would have made it dificult to meet 

production quotas on time. resulting in a longer shifi or disciplinq action from the shift 

boss. As production bonuses composed a large portion of every miners' income, a slower 

pace of work reduced the size of the much needed bonus. 13" 

The practicr of placinç much of the responsibility for  dus^ control on the individual 

worker can be seen as an extension of the longstanding management tradition of blaminç 

accidents on worker carelessness and the inherent risk of mining. The repon of a mine 

inspector provides evidrnce of the degree to which this tradition \as  e~qended to dust 

abatrmrnt. Afier discussinç the various dust control measures implemented in the McIntyre 

mines, Wooke? noted that "the personal factor is also of considerable importance. A good 

dral drptnds upon the care with which a runner operates his machine and the statr of repair 

in which he keps  it."'" Of course, maintenance time reduced producti\lty. The ideofop of 

individual responsibility ignored the fact that a miner using dust control measures properly 

\vas still at risk fiom the dust created by a careless coworker elsewhere in the mine. There 

were hvo solutions to this - improved ventilation or increased workplace supervision. 

If management placed much of the burden for silicosis prevention with the mine 

workforce, a new activism also permeated the rads  of the mine supervisors. Management 

now made an efon to enforce health and safety regdations on minen. This activism may 

13' Mner. Miner's Life. 4; Aldrich S a f i  Fiist, 17-48. 
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have k e n  inspired by the Safety First movement, the desire to keep compensation costs to a 

minimum. or the wish to assert greater managerial control underground. ''O Whatever its 

cause, increased supervision appears to have been more odious to miners than the new safet); 

measures. 

This aninide n r s  reflected in the rhetoric and policies of the KJMMSW. In addition 

to pushiq for more generous compensation, the union attacked corporate and governrnent 

inaction on the working conditions of Ontario mines and demanded a greater voice for labour 

in the prevention of silicosis. Iviembers of the union dismissed management health and 

safety initiatives as an excuse to increase the supervision of the work process. Henan Mutz, 

the superintendent of the MC0 mines, boasted in 1936 that the Frood mine had one boss for 

every ten men to "look afler the safety of the men-..We are in a position where the working 

men m u t  be forced to follow such methods of work that will eliminate the danger of them 

being injured."'"' In responsr to Mutz's assertion., it uris noted that the production of nickel 

increased 42 percent, while employment on& increased by 36 percent, indicatinç that each 

man performed more work. The faster Pace of work \vas directly linked to increased 

supenision: --Bosses in the mines and smelters are for one purpose. to make sure that certain 

and a big amount of ore and nickel is taken out.""" 

Although the above example refers to safety issues, the same contest of wills likely 

occurred oker the enfiorcement of halth protection measures. On the prrtest of ensuring that 

spraying \vas proprly utilized or that respiraton were wom, it would have been possible to 

increase the nurnber of underground supervisors, who could easily enforce a faster Pace of 

work when not busy investigating health and safety practices. 

Increased supervision was not the only way in which the mining companies were 

attempting to augment worker output. From at lest  the 1930s on, the production bonus 

system has been utilized in Ontario inrtal mines. Under this system. employees recrived a 

bonus for any production above regular quotas. The promise of an increased pay packet 

encouraçed the mine labour force to work faster, at the espense of their health and safety. A 

'" The increased supenision implemented by the Safety Fim movement is documenteci in .adrich Safets Fim. 
248-9. 
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faster Pace of work involved more drilling, blasting, and shovelling, which generated more 

dust in a shifl. It also lefi individuals more fatigued and prone to illness. Fatiye and a 

quickened Pace of work under the bonus system were also thought to be the cause of 

nurnerous accidents. The union claimed that, in any event, mining compam-es ignored their 

own health and safety rules because these made it impossible to maintain existing production 

levels. Instead the bonus system wvas used to enforce increased production levels, whiie 

violations of health and safety replations were used as a pretext to fire obstinate 

ernPloyees. lJ' 

M e n  increased supenision was combined with the presence of new rules for d u t  

abatement, rniners may have felt that their traditional autonomy \tas being undenined. ln 

this light. it is not surprising that the health and safety proposais put fonvard by the miners 

and their union were pan of an effort to assert some control over the wvorking environment. 

For esample. to enforce health and safety without increasing the intensity of underground 

supervision, the union called for the formation of health and safety cornmittees composed of 

miners, with the powver to investigate unsafe workplaces and demand changes before the 

resumption of wort "' Tnis proposal recognized the occupational expertise and espenence 

of miners and showed a dismist of the engineering and medical experts employed by the 

companies. 

In the absence of a cure for silicosis, the union considered the prevention of silicosis 

to be of great importance. To this end, it \vas argued that all hoivn methods of controlling 

dust should be utilized. For a disease caused by dust. the most obvious solution \vas the 

rernoval of dust from the work environment. To achieve this, miners asked for better 

ventilation. Miners also protested the rapid resumption of work after blasting. 1 t was stated 

that timbemen were often ordered back to work while only able to see a few feet through the 

dut. To eensure that a mine was safe to work in7 the union asked operaton to purchase 

scientific devices capable of meamring the level of dust present in the air. This equipment 

was not cheap and in the opinion of G.C. Bateman, secretary of the Ontario Mining 

'" n[h.(MSW, **Union is Needed in Kirliland Lake.'. Union News (Decernber 1936): 1: I L W S W ,  "Death Rate 
Increases a s  Dividends Soar." Union News (June 1937): 6. 
lu Ibid; M l S W ,  "Three Xliners Killed in Lakeshore Falt" Union News (September 1936): 3. 



Association, the expense was not worthwhile. It was also felt that new rnethods of 

prevention could be developed through the creation of a commission bringing together 

leading silicosis researchen and miners. '"' This last proposal again indicates that Ontario3 

hardrock miners were not going to defer to the wisdom of scientific and management experts 

in the development and irnplementation of dust prevention techniques. While management 

and pvemment emphasized the regulation of who \vas permitted to work the minen 

focused on creating the healthiest possible work environment. 

Ontario \vas the first junsdiction in North America to enact legislation to compensate 

the victims of silicosis and the fim in Canada to require dust reduction to control the 

incidence of the disease. For this reason. government and corporate oficials deserve some 

praise. However, it m m  be remembered that occupational agendas influenced much of the 

Iegiçlation_ not altruism. At the centre of the debate was the refusal of mining corporations 

to accept industrial disease as a by-product of hardrock rnining and as a con of production. 

As a result, the good intentions of the initial legislation quickiy degenerated into a cynical 

attempt by mine operaton, wvith government cooperation, to pass the costs and 

rrsponsibilities of the silicosis legislation ont0 the working-class. The miners resporided by 

demanding a role in the shaping of Ontario's silicosis policy. Because of this conflict. the 

debate surrounding silicosis lost its focus on how to best alleviate and prevent sufferinç and 

came to revohe around the issue of wvorkplace control. Between 192 1 and 19391 the miners 

were losing this battle in an ongoing class \var. 

'" IUMMSW. '*Real Facts about Silicosis." 8; .9 Frood Miner. *.Ventilation a Necessity in MI %fines Mills. and 
Smefters." Union Kews ( M y  1937): 6; IL3,IILISW. "Canadian Doctors Experiment for Prevention of Silicosis." 
Union News (June 1937): 6 .  



Cha pter Tbree: Silicosis in the Home and the Cornmunity, 192 1-1939 

It has been shown that silicosis became intertw-ïned with the m g &  between labour 

and management for control of the workplace. However, for those afflicted with silicosis, 

the controversy surrounding the disease could not be lefk at the mine at shifi's end It is for 

this reason that the relative importance of the disease can be assessed by exploring the role it 

played in the li fe of mining communities. From an esamination of readily available sources. 

it cm be tentatively stated that in the 1920s and 193Os, silicosis was a general concem among 

the population of mining communities, al though as in the workplace; its degree of 

prominence varïed \Mth one's standing in the community. 

As a mining community? anyîhing reiating to the industry was news in Timmins. For 

this reason, silicosis could not be ignored even by the intensely consernative Porcupine 

Advance. Like many small t o m  papers. past and present the Advance, published weekly by 

George Lake. suffered fiom excessive boosterism. An? criticism of Timmins by a southem 

personal ity or newspaper warranted weeks of editonal rebuttals. The mone) -making 

successes of the local mining companies were tmmpeted in front pase headiines and the 

efforts of the Chamber of Commerce were constantly applauded. ui the 1930s, fiequem 

wamings were given about the dangerous Bolshevist leanings of the recently founded 

Cooperative Commonwealth Federation. This was clearly not a newspaper that \ws going to 

mve undue negative publicih to mining corporations and the capitalist system under which - 
they thrived: nor \vas it going to go out of its way to bolster the daims of union oganizers. 

Still. a newspaper dependent upon mine and miil workers for its circulation could not 

ignore working conditions in the mines. Reports of mining accidents were camed, although 

blarne was rarely assigned Similarly, developments in the control of silicosis were camed 

that were of interest to the Advance's readrrship. The composition of these articles is 

interesting, as they reflect the official positions of the mine operaton and the Department of 

Mines - silicosis was a concem in Ontario mines, but commendable efforts were being made 

to reduce the risk of the worhforce exposed to the disease: 

On the one hand the progress made should be remembered and noted. It is 
not so many yean ago that there waas no thought of compensation for cases of 



this kind. On the other hanci, while great progress has been made, there is 
always room for fhther advance. The Ontario Government is certaidy to be 
commended for the progress made in dealing with silicosis ... The mines have 
s h o w  a very ready disposition to do ail possible to assist the Govemment in 
dealing with the silicosis problem. The Government has also gone, perhaps, 
as far as practical for the moment but nothing is to be Iost and much may be 
achieved by fnendly consideration.. . I 

When silicosis was first noted as a problem in the gold mines of northem Ontario7 the 

Advance downplayed this blemish on the othenvise untamished beauty of northem 

development. The first reference to silicosis in the weekly was less than an exposé of 

underground conditions. It \vas a report on an speech given locally by T.F. Sutherland the 

Chief ùispector of Mines. regarding his recent visit to South Afnca. which waas prirnarily to 

invtstigate that country's silicosis policies. Reporting on Sutherland's presentation. the 

Advance wote: '*After an explanation of the rnethods adopted to cut down the danger of 

silicosis (minrn'  consurnption), a lwig disease due to breathing fine si 1 ica. the speaker went 

on to give a description of the country tra\.clled fiom Cape T o m  to Elizabethville in the 

Belgian Congo...'- Dr. Sutherland, 1 presume? 

Later in 1926. it appears that conccm about silicosis was growing quickly in 

Timrnins, as witnessed in a speech of "closest interest-' made by silicosis enpen Dr. Haig to 

the local Kiwanis club solel) on the subject of the disease. There was now a "fight against 

the spread of silicosis." The emerginç silicosis policy of the Ontario çovcrnmrnt was 

supported by the doctor, including periodic examinations of underground workers, the 

transfer of silicotic worken to less dusty tasks, and the compensation of early silicotics in 

order that they rnight seek other ernployrnent. The obligatory praise of the cooperative 

actions of the mining companies was included. Most interesting u7as Dr. Haig's effort to 

calm fears about the extent of silicosis among mine workers. Apparently, "wild stories" 

were rampant about the number of men touched by this industrial disease.' This las1 fact 

provides convincing evidence that miners were awwe of the silicosis n'sk and very concerned 

about it, to the point that the whole cornmunit). \vas kneedeep in rumours. 

' '.Minefs Union Talies Up Maner of Silicosis Compensation." Porcupine Advance. 3 1 March 1927. n p. 
' '.lnteresting Address Here on hiing in South Alrica" Porcupine Advance, 4 March 1916. Section 1. 1. 
3 "Earnest Work in Cornbanhg the Spread of Silicosis." Porcupine .4dvance. 1 5 July 1936.9. 



A speech by Conservative Premier G. Howard Ferguson also demonmated that voter 

concerns about silicosis mingled with the desire for continued nonhem developrnent. The 

speech outlining government expenditures and policies towards the north contained a 

promise from the premier that the Ontario governrnent would continue to find a real solution 

to the silicosis problem.4 ïhe disease was enou& of a concem in northem mining 

comrnunities that the leading politician in the province could not ignore it. 

However, both the Advance and the Ontano Mining Association were happy to 

dowplay the silicosis risk in the wake of the Dr. Smith's report. The newspaper reprted on 

a meeting of the OMA in which it was noted that Smith found very little silicosis in silver 

and nickel mines, and that the disrase ias far less prevalent in Ontario mines than originally 

feared. It was hoped that this would put an end to the mental anguish of miners and their 

families, who feared losing their livelihood.' 

Despite the apparently minimal risk of contracting silicosis, the Advance continued 

to teep its readenhip infomed of developments in silicosis policy and research. Thrsr 

included the 1 97 8 arnendments to the Mining Act and the Workmen's Compensation Act 

and an article on dust catchers." The 1932 article on dust catchers infomed readers about a 

new expenmental method of reducing dust generated by drills. The piece reflected the 

increasing fiequency of silicosis in Ontario gold mines. referring to the disease as "one of the 

terrors of the miner." The witer advised that "readers of the Advance are interested in 

silicosis. Some of them haïe sad reason to be interested. m e r s  have necessity to study 

anything and eïerything in regard to silicosis with the view of avoiding danger." The 

controversial nature of silicosis legislation was also apparent in the article, which noted that: 

mines in the North and particuiarly in tlie Porcupine have spent money 
çenerously attempting to combat silicosis. The Ontario government has 
given leadership in the matter. There are some that even consider that too 
much prominence has ken given to silicosis which is not nearly as great a 
menace in this country as in some others. The fact remains, however, that 
silicosis is a danger that miners have to face and anyhing done to prevent it 
or to minimize its effects is most desirable.' 

'' "Premier of Ontario Reviews Progrers of the Nonhland," Porcupine Advance. 16 September 1926. n.p. 
' *'Hq Odes President of Mniny Association,'. Porcupine Advance. 2 1 Juiy 1927. n.p. 

"Proiince to Compensate Sufferen 60m Silicosis." Porcupine Advance. 29 March 1928. Section 3. 1 
7 "Dust Catchers Use. to Fi@ Siiicosis." Porcupine Advance. 25 .Aupst 1932. n.p. 



G.C. Bateman, the secret- of the Ontario Mining Association, also dow~played the 

silicosis problem, complaining that "much misleading information has ken  given regarding 

si1 icosis." He added that only one percent of minen ever developed the disease. Batenian 

also pointed out that numerous men hown to have silicosis continued to work for years afkr 

their initial diagnosis with linle evidence of disease progression or decreased work abilth. A 

m'ter in the Sudbury and Timrnins Union News did not let Bateman's comrnents go 

unchallenged. The labour witer argued that the one percent figure only represented cases of 

silicosis _ganted compensation. which was much smaller than the actual number of silicotics. 

it was claimed that the companies kept the number of compensation cases d o w ~  by 

continuing to emplo sick miners until they were no longer productive enough at which 

point the? were dismissed from their jobs through a lay off or an oum'ght firing. This was 

blamed on the 1933 amendment to the Workmen's Compensation Act which nlthdrew 

financial support from thosc suffiring From the earliest stages of silicosis.' 

As suggested in the above reports: business interests diverged from those of the 

working-class, which placed much greater empliasis on the nsks presented by silicosis. In 

contrast to the Advance3 lukewami support of the 1977 Mine Worken' Union resolutions. 

the apparently pro-labour newspaper. the Citizen. wholeheartedly endoned the union's 

position aithout offering any praise for esistinç efforts to compensate and control dust- 

related i~lnrss.~ Union organizers placed concem about silicosis mithin the context of a 

broadrr class conflict. Mike Mokry reminisced that the wealthy absrntee mine owers built 

costly estates in tropical locales, but "rehsed to pay for oil on the roads of Kirkland Lake 

covered nith the cmhed rock from undergoun& filled with silica dust, so that not only 

miners breathed the dangerous dut ,  their families did so as ~ e l l . " ' ~  When Dr. Norman 

Bethune visited Kirkiand Lake on a fundraising tour for his medical efforis in support of the 

Republican side of the Spanish Civil War. the tuberculosis expert extended his sojoum to 

8 IUMMSU', "Real Facts About Silicosis in the Metal Mining IndunqC Union News (November 1936): 8. 
"Silicosis! A Nationai Problem!" The Cit ize~ 3 1 Mar& 1927. Clipping Iocated in .&O RG13-21-0-32, Silicosis 

File. The resolutions of the Mine Workers' Union are discussed on pp. 28-3 1 
I l i  Quoted in Mike Solsk and John Sinaller. hfine h%iI - The History of the International Union of Mine. Mill and 
Smelter Worliers in Canada Since 1895 (Ottawa: Steel Rail Publishing. 1984). 80. 



help the lntemational Union of Mine, Mill, and Smeltenvorkers prepare a report on silicosis 

in local gold mines. ' ' 
The widely circulated local labour journal Union News, wrïtten to promote the 

advantages of, and need for, mernbership in the IUMMSW, placed a great deal of emphasis 

on silicosis and the inadequacies of esisting masures to conuol the spread of the disease and 

to compensate those sufferinç fiom the condition. " A sigiificant arnount of coverage was 

also given to instances of men being laid off only to discover that their lay off was connected 

with the presence of silicosis in their lungs. Links were also made between the prevalence of 

the disease and inadequate wages and housing. Of course, better wges and workinç 

conditions, improved Company housing, and job security were al1 items which the Mine, 

Mill, and Smelterworken- Union promised to fight for. A union spearheading an organizing 

drive would not have given such prominence to silicosis if it \vas not a concem of the 

workforce. ' ' 
The holistic approach of the W S W  towards silicosis is best represented by an 

illustration (Figure 2) which appeared in the November 1936 edition of Union News. The 

illustration portrays the Grim Reaper riding a silicosis wlture or raien. hovering above the 

"Homes of the Poorly Paid Worken." The caption below the illustration reads: 

Many arguments are advanced by the managements of the mining 
companies of Northem Ontario, that silicosis, the dreaded disease of the 
metal mining indus@, is not contracted in the p l d  and nickel mines of 
Ontario. 

Nothing is further fiom the tmth than such arguments. ln eve? 
mining centre in this province there are dozens and dozens of men, idle at 
present who have been laid off, on one pretexî or another, fiom the mine. 
Soon after being laid off in such a manner, the worker finds that he has the 
SiIicosis. He had the disease before he was fired, but it was not made hown 
to hm, so that the Company could avoid compensation. 

" ibid., 81. 
I f  In the first year Umon News was published ( 1  936). 2000 copies of the monMy were sold according to Laurel 
Seflon MacDowdl in "Remember Kirkland Lake'': the Nstorv and ERms of the Kirkland Lake Gold hiliners' 
Strike. 194 1-42 (Toronto: University of Toronto Press. l983), 62. 
13 The need to assess the importance of silicosis to the mine work force will m m  Iess redundant in light of later 
chapters on the post-war era. when manasement, in defense of  its workpiace hegemony. started to daim dl credit 
for health and safety advancements in the face of aile@ worker indifference or hostiliry. 



Figure 2 
Source: Ijnion News (November 1936): 8. 



The worl:qg conditions in most of the mines in these parts, together 
with the unheaiih! housing conditions such as exists in Company toms Iike 
Hollinger Tonn In Tirnmins and Creighton Mine near Sudbuy, where 
miners live in abat are ofien called "orange boxes" are regular breeding 
grounds for Silicosis. and id continue to be such unless the union is built 
strong enougb to malie the change. " 

The illustration appeared on the sarne page as an article which proclaimed that the care of 

silicosis victims and methods of prevention could be enforced through the union." 

m e r  miners preferred 10 express their fear of silicosis in poetry. An occasional 

contributor to Union News, "inspired", composed the following lines as part of a longer 

poem about mining in the Porcupine: 

P.. 

Who gives the mining moguls 
The best of his manly days. 

The guy who digs the yellow metal 
The highly precious Gold 
Then contracts silicosis 

And is Ieft out in the cold. 

The guy who has no protection 
That only Union can give 

That men may work like hurnans 
And have more time to l i d 6  

er pet, working under the pen name "A Lake Shore Miner," composed a poem 

entitled "Silica Clowns" linking paid vacations and union membenhip with improved health: 

What fools are we miners, 
Poor hardrock silica miners. 
Like babes in the woods we are lost; 
By big bad wolves we are bossed; 
Rotting our lungs with decay, 
Eating their dust every day. 

We believe it's quite fair, 
To get hvo weeks of Fresh air, 

14 TL,3IMSW. "Sifcosis, the Scourge of the Metal Miners," Union News (November 1936): 8 
" iüMMSW. .*Real Fans about Silicosis in the Metai Minhg Indunry:. hid. 
16 Inspired, [Untitled], Union Sews (June 1937): 5.  



And yet we are slacken 
And not C.I.O. backers. 
Corne! Let's buck up and join t o m  
And have our vacation with pay. 

Or laugh clown laugh and reflect 
On the silica dread you collect. 
You're getting your wage, 
Plus a si 1 ica stage, 
A bonus thatTs 'never cut dom', 
Poor imposed upon silica clown." 

These works suggest that at least arnong minen militant enough to support unionization, 

silicosis \vas becoming a cultural reference point in the fight for improved living and 

working conditions. Consequently. these poerns may either represent a conscious attempt to 

create such a conceptual and political understanding, or they may refiect the predominance 

of concem about silicosis in mining communities. 

Those who succumbed to silicosis were portrayed as martyrs in whose merno- the 

stmggle for union recoption and better working conditions m u t  continue. On 15 July 

1937, Timmins miner Lui@ Corîiana died of complications fiom 'rhat dread scourge of the 

metal miners" at age 47. After coming to Canada fiom Italy in 19 1 1, Brother Coniana began 

a twenty year mining career that was cut short by occupational disease. A devoted union 

organizer. the deceased \vas given a union burial where it \vas pledged -ro follow the 

splendid example you so wîliingly and unselfishly set us. We will finish the work that you so 

earnestly med to accomplish - the building of a strong union ... îhat silicotic Mctims may 

becorne a thing of the past."'" 

The writen of the Union News did not hesitate to pull on the macho hart string of 

miners in an effort to emphasize that silicotics were not the only victims of the disease. In an 

article describing one of the many tala of hardship related at the union ofice, a miner with 

fifieen yean experience had saved enough money during that time to build and pay for two 

houes in a quest for future independence. However, d e r  becoming too sick to work, the 

miner spent one and a half years in treatment at the tuberculosis sanitariun in Haileybury, to 

t7 A Lakeshore ,Miner, "Silica Clowns." Union News (Augst 1937): 5 .  
I R  Tuh.ih.fSW. "In Memoriam - Luigi Cortiana," Union News (July 1937): 6 .  



no effect because silicosis nas difficult to treat. While unable to work, hi? xceived 

no compensation benefits and they were forced to seil one house to survire had 

recently lost their second house as  well, unable to maintain it on a silicosis p. -. of W . 0 0  

per month. Upon rehuning the distraughr man to his home, union organizerr i ;. -3ed to have 

witnessed a Dickensim scene in which "the wife and children gathered around nm and 

begged him not to die. that they needed him oh so much, and please cheer UF. W sornehow 

thing might tum out well."" 

It was not just mine and mill workers who were concerned about occlqgional 

disease. The wives of these men also worried about siIicosis and the ernotiod and 

economic hardships their families faced after the disablement of the male wage earner. 

These hardships included the full-time responsibility of canng for silicotic family memben. 

Among women who supported organization, silicosis was frequently raivd in lettea to 

the "Women's Colwnn" of the Union News as the prirnaq force motivating k m  to support 

unionization of the mining industry- Siiicosis thus served as a catalyst for tk spread of the 

union message and worliing-class soli dan^ in gold rnining communities. Oac letter 

dernonstrates that nehvorks encouraginç union membership existed among miners' wives. 

The woman, \ h o  signed herself --Union Builder and a Wife", wote that: 

AAer 1 read from a miner's wife in one of o u r  bac% issues. it sure 
awakened me to what to expect from the mines when rny husband gets 
sil icosis. 

We women can't carry on a fight against the mines alone. Our mly 
salvation and hope lies in doing al1 we can to build a stronç union and \ t h  

the mines p to slip something over on us defenceless women, we cm place 
our cases in the hands of the union. 

1 talked this angle over with my husband and he joined the union . I 
organize in a sense. 1 point out the advantages of a union to other 1 TC- zd 
they al1 agree with me and I h o w  many who are insisting that their + L;---.; ..&. 
join for their sakes anyway2* 

"Union Builder" was not alone in encouraging women to support the rrm(Z\ISiiL' .:. 1 buttress 

against the injustices of silicosis compensation. 

19 L;MMSW. "We Must Build the Union and Fight" Union News (January 1937): IO. 
'O Union Builder and a hûe. -Doin% Her P a "  Union Xews (Februaq 1937). 10. 
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More graphic was a letter fiom "'Let Justice be Done." She wamed her sisters-in- 

arms that if a husband managed to avoid a serious accident, afier fifieen or twenty e r s  of 

mine work, he would instead be weakened by the accumulated effects of silica dust and other 

impurities, leaving hm prone to tuberculosis. "Justice" went on to discuss the inadequate 

silico-tuberculosis compensation pension of $27 or $30 per month. which did not ailow a 

couple to pass their golden years in ease: 

The result is, yok the mother and wife, must sel1 pur labor or beg to keep 
the family and man that the mines have, with full knowledge, destroyed and 
made incapable of fùrther earning possibilities ... The natural reward to expect 
for long and faithful servi-ce is at least some degree of security, with nature 
showing a balance in the 'bank of old age health' to draw upon in the 
declining years of life. 

It was noted that those living on silicosis pensions often lost the home they had worked so 

hard to purchase to ensure an independent old age. Instead of hoping that their farnily would 

be immune from such a fate. women were advised to encourage their husbands to join the 

IüMMSW in order to obtain wages high enough to permit savings: to uin improved working 

conditions in the mines. and to fight for more generous compensation pensions.'' 

Just as union organizers tried to raise the awareness of minen and srneitemen who 

did not take the threat of silicosis seriously, they also tried to reach the wiws possessed of a 

similar vieqmint in order to interest them in union activity. An article in the Union News 

directed at womrn presented a list of concems for the wives of minen. Apart fiom improved 

wages and increased job securi-ty, al1 of the issues raised dealt with health, safet)., and 

workers' compensation. Silicosis and economic hardship were treated as going hand-in- 

hand. It was promised that the union would change the compensation law so that the mining 

companies would not only be compelled to pay compensation to al1 silicotics, but to pay an 

adequate amount. Silicosis 1 s  portrayed as king such a menace that it was a husband's 

moral duty to his family to join the cause of organized labour: "Women who are the wives of 

miners not yet in the Union kindly consider what your husband's duty is in respect to you and 

his children in the matter of future security and protection...'"' 

21 Let Justice be Done, "Your Happiness is Threatened." ibid. 
*' RlhlhfSW. -Are You Interesteci In. .." Union Xews (March 1937): 1 1 



Silicosis loomed large enough in the community life of Timmins and Kirkland Lake 

to be of concern to municipal politicians. Perhaps troubled by hi@ relief costs brought on by 

the economic depression of the 1930s and concemeci about the condition of their 

constituents, councillors in Kirkland Lake issued a cal1 for reforms to the Workmenys 

Compensation Act Councillor Leslie Hornick informed his fellow councillors that many 

men were suffering from silicosis in the town, but were unable to obtain compensation 

benefits because the mining cornphes declared that they had tuberculosis. In response, 

corincillors M.P. Maguire and W.J. Barrager proposed that a special deputment of the 

Compensation Board be opened to deal specifically with nordiem Ontario. It was felt that 

the compensation costs provided by this northem board should be supported by income 

taxes, seemingly to remove the corporate interest in misdiagnosing silicosis. The W S W  

çupported the councillon' crusade? This support provides a comment on the failing of 

Ontario's compensation board The rniners' union placed great emphasis on forcing the 

mining companies to accept more responsibility for the human costs of the production 

process (e.g better benefits and dust control measures), but they were willing to abandon this 

stand in favour of one that would have moved the cos& for workers' compensation into the 

public purse, including the income taxes of minen, in the hope that it would bring geater 

faimess to sick or injured rniners. 

The widespread occurrence of silicosis and the inadequate compensation laws 

ensured that in gold mining communities the disease \vas a hot topic in the provincial 

election of 1937. The WMMSW boasted that union demands were the "issue of the 

election," owing to the strong campaign nui by Labor-Famer candidate Tommy Church, 

who attracted 7 500 votes. Because ofChurch, the Liberal and Conservative candidates were 

also forced to make promises regarding silicosis, compensation, and union recognition. 

Naturally, and probably with reason, union officiais gave full credit for this to the power of 

the union. A union cornmittee was beinç organized to visit the Victor, Mr. Gallagher, to 

remind hm of the promises he made during the election campaign. Miners were thus urged 

" RIMMSW. "Silicosis Banle Airn of Cound," Union News (January 1937): 4. It should be noted that while 
rnany miners were wrongiy denied silicosis compensation. tuberculosis was quite common in the 1930s and rnany 
miners may have been suffering f?om this disease without silicotic compiications Similar symptoms and better 
benefits likeIy convhced many miners with tuberculosis that they had silicosis. 



to join the union as the only assurance that their concems about silicosis and compensation 

would continue to be noticed by the govemment.'' Political action on occupational disease 

and workers' compensation waas another way in which the union used the disease to create 

workplace solidanty and exqend it into the comrnunity. 

The historian Laurel Sefion MacDowall notes that in a single indmtry communi'y, 

most ernployees ''~viI1 have the same grievances at the same time against the sarne people."" 

This appears to have been the case with silicosis in the mining communities of northem 

Ontario in the 1920s and 1930s. The sources examined suggest that silicosis waç a 

workplace concem that spilled over into the daily Iife of Timmins and Kirkland Lake, 

placing business and labour interests in contlict beyond the mines and mills. While not as 

significant in delineating the lines of class conflict as inadequate wages and employer 

intransigence towards collective bargaining, it seems that concem about silicosis, combined 

with anger over inadequate control and compensation measures. played a role in the 

development of occupational solidarit). among mine workers, prepanng the for the more 

successfùi unionization in the future. 

" KMMSW. ..Labor's Needs Recognized in Gold Camps Durino Elestion.- Union News (November 1937)- 4 
'' Sefion MacDowall. 50. 
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Chapter Four: Silicosis Du ring and After the Second World War 

Gerald Markowitz and David Rosner argue that by the 1950s silicosis had al1 but 

disappeared as a serious concem arnong those involt-ed in the mining indu-, with the 

exception of a few technical experts and the mines themselves.' in Canada at least, 

silicosis maintained a higher profile. in a speech to the 1956 Western Canadian convention 

of the International Union of Mine. Mill, and Smelter Workers, a Cooperative 

Commonwealth Frderation membrr of the British Columbia legislature. Lro Nimsick. said 

that the "great killef' silicosis took the lives of more hardrock miners than al1 other accidents 

combined.' While silicosis rernained a presence in the industq, the disease had to share the 

stage a i t h  an increasingl!. large cast of occupational afflictions. most notably luns cancer. 

This reflected increased knowledge of. and concem about, hazardous substances in the 

working emirorunent. particularly in surface operations where nrw chemical processes were 

constantly being introduced in the pst-war era. ' 

During the Second World War. concrrn about silicosis declined as labour and 

management put al1 their efforts into winning the \var and the \arious labour banles that \var 

inspired on the home front. Although the attention recrived by silicosis decreased during the 

\var. concrm about the disease did not disappear. For the gold mining industry of Ontario. 

silicosis \vas an onoing concrm due to continually rising compensation costs. To counter 

the disase. prewar rescarch was put into practice to slow the spread of the diseasr. The most 

controwrsial antidote to silicosis \vas the use of metallic aluminum dust as a prophylactic 

against silicosis. Inadequaiely iestcd and 1-cheinently opposed by unions, aluininum d u t  

domînatrd prevention efforis and pushed other silicosis research projects ont0 the back 

bumer. As this suçgests, for management and pvernment oficials, both the mahods of 

controlling the disease and of treating sick mine workers continued the prr-\var pattern of 

paternaiism and penny-pinching althouçh new respect for worken and for the power of 

organized labour \vas dernonstnted through improred consultations and more action on 

' Daiid Rosner and -Id Markotiitz Deadlv hin - Silicosis and the Politics of Occupational Disease in 
Twentieth-Century Amenca (Princeton. Princeton L'niversity Press, 199 1 ). C hapter 6 
- IUhfiISU'. "Leo Nimsick. M.L.A Cnticizés B C. Workmens' Compensation Board on Air." Mine-hlill Herald 
(Februag 1956): 3. 
3 I t M l l S \ t ' .  " Ensafe and Unhealthy Working Conditions," Sline-MiIl Heraid (hfarch 1956). 4. 



worken' demands. It w a s  the sustained rise of unions that expanded the definition of 

silicosis, improved compensation benefits. and forced greata action on silicosis prevention. 

However, the increased strength of labour heightened capital3 defense of management n@ts 

and the volunary regdation of health and safety. For its the labour force demonstrated 

a greater forcefûlness in pressing their grievances and demanding a role in the silicosis policy 

process. As compensation laws gradually improved, miners concentrated on ensuring that 

benefits were paid to al1 silicotics. With the basic needs of sick memben now k i n g  met. 

unions could devote more effort to fighting silicosis through altered work processes and 

better medical and engineering research. To help !+ln the uphili stmggle for bener 

prevention techniques and greater labour participation in heaith and safety, govemment 

support was continually sought and rarely obtained. 

The number of miners working in highlg siliceous mines remainrd fairly constant 

throughout the penod discussed belowx The number of miners rmployed in gold mining 

peaked in 19J!at almost 73 000: then declined rrlatively quickly on account of the soft gold 

market that developed in the later war yean and continued into the pst-war era. By 1956. 

the nurnbrr of men worling in gold mining and processing had fallen to I O  300. Howver. 

much of the slack had been taken up by uranium mining which gew phrnornenally from 

400 employees in 1955 to 1 1 500 in 1958. Seventy-five percent of the men employed in 

thex industries werr exposed to silica dust. including those working in the mines. cnisher 

houses, mills, and assay offices. The highly automated nature of surface operations ensured 

that ninety-five percent of the workforce esposed to dust ~ o r k r d  underground.' These 

emplolment levels. combincd with the fonvard marc11 of mechanization. ensured that a 

steady flow of men would apply for silicosis compensation into the 1 970s. 

Compensa ting Silicosis 

Ontario3 policy on the compensation of silicosis was characterized by a considerable 

degree of continuity between the pre-war and pst-\var en. The basic philosophy of 

'I John F. Paterson Silicosis in Hardrock Miners in O n t a  (Toronto Depvuneni of Mines Bulletin 158. 1959). 
1 .  



compensating iost incorne and the administrative structure of the silicosis compensation 

-stem remained the same. However, some changes were made in an effon to appease an 

increasingiy a o n g  labour movement and to reflect changing amhides towards - and 

howledge about - occupational di sease in general and si 1 icosis in partikular. 

Perhaps the most commendable improvement to compensation legislation in Ontario 

was the removal in 1946 of the restricted tirne in which a miner could apply for silicosis 

compensation afier leaving dust emplo~ment in Ontario. The new legislation was made 

retroactive to cover al1 men who had worked in the provincial mining indus@ for at Ieast 

hvo years. This change had k e n  a demand of labour since the first silicosis legïslation was 

passed in 1926. The stipulation that a silicosis daim could ody be submitted within five 

yean of Ieaviq mining \vas particulad- odious as dust corrtrol measures improved and 

siiiçosis began to take over ten years to develop. The revised law effectively espanded the 

legal definition of silicosis.' 

Eligibility requirrments for silicosis wre  lessened in response to the lobbying of 

labour unions. In Ontario's original silicosis legislation. a miner wis required to have at lem 

five yean of dust esposure in Ontario bcfore bccorning elig-ible to rrceive workrr's 

compensation. In 1939 this was reduced to three pean. and in 1944 it \vas funher reducrd to 

two yean of dust esposure in the province. In addition. a miner no longer became inr 1 igible 

to recriw compensation if he did not leavr dus' work afirr being granted compensation. A 

miner awarded compensation for partial disability \vas able to continue working where dust 

\vas present and ail1 receive an increase in his benetits should his health worsen.%is 

allowed a niiner to keep his source of livdihood and recopïzed the dificul- he would 

encounter in tinding another job as a silicotic. It also gave the individual the abiliv to 

determine what w s  in his best interest, not the Compensation Board or a doctor. The 

change may also have reflected new evidence that a prson never recovered from silicosis 

and that remoïing a silicotic fiom dust did not necessarily stop the progression of the disease. 

' McIntyre Research Foundation ed Conference on Siiicosis and Othw Industrial Puhona? Diseases (Toromo: 
McIntye Research Foundation 1963 ). 2. 

'Slicosis as Seen by the Ontario N'orhen's Compensation Board.'. Speech by E.E. Sparro~. F & m q  1954. 



A worthy change to the Worhen's Compensation Act of Ontario \vas the 

improvement of the permanent disability pension. From its inception in 19 14, the 

Compensation Act had paid a fully disabled worker 66 and 2 3  percent of his former income, 

up to a iveekly maximum that changed occasionally to reflect changes in the cost of living. 

On 1 January 1950, the disability allowance was raised to cover a slightly more reasonable 
-r 

75 percent of the former salay. ' Ontario's compensation board deserved credit for its cost- 

efficient structure that benefitted sick workers in instances when the): actually were granted 

compensation Althou$ one of the biggest complaints of organized labour involved the 

inadequacy of disabilit). pensions, most of the revenue collected by the WCB went to 

workers. Of evey dollar assessed 88 cents went to sick or injured worken. seyen cents \ras 

drvoted to administration. and five cents went to various accident prevention progamrnes.R 

Another of the few ways in which the Ontario Work~nen's Compensation Act 

fa~oured employees over employen its pnting to wwrkers the right to choose their o w  

physicians. This not only gave employees control mer the management of their persona1 

health. but removed t h m  from the potentîal bias of doctors employed b>. companies or kept 

on the rostrr of acceptable practitioners by employers and the WCB. In addition. the Board 

paid the medical espenses of a sick workrr. even if he did not suffer a loss in wages. The 

annual chest esaminations necessaq to maintain a Mining Cenificate continued to be 

conducted by the staff cioctors of the Compensation Board. The laa. recognizrd the privacy 

of health information hy requiring the doctors to keep test results private. An employer could 

not be infonned about an cmployee's health wvithout the written consent of the man 

concemed. Howr~er. complaints of qiust firings suggest that companirs continued to keep 

an eyc on the health of its employees bp conducting their o w  s-ray prog~arnrnes.~ 

The creation in 1950 of the Medical Statistics Unit of the Worhen's Compensation 

Board was a notable development in the administrative history of silicosis. The Statinics 

Unit developed a ?stem for repning and recording die records of miners esposed to dust. 

The data w a s  anal'zed for pattern in the prevalence and progression of silicosis in the 

' Ibid 
Ibid. 
Ibid 



provincial mining industry. The statistical midy was undertaken in response to a 1919 

request by the Ontario Mining Association for more information about the silicosis situation. 

The unanalyzed records held by the Compensation Board were thouçht to be a usefùl source 

of information on such things as the incidence and prevalence of silicosis in Ontan-O mines, 

the lengh of exposure necessary to produce the disease, and the rate at which the disease 

progressed once acquired. The status of silicosis cases could now be updated on a regular 

basis. "' 

-4 l o n g - ~ d i n g  @evance among mobile mine worken was the provincial residency 

requirement that made it dificult to coilect compensation for silicosis if a miner changed 

provinces. in the 1930s, demands were made for the federal governrnent to assume 

responsibility for silicosis compensation. In the 1950s and eariy l96Os, demands were made 

for the abolition of residency requirements and for an agreement behveen the provinces that 

would allow a sick worker to r r cc i~ t  silicosis compensation regardless of where he 

contracted it or resided. ' ' In the case of diamond drillen involved in mine development. 

the! could spend an entire career employed by the same Company, but each assipment could 

send thrm to a different province, leaving them ineligible for anything but the most meager 

compensation." As Canadian citizens. miners were able to movc from one provincial labour 

market to another, but compensation benefits were not as portable. This \vas one more way 

in which the costs of silicosis were shified onto the worliing-class. Mining compania did 

not \vant to assume the compensation costs for silicosis acquired at least panially in another 

province. At the same tirne, these companies did not hesitate to lai o~worken,  an evrnt 

which often necessiiated an inrrr-provincial relocation in xarch of anothrr mining job. 

Surprisingly, it was the archtonservative Social Credit govemment of British Columbia that 

\vas the first to take action on this front. In an riddress to the British Columbia District 

convention of Mine Mill, the provincial minister of labour, Lyle Wicks, announced that an 

'O Memorandum h m  N.F. ParEnso~ Esenitive Director, O M h  25 lanuat)' 1950. A 0  FI 35-34-4. O W ,  
Papers. McIntyre Research Foundation; Anps D. Campbell. "Trends in the Development of Silicosis in Ontario 
Miners and rUurninum as a Factor in Prevention" Paper presented to the C h a h a n  and Directors. Mclntyre 
Research Foundation, December 196 1 ,  A 0  F 13 52-3-û- 10. 
1 I [UMMSW. " N o  Agreement on Compensation for Silicosis." Mine-hBII Herald (May 196 1 1. 13 
12 WilIiam Kennedy. " At Ontario Compensation Hearings - Employers Outnumber Labour Two-to-One.- Mine- 
Ml1 Herald (Oaober 1 966): 1 0. 



amendment had been ma& to the Compensation Act permitting the province to reach 

reciprxal agreements uith other provinces for the compensation of silicosis. Unfortunately. 

British Columbia would MI be able to complete any such agreements until the other 

provinces passed similar ~ciprocity legislation. Wicb  recornrnended that Mine Mill 

concentrate on lobbying Ontano and Quebec, where silicosis was also a serious problern. to 

follow British Col umbia's tead. l 3  

The union tried to set each province to participate in a reciprocal compensation 

agreement, but found its &or& hindered by the Canadian tradition of inter-provincial 

squabbling. The first hurde involved harmonizhg different compensation re ylations in 

different junkdictions. In Ontario. silicotics were compensated based upon the degree of 

their disability, as long as they had been ernployed in a job exposed to silica dust in Ontario 

for at least h o  years. In mntrast. other provinces such as Manitoba reduced a penon's 

compensation benefit if his smployment history showd he had \vorked in the mining 

indust- of another province. Despite these differences, only Ontario espressed a strong 

objection to the union's suggestion for a reciprocal agreement on pro-rated silicosis 

compensation. Ontario fdt that reducing the minimum required period of dust tsposure was 

the best way of dealing vAh the problern. This position t a s  based on the great dificulty 

medical authorities had in drtermining how rnuch responsibility each jurisdiction had for a 

person's disability. Ontario instead thought it would be bener for each province to pay full  

silicosis benefits, as it did tliough residency requirements could be iowered to increase the 

faimess of this policy. The provinces would also have to agree upon a common definition of 

silicosis in its coinpensable form.'" As late as 1966. labour unions were making the sarnr 

arguments for reciprocal benefits as they had k e n  for the last several decades. Most ofthe 

provinces had passed legislation by that time pennitting reciprocal agreements. The notable 

exception \vas Ontario. ' j  

- - 

" iUMMSW. %Gne-hfiii is Workm' Spokman - L. Wicks." Mine-Mill Herafd (Febmaq 1956): 2. I thank 
James McCrostie for refemn~ me to sources on silicosis compensation in British Columbia. 
14 IUUMSW. "No Agreement Between Provinces on Compensation for Silicosis." ,Vine-Mill Herald (May 196 1 1: 
13 
" W~lliam Kennedy. -.4t Ontario Compensation Hearings," 10. 



A report on silicosis by University of Toronto medical professor John Paterson 

released in 1959 surnmarized the pst-war procedures for detecring and compensating 

silicosis. In most instances, silicosis, tuberculosis, and silico-tuberculosis were detected by 

the medical officers at the Miners' Chest Esaminhg Stations. Other cases were detected by 

physicians during non-emploqment related examinations, often after a man had left his job in 

the mining indusm. When a medical oficer suspected that a mine worker had silicosis, it 

w a s  his du- to infonn the miner to file a clairn with the Worhen's Compensation Board. 

The Silicosis Referee Board would then examine the case and advise the Compensation 

Board whether or not the daim should be allowed. The recornmendations of the Referee 

Board were always accepted. The prcsence of silicosis in a person's lunçs did not warrant 

compensation in itself Since 1933, there had to be some disability resulting fiom the 

condition. This distinction was problematic whrn physicians inespen'enced with industrial 

pulmonaq diseases made the diagnosis and misinformrd thrir patients about the possibilih, 

of receiving compensation. '' 
While there were certainly many leçitimate cases of silicosis cheated out of 

compensation, thrre wtre also instances in which physical qmptoms were incorrectlj 

aaributed to silicosis. M e n  a miner found himself becoming short of breath. there LW a 

tendency for the patient and his physician to attribute the condition to silicosis on the basis of 

the rnan's occupaiion and the apjxarance of shadowvs on his chest s-ray, which were ofien 

caused bu normally prominent blood vessels. another pulrnonary disease. anrriosclrrotic 

heart disease? or the açeing process. Placing his trust in his family physician, the miner then 

felt he \vas treated unjustly whcn the silicosis experts of the Compensation Board rejected his 

claim. One of the main reasons for the miçdiagnosis of silicosis was aaributed to the rarity of 

this working-class disease outside of mining centres. For this reason, Paterson felt it would 

be difficult to improve how medical midents and interns were taught about industrial 

pulrnonary disease." He ignored the role of class bias in the amount of tirne spent studying 

and teaching different medical conditions. As silicosis w a s  confined to those working in 

dusty occupations. the disease might have seemed unimportant or distant to those whose 

-- 

16 Paterson Bulletin 158. 1 8. 
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backgounds enabled them to study rnedicine in an era before higher education became 

highly subsidized by the state and before ma- workingîlass incomes had reached middle 

class levels. Industnal diseases such as cancer and asthma that afflicted al1 members of 

society may haïe seemed more menacing to both doctors and those who dispersrd research 

money. 

Paterson also felt that cont~ovenies developed becaw of minen' high espectations 

of conîracting silicosis. Any breathing dificulties and weakened physical ability were 

assumed to be the result of silicosis and the miner automatically mled out othrr causes. 

Because of the publicity silicosis received in mining comrnunities, Paterson believed that 

man). miners failed to realizt: that thcy were just as likely to develop other lung conditions 

such as asthrna, emphysema lung cancer, or arteriosclerotic hean disease - al1 afflictions that 

could also playe a white collar worker. Increased breathlessness !vas also caused by 

increasrs in age and weight. '' On the other side of this balanced ledyer. cioctors and 

compensation ofticials ofien failed to acknowledge that silicosis encouraged the 

development of a vanec of medical conditions that were not traditionally considered 

occupational diseases. 

In cases where a diagosis of cornpensable silicosis \vas uncenain. thrre were two 

wvqs in which the problem rvas resolved. The first. and most prefenble one from the 

worker's standpoint, gave the benrfit of doubt to the miner and gantrd him compensation. 

When death came knocking, the family physician was to obtain an autopsy to contim the 

diaposis of silicosis. The continued payment of silicosis benefits to the family depended on 

a confirmation that silicosis t a s  present The second course of action dcalt with si1 icosis 

cases that had k e n  too doubtful to compensate while the miner was alive. Upon his death, 

the farnily was asked to submit the body for autom. If silicosis \\as found, a swivor's 

pension could be granted and a payment made for disability suffered pnor to death. If 

silicosis was present but \vas not a contributinç cause of death, the pension was not granteci, 

but a pa>ment was frequently made to compensate for disability esperienced pnor to death.19 

Ibid. 
19 Ibid.. 19. 



Ontario \vas ahead of some other j~~sdictions in recognizing that death caused by 

diseases other than silicosis were ofien present or more serious than normal, on account of 

silicosis. Unfortunately, related diseases could still be used to deny a widow a pension. 

particularlg when linked to the ageing process. This was especially tnie by the 1950s, as 

tuberculosis rates declined and the average life espectancy of silicotics approached that of a 

normal male. According to Paterson, as silicotics began to live longer. they naturally became 

more likely to develop other diseases in the sarne wiy as non-silicotic men. Between 1976 

and 1958,329 silicotic miners ciied of causes unrelated to silicosis. When these miners had 

\\ives and childreq their s h v o r s  received no further compensation." It is unclear how the 

physicians of the time were able to distinpuish bchveen a contributory and a non-contributory 

role for silicosis. In either event, this p l i q  txated the economic realities of workingclass 

families with disdain. When a miner had to leave his job on account of silicosis, his incorne 

droppzd up to fi@ percent and made the accumulation of savings difficult. By not payinç 

his survivon a silicosis pension, no recognition was given to the ongoing economic 

insecurity faced by the family on account of silicosis, even if the disease \vas not the 

irnmediate cause of dsath. Such an ar&ment assumrd that the sufiring caused by silicosis 

did not end with the death of the silicotic individual and to ignore this fact \tas another 

instance of compensation costs beinç shified onto the individuals least able to afiord the 

restrictive bureaucratic definition of silicosis. 

It h a  been seen that during the 1930s. defininp disability and sertine a compensation 

level to match was a source of considerable controversy. The debate over assessing disability 

continued into the 1910s. In most jurisdictions the legal definition of disabilin \vas bascd 

upon a loss of earning power. This bureaucratic definition of illness irked medical 

practitioners, who sought a greater role for their profession in the field of workers' 

compensation. Dr. George Wright, a researcher at the Trudeau Foundation in Saranac Lake. 

New York, aryed that eaming power could be rnaintained as an illness progressed by 

" ibid: -bSilicosis in Ontario hliines. €..mm from the 34th Annual Report of the Mines Accident Prevention 
Association of Ontario, May 1965," 32, A 0  FI 352-2-0-6. OAMA Papers. Royal Commission on the Health and 
Safety of Workers in Mines. William Paterson. Silicosis in Hardrock hfiners in Ontario - A Further Studv 
(Toronto. Ministry of Natural Resources Bulletin 173. 1973) reponed on page 4 tbat the primay cause of death 
in silicotics was ri@ heart failure, something not uncommon among elderly people. 



working more aeadily during a work period." ui other words, a person could experience 

increasing disability \cith no loss of earning power. Those responsible for paying 

compensation cons likely had linle problem nith such a system. However, Wright proposed 

a more enlightened system based upon '-the physiological integfih, the health and well-being 

of the individual." This system would have compensated a sick or injured worker for the loss 

of his health kyond the normal decrease in work capacity c a w d  by the ageing process, not 
i i 

for his loss of incorne.-' The ageing process, not the effect of silicosis. lias cited by mining 

executives as the real reason many men complained of disability. 

In the opinion of Wright, there were three types of partial disability which could 

manifest themselves in silicotics. One involved the ioss of breathing capacity - the shortness 

of breath which most apparent& characterized silicosis and was the cause for most disability 

claims. This condition \vas often accompanied by coughing, chest pain, and an increased 
i. 

susceptibilih to respiraio- infections.-" These symptoms dernonstrate how easy it ivas for 

employers to den! the occupational status of silicosis, as these signs were also synptomatic 

of tuberculosis and the wath of Father Time. The second fom of partial disability reflected 

the increased nsl, a silicotic had of developing tubercuiosis. which hurricd the progression of 

the illness and increased the chance of an çarly death. This kvas descnbed bu Wright as 

disabiliq based upon the increased chance of suffering. In contrast, Ontario punished a 

person for developing tubrrculosis with a lower pension for silico-tuberculosis. The third 

type of disability was drscribed as an economic disability. This disabilih \vas present from 

thc tiine silicosis \vas diagnosed because the diagnosis practically excluded a worker from 

an? ne\+ einplo?rneni in an occupation u-ith a silicosis danger. This decreased a man3 

employment mobility and meant that he was no longer a .Sree agent" in the labour market.'" 

" George W.  Wright. '~biedicai Aspects of Compensation for Panial Disability fiom Silicosis." in I n d u a ~ .  
Tuberculosis. Silicosis. and Industq - A S-m~osium ed. Leroy LI. Gardner (New York: National Tuberdosis 
Society. 1945). 99. Wrigit's lecture is particularly applicabIe to the we of Ontario, as Dr. A. R. Riddell from the 
Division of Industrial Hygiene of the Ontario Department of Health is acknowfedrged for his helpfùl Gomments 
upon the problerns faced by die pro\ince's Silicosis Referee Board in administering compensation for partial 



Much of what Wright aryed was based on the example of Ontario, which had a 

cornplicated system for drtemining and cornprnsating partial disabilig. The degree of a 

person's loss of function waas measured in percentage terms. If a miner was found to be fift? 

percent disabled and left the mining industry, he would receive 50 percent of 75 percent of 

his former salary.':' If he continued to work he would receive compensation based eithrr on 

the difference between his current and former incorne or on his calculated disability pension, 

whichever was the lesser amount If  a man's silicosis progressed, his pension was adjusted to 

reflect his increased disability. 

Despite irnprovements to the Workmen's Compensation Act of Ontario, the mininç 

industry and its lackeys at the Compensation Board continued to domplay the importance of 

silicosis. and thus minimize compensation costs. by taking advantage of the close link 

behveen silicosis and tuberculosis to deny compensation to minen 1~1th silico-tuberculosis. 

The close relationship between tuberculosis and silicosis \vas recognized in the scientific 

community. and L.E. Hamlin. a Company doctor in Pennsylvania, acknowledged that it was 

often difficult to distinguish occupationally related tuberculosis from silico-tuberculosis, 

rxcrpt that the latter usually progessed more rapidly. He also noted that the majority of 

deaths amonp silicotics occumd when that disease was accornpanied by tuberculosis. 

Silico-tuberculosis \vas described as being chronic and slowly progressive, although it could 

progress very rapidly in younger mmen.'%at those involved in cornbatting tuberculosis saw 

a reduction in silicosis as integral io their campaign is emphasized by the fact that the 

conference at which Harnlin spoke wûs spnsored by the National TubercuIosis Society (of 

the United States). In contrast. the Ontario mining industq obfuscated scientitic evidence to 

emphasize that a reduction in tuberculosis was integral to the cam paign against si1 icosis. 

An-gus Campbell. an Ontano mining engineer. noted that "tuberculosis had always been 

considered the real problem in Ontario by mine managements, and the Mrdical Examinen 

and Board comrcted wlth si~icosis."~' 

7 5 
'- According to my caicxlations, this is quivalent to 37.5 pmt of the man's former incorne. 
' 6  L.E. HamliR .'Re\iew of Silicosis for the Industrial Hygienia and Medical Practiiioner,'. in Industn, 
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This position reduced the importance of taking d u t  prevention rneasures in the mine 

and shified the responsibility for silicosis incidence fiom the mining companies to 

mineworkers at risk of contraaing tuberculosis. This justified the role of emploqment 

screening and the focus on individual suitabili~ for duse work, while leaving esisting dust 

control measures as satisfactocy. If tuberculosis could be el iminated, si l icosis would 

disappear as a problem without further erpenditure. South Afnca avoided t his controversy 

by recogiizing the role of dust exposure in increasing a peson's chances of contractinç 

tuberculosis and the role of niberculosis in transforminç silicosis into a disabling condition. 

In adrnittinç to the close link between the two diseases. South AFnca ganted workers' 

compensation IO an! miner with tuberculosis \ h o  possessed at least three months of industc 

esperience." 

The practice of removinç vulnerable employees from the workplace continued and 

espanded to other industries as its merits became Irnonn. As a public health measure. 

worken in man\: North American industries were s-rayed for tuberculosis pnor to 

emploqmrnt and throughout the term of their engagement. These progammes were 

effective in reducing the incidence of new cases of tuberculosis." The difference behveen 

this notable programme and the ?c-ray programme of the Ontario mining indusm was that in 

best practice, sick wvorken were detected and given treatment in order that the? might return 

to worli. It has been sren that in Ontario's mining industry. unhealthy x-ray results wwe 

ofien used as an excuse to tire a worker? not help him. In addition. as long as dust lrvels 

remained hi&. reducing tuberculosis might decrease the disability level of silicotics. but it 

would not have much impact on the incidence of the diseax. 

Since the Compensation Board refused to accept tuberculosis as an occupational 

condition, the labour movement assumed some of the responsibilih for the needs of its sick 

Mclntye Research Foundation, A 0  RGI3-?O-û-iOO. Department of Mines. Mines Inspection Branch - Repons. 
Papes, and Proceedings. 
2 1  Lukin Robinson, "Dust ComroI the Best Protedos" Mine-hGU Herald (November 1956): 7. In G.W.H. 
Schepers, "Silicosis and Tuberculosis," in Conference on Silicosis and Other Industrial Pulmonq Diseases. ed. 
Mclntye Research Foundation (Toronto: McInt).re Research Foundation 1963). it is reponed on pase 54 that 
this nearly f i@ year old practice came to an end on 1 October 1962. when compensation for tuberculosis u,as 
drastically restriaed. 
'' Ada Chree Reid. 6-Control of Tuberculosis in an I n d m d  Group.- in Indus- Tuberculosis. Silicais. and 
Com~ensation - A Syn-wsium, ed. Leroy U. Gardner (New York: National Tuberculosis S o c i q ,  1945). 26 



members. A motion from the floor of a meeting of the Mchtyre Mines local of the United 

Steelworkers of America proposed the establishment of a h d  to provide spending money to 

members confined to sanitoria Many unpensioned mines in provincial sanitoria did not 

have the money to buy niceties such as shaving materials, postage stamps, and cigarettes 

(what every lung patient needed for a speedy recovery). The sick members were deemed 

worthy of compensation because their il1 health was amibuted to conditions in the mines. 

The motion was approved and 425 \vas coilected to start the fund? 

By the 1960s, efforts to contro1 tuberculosis in Canada and the United States had 

been so successful that it was a sîruggle to keep the links of tuberculosis ultth silicosis at 

centre stage. It was difficult to demonstrate the difference between tuberculosis acquired 

randomly by a member of the general population and tuberculosis acquired by a siiicotic 

miner. that would have healed without the presence of silicosis. This created pressure to 

decenifi any forrn of tuberculosis as a cornpensable industrial diçzase. The problem of 

diagnosis, and by extension compensation Iay in cases where the diagnosis of silicosis or 

tuberculosis was not clear cut. At one e-xtreme \vas the situation in wfich a man's qmptoms 

were vrn similar to uncornplicated silicosis and where the presence of tuberculosis w a s  

ofirn confimed only afier death. At the other extreme were cases in which the signs of 

tuberculosis dominated hiding the presence of silicosis until detailed histology and chemisa) 

tests could be completed." C o n t r q  to earlier teaching by the 1960s, x-rays were said to be 

of only limitrd help in distinguishing between silicosis and tuberculosis infection." The 

impact of silica esposure on the development of tuberculosis was eiidenced in Ontario by a 

1960 study of silicotics in the Torcupine mining camp. The study found that one third of 

silicotic minen e m i n e d  had had rubercle bacilli in their sputum at somr point in time. 

Another study found that seventeen percent of silicotics in Ontario had a history of 

tuberculosis, cornpared with -05% of the highest risk group in the gencral 

'O "Unpmsioned Miners Fund Establisheù by Steelworlrm;' Timrnins Ress (28 September 1954). Press clipping 
fiom A 0  FI 3 52-3 -04, OMA Papers, McIntyre Researc h Foundaîion. 
3 1 Schepers, "Silicosis and Tuberculosis," 54-5.64-6. 
32 Stefan Grzybowski, "Tuberculosis: Its Prwention and Manasement wit h Specid Rcfei-~TW to Silicosis." in 
Conference on Silicosis and Other industrial Puhonary Diseases, ed Mchq-re Re<:!!. 5 Foundation (Toronto- 
McIntyre Research Foundation 1963 ). 75-6. 
33 ibid.. 74-5. 



As wih tuberculosis, the effons to reduce the incidence of silicosis in Ontario appear 

to have been fairly successfùl, as the d s t i c s  suggest." Much of Mine Mills' concem about 

silicosis in the 1950s revolved around winning compensation for those suffen'ng the efEects 

of the abominable ivorking conditions of an earlier e m  By the 1960s, even the 

compensation of silicotics was no longer an important concern of the union, if the dearth of 

articles on the disease in the Mine Mill Herald during the 1960s provides any indication. The 

absence of such articles could also be a reflection of union politics, not epidemiology, due to 

Mine Mills' loss of its gold and uranium mining locals to the United Steelworkers. By the 

middle of the 1960s, the IUMMSW only represented nickel miners, an industq in which 

silicosis was not a scrîous problem. This change in the composition of its membership lefi 

the union fighting for better safety and more generous compensation benefits. 

AIthough it may have disappeared from the limelight, silicosis continued to act the 

villain. This is clear from the records of sis men granted disability compensation in 1970. 

Fie-six year old Robert Beck. a German immi--nt, had accumulated silica dust in his lunp 

between 1 953 and 1966, a condition ~ g a v a t e d  by the presence of ~berculosis. He spent 

ten years of his mining carerr in the uranium indum. Given the abhorrent underground 

environment that existed in uranium mines in the 1950s: it seemed a linle unfair that Beck's 

compensation \ras assessed to the Copper Corporation, where he had last worked for forty- 

five months. '' The Canadian-bom miner William Miller worked underground From 1% 1 to 

196 1. He developed silicosis at age s k ~ ,  nine years afier leaving mining Most of his career 

\vas spent mining gold and uranium. The latter \vas deemed responsible for his silicosis. 

Anthony Cariuccio was only forty-nine whrn hr received compensation for disabling 

silicosis. He began work in gold mines shortly afier his amval in Canada from Italy in 195 1. 

Although he only mined for nine yean and did not have tuberculosis, Carluccio still 

developed silicosis, a sure sign that silica d u t  levels remained high in at least some worliing 

areas. Ukrainian-bom Steve Shypowshyj worked at the Pickle Crow gold mine fiom 195 1 to 

1960. He developed silicosis in a cornpensable form at age fi@-two. Shjpowskyj9s 

compatriot Jeny Marusic&- spent four years in the coal mines of Belgiurn and another four 

34 See disussion belou: pp. 132-6. 
3' For a detailed discussion of conditions in the uranium industry. see Chapter Four. 
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years from 1951 to 1956 in the p l d  mines of the Porcupine. This wvas enough time for him 

to have developed silicosis by age fi@-one. Car1 Anderson worked in the gold mines of the 

Red Lake area From 1951 to 1967. Although he commenced his mining career at fi@-three, 

he still had silicosis by the tirne he reached siwnine. These silicotics received special 

attention becaw they a11 started mining in Ontario du"ng the 1940s and 1950s. by which 

time silicosis prevention had made considerable progress. It is interesting that three of the 

sis miners had spent behveen one and one-half to four years in Belgian coal mines." it is not 

knowvn if this would have been mou& time to h m  their lungs, but it is plausible that health 

protection was no1 the nurnber one priority in bar-tom Belgium during its reconstruction 

penod. What is clear from these cases is that silicosis was not yet fully under control. 

Controlling the Disease 

"The Lord helps those who help themselves." These words. spoken in 195 1 by 

Norman Parkinson. Esccutive Director of the Ontario Mining Association. summed up 

mining industg polit!. on the management and prevention of silicosis: wluntary efforts to 

cope with a problem such as industrial disease avoided -'curnbersomr and irksome 

re~wlations forcefully applied," which were rarely as effective as measures undedien 

l f u l l .  Howirver. Parkinson's speech rnakes it clear that ivithout the pressure of 

compensation costs, the spirit of volunteerism would probably have remained donnant. He 

discussed progess on silicosis in terms of a balance sheet - an apt metaphor for the industq's 

response to silicosis as an issue of costs and benefits instead of as a moral or health crusade. 

It \vas noted that for each case of silicosis prevented, the industry çaved about $30 000 in 

compensation costs." It is questionable whether as much time and money would have been 

?6 A0 F 1352-3-0- 12.1, ObiA Papen. McInrye Research Foundation. 
37 Norman F. Parkinson. "The Prevention of Silicosis in Ontaio hlines," Paper presentec! at McIntyre Research 
Foundation Conference on Silicosis and Numinum Therap): Schumacher. Ontaio. 29-3 1 Januq 195 1, A 0  
Fl352-3-0-3.OM.4 Papers. hktntyre Research Foundation. References to the economic benefits of ventilation 
and dust control are made fiequently in the pst-war writin~s and presentations of induscl representatives. See 
for e m p l e  C.S. Gibsos "Lirniting Factors in h s t  Control and Ventilation." Paper presented to the Sixth Annual 
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directed towards silicosis prevention without the motivating factor of compensation costs, 

criven the tendency of the industry to evaluate decisions on a financial basis. 
C 

In the pst-\var era, industrial hypene in geeneral, and silicosis in particufar, became 

increasingly specialized professional fields3' This development had the positive effect of 

increasing knowledge about health and safety. On the negative side, the increased 

specialization of the health and safety field meant that senior managers, engineen, and 

government officiais became less knowledgeable about silicosis and less involved in the 

silicosis policy process. Unfortruiately, safety engineen and industrial h...enists werr not 

the most prestiçious positions in the rnining i n d w .  HeaIth and safe& adwcates called for 

this to change. but to little avail. 

Perhaps aware of their lack of influence in the corporate structure, physicians sought 

to increase their role in management decision-making. Silicosis provided a route to pursue 

this end. One Arnencan Company doctor proclaimed that --good practice in the management 

of the silicotic as well as in the solution of the ahole problem of silicosis demands that 

physicians assume a greatcr responsibility for the conditions under which their patients 

work." This was the same increasr in workplacr responsibihh that unionists were 

clamouring for. The doctor \vent on to prornote a working-class advocacy role for 

physicians: "it should be required that the air these patients breathe be made to conform to 

rstablished minimum standards of freedoni from dangrrous dusts. The physician who fails 

to do this is not justified in pennitting the patient to continue in his hazardous 

employnrnt."'" It wvs aryed that the primaq responsibility ofthe doctor was not to his 

corporatr employer. but to die patients he sen-ed. A good doctor managin- a silicotic patient 

should advise the patient mithfully abut the necessih for a change in employment. Quoting 

R.R. Sayers, who headed the Division of Industrial Hygiene in the United States Public 

Health Service. the physician statrd that a man need not be removed frorn his accustomed 

36 For a more detailed discussion of this development. refer to David Rosner and Gerald %farkowitz DeadIv Dust 
- Silicosis and the Politics of Occupational Disease in Twentieth-Centurv Amerka (Princeton. Princeton 
University Press. 1 99 1 ). 7. 1 948.  
39 Barnberger. "Management of the Silicotic Patient.- 86. 



work and be deprived of his income simply on the bais of a diagnosis of simple siiic~- . ; r  

was more important to remove the dust than the man . -40 

in spite of the efforts of health professionals to move into the director's chair ir :\r--r 

to influence silicosis policy, mine operators maintained their leading role. Citing the n@ï' 

and responsibilities of management. the operators worked hard to preserve their dominarii 

position in the fight against silicosis in order to demonstrate that the voluntaq approctch to 

occupational health and safety replation uas working. In 1934, the Ontario Mining 

Association had established a Technical Silicosis Research Committee to spearhead the 

industq's response to the disease. An engineer, C.S. Gibson was hired to advise the OMA 

and iü memben on mine ventilation and silicosis control. in 1913. this body was replaced 

bu the Committee on Silicosis atrached to the indw-hinded Mines Accident Prevention 

Association of Ontario. Gibson stayrd on as chief engineer and secretary4' The MAPAO 

\vas financed by the Onuuio Mining Association and bu the Workmen's Compensation 

Board. out of assessments paid tc, the Board by minin2 companies. It \vas under the auspices 

of the MAPAO that industq self-replation manifested itself most fully. MAPAO provided 

management with the means to police themseh es. Association engineers assisted mine 

managers and ventilation engineers in their efforts to enact preventive measures against 

silicosis. At mines where dust control \vas dremed to be receiving insufticient anention. the 

Association suggested that benefits might accrue from a ventilation midy. To cmphasize the 

sacrifices made to improve workplace conditions_ the mining indusm was alwvays eager to 

point out the high cost of the ventilation systems installed voluntanly. The ins~allation of 250 

000 cubic feet prr minute of fan capacih at the Kerr-Addison Mire in Kirkland Lake cos1 

$300 000. To put the cost of worker health in a different perspective, Kerr-Addison paid S3 

689 634.78 in dividends in 1950.'" 

In the pst-war yean, the ongoing appearance of new silicosis cases rinphasizrtd [o 

rngineen concerned with industrial hygîeoe that the prevention of industrial pulmonary 

disease \\as an uphill struggle. The fonvard march of capitalist production processes e n a n d  

''O ibid. 
4 1 Paterson Bulletin 158. 31; Paterson Bulletin 173.2. 
42 Paterson Bulletin 158. 25, Gibson "Limitins Factors in Dust Controi and Ventilation''. Ontario Depan:;.:;. . .' 
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that new challenges to a healthy workplace were continually being introduced. As in 

previous decades. the main problem was the ever faster pacr of production. In 1 926.640 

tons of ore was milled for every gold miner. By 1954, this amount had risen to 886 tons for 

ever) gold miner? C.S. Gibson, the chef engineer of the Comrnitiee on Siiicosis observed 

that "drills are dnlling faster. the methods of mining and moving rnuck are k ing  speeded up: 

new and improved processes are king w d  in plants. The purpose is, of course, to raise 

productivity and decrease costs." Howevrrr* there was a price for decreased costs - increased 

levels of dust in the atrnosphere. As an example, loading wet rocks into ore cars with a hand 

shovel generated a safe dust Ievel of 150 particles per cubic centimetre. The introduction of 

mechanical shovels raised dust levels two to four times. The best way to avoid paying the 

pnce was to guard against increased dust hazards in the planning stage. How this applied to 

older mines introducing new methods is not ~ t a t e d . ~ ~  

Those involved in the introduction of nrw production processes w r e  seen to have 

the responsibility for guarding against dust hazards. Gibson criticized many equipment 

manufacnirers for not winç to correct the features of their product that created escessive 

dust. especiall) since it waq easier to incorporate d u t  control measures into the design of 

equipment than to add features Iater on. The designers of mines and of production processes 

also had a responsibility to ensure dust levels were minimized. Gibson felt there were many 

rsamples to dernonmate that these people were doing thrir jobs welI_ but there were also 

many instances in which such concerns were inadequately dealt with, if th- were given 

cornideration at d l .  The last stand against unhealthy practices \\as management, ahich 

ovenaw both the design and production phases. The ultirnate failure to control dust 

adequately was seen to rest with managers who neglected to make changes when they had 

the ~ ~ ~ o r h i n i t y . ' ' ~  The continued failure of managers, engineen, and planners to consider 

dust control a priority points to the fundamental weakness of the voluntai-y sytem of 

--- -- 
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regplation - it was oniy a s  effective as the people involved. A few indiscretions could be 

fatal. This problem rnight have been avoided with carefully and thoroughly designed 

legislation on dust control measures for mines and for mining and smeltenng processes. If 

properly enforced, such legislation might have reduced the fiequency with which such 

omissions occurred. This situation also illustrates the lack of influence of health and safeh 

expem in the corporate structure. Of course, some criticism mut  also be Ievelled against a 

highly cornpetitive system in which there existed constant pressure to introduce new 

machines and methods for the purpose of increasing productivity and lowering costs, when 

functional and relative1 y safe production meth& were already in place.4" 

Gibson cooly reassured his audience that even in the face of increased dust levels. the 

risk of silicosis was decreased because new production techniques involved fewr workers. 

This \\as likely of linle consolation to the workers still at risk of developing silicosis or to the 

other men who found themszlves unemployed. However, the estensive size of most neiv 

operations made the espense of an escellent ventilation system economically justifiable. As 

mining changed. the cost of ventilation became smaller in cornparison 1~1th other start-up 

costs. 

In addition to neu problems caused by production changes, dust control 1 s  not as 

simple as previously thought. Dust continued to be gnerated by three basic nsks: drilling. 

blastiny, and handling broken rock. Those involved in dnlling werr the rnost likely to 

become silicotic. Dust control was still governed by the basic steps of prevrnting dust from 

becoming airborne. isolating the sources of dust generation. and rcmoving dust from the 

atmosphzre. The most basic strp in dust control ws the use of water. However, it btxarne 

clear over time that existing techniques of intermittent water sprayhg were inadequate on 

account of the high rate of moishire absorption and run+fY Continuous sprayhg waç 

deemed necessan to keep work surfaces sufficiently le t .  The expanding use of compressed 

air equipment, notably for ddling and equipment cleaning, had introduced a further silicosis 

hazard underground, because it was the comprcssed air which blew dust into the amiosphere. 

46 
i t  must be conceded that some of the new production methods were beneficial in that they dlowed for the cost- 
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Upon discovering this new problem, compressed air was replaced by water for cieaninç 

functions. It also became necessary to improve the design of compressed air drills to keep 

the air from reaching the water mists, as this just semed to send the wet dust particles into the 

atmosphere where, wet or dry, they could be inhaled into human l ~ n ~ s . ~ '  

When dust could not be suppresseci, it was coosidered good practice to isolate it from 

other working areas. This applied to activities such as dumping and passing, prirnq 

crushing, skip loading and dumpins secondary cnishing, screening and conveying uith belts. 

and work at chutes and feeders. As an example, d u t  generated during cnishing? screening. 
I 

and conveying could be confined by tight fitting enclosures around the process. Dusty air 

w-ithin the enclosure \vas then collected and cleaned with cloth filters. These activities to 

control dust at the source were necessac because it \vas very difficult to remove dust 

particles once they o t  into the mine amiosphere. Attempts to senle the dust with water 

sprays w r e  only rnoderately successful. as the watrr particles did not aiways attach to the 

dus1 particles. and even when the? did. the dust could still enter the lungs. It was believed to 

be more effective afier blasting to wet the rubble to prevent the generation of dust in 

subsequent handling than to ux water sprays to suppress the dust caused by blasting. m i l e  

this knowledge about the complexity of the silica hazard \vas beneficial. specialized research 

and engineering skills were required to cope with it. For this reason. the discourse on 

silicosis gainrd a comsponding technicality that served to isolate la~men' both non-specialist 

mine managers and mine workers? from the spcialists charged with preventing silicosis. 

This rneant that senior manasen 'Jecarne less involved in, and knodedçeable about, the 

silicosis problem in their mines. For its part labour ma' have found it eïrn more difticult to 

have a voice in the silicosis policy debate than previously. The diminished contribution of 

supenisors and worken to the silicosis debate was compounded by the advances made in 

dust control. Larger d u t  particles. which were visible to the human eye, had largely Lieen 

eliminated by spraying and ventilation. The absence of visible dust ofien gave non- 

specialists a false sense of securîty. If senior managers did not see dust, they bragged about 

4R G.R. Youn. "Measurement and ControI of Air Contaminants in Ontario Uranium hlines." in Conference on 
Silicosis and ûther Industrial Pulmonarv Diseases. ed. Xfclntyre Research Foundation (Toronto- Mclntye 
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the healthy conditions in their mine. If worken did not see dut, they may have assurned 

there was no need for safety devices and no reamn for cornplaint. This was dangerous 

because dust of respirable size could not be seen without the aid of a microscope. 

Microscopic particles were more numerous than larger dust particles, so the absence of 

visible dust w s  no guarantee that hardrr to control rnicroscopic dust w*as not present. Given 

this fact, one can imagine the amount of respirable dust in situations in which the d m  hazard 

w a s  visible.'" 

At the same time as discussion and action surrounding silicosis became increasingly 

technical and dominated by scientists and engineers, labour increased its efforts to improve 

working conditions in the mining industry by demandinç a p a t e r  role for itself Contraq to 

the assertions of some managers. this was not just an attempt by the union dite to enhance 

their power and prestige- In the 1950s, as in the 1930s. union organizen used issues of health 

and safety to attract members w-ith promises not only of better working conditions, but of 

meater poiver in the desi~g, implementation, and enforcement of health and safety policies. u 

In its successfùl raid on the KJMMSW at the Denison Uranium Mine, the United 

Steelworken cornpared its heal th and safety agnda with the provisions negotiated by Mine- 

Mill. The Steelworken proposed a clause committing the Company to provide necessary 

protective clothing and equiprnent, with the union to assis1 management in caqing out the 

programme. The esisting agreement gave management the sole right to make changes to 

safety equipment and practices. The raiders furthcr promised the creation of a nvelve prson 

safety and health committee, with sis labour and sis management representatives. The ideal 

coinmittee would meet at Ieast once a month, would draw up its own mles and arrange its 

own inspection tours, and would have al1 safety records and accident reports available for its 

perusal. The positions of Chaiman and Secretary would rotate between union and Company 

representatives. This contrasted with the esisting agreement that did not assign any rights or 

responsibilities to the joint committee. It was also thought desirable to have the union 

notified of al1 accidents in order that the joint safety and health committee could investigate 

the mishap immediately. This was not in the existing agreement negotiated by Mine Mill. In 

order to increase the protection of individual workers, the Steelworken proposed that evev 

49 ibid.. 13-14. 



man have the right to refuse to do an. work which he considered unsafe, until the task had 

been reviewed by departmental managers in the presence of a union steward. With the same 

aim of individual protection in min& the Steelworkers pledged to rnake the Company solely 

responsible for safety and health, in order to end rnanagement's practice of shifting blame 

onto workers to absolve itself of resPnsibilityM 

The labour rnovement seemed to place itself in a contradictory position by 

demanding a greater role for itself and its memben in health and safety. f i l e  at the sarnc 

time demanding that cornpanies be solely responsible for these affairs It can be argued that 

this awhvard position denved from the contradictions in how health and safety pro, "Tammes 

were managed. On the one han& operators were pointed about expressing thtir ïight to 

manage thrir firms wvithout outside interference. They also noted that the Mining Act gave 

them responsibility for ensunhg a healthy working environrnent. At the same time. the 

operators did not always practice what th- preached. As the examination of silicosis control 

shows, the responsibility for protective measures ohen feell upon individual wvorkers, or else 

management implemented policies, such as unreasonable production demands- that 

rnitigated the effects of protective measures. Labour \\as simply proposing that managemznt 

fulf i l l  its closely guarded responsibilities. On the other hando the failure of management to 

adequately c a m  out its responsibilities füelled the demands of worken for a greater role in 

the hralth and safety field. At the same tirne. increawd supervision and new production 

processes reduced the autonomy of mineworkers. Inçtead of shaping the production process, 

they increasingly followved the instructions of management and line supenkors. This 

reduced the ability of individual minen to assuine responsibility for their oirn health, even as 

management blamed workers for failing to use proper dust control techniques. This situation 

seems to have made minen both reluctant to shoulder responsibility and desirous of 

increasing their control over the work they perfoned. One way of fighting corporate control 

was through health and safety issues. Demands for shared authonty over health and safety 

addressed concems about workplace control and persona1 well-king 

"' [United Steelworkers of Ameiica Healt h and Safm Proposais for Denison Mines - 19581. A 0  F 13 52-  l -O- l . 
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The result of these dernands uas conflict between management and labour over 

health and safety. Managers cornplained that despite their efforts to make mines healthier. 

compensation rates rernained high because employees took less interest in following 

prescribed practices. The lack of cooperation was largely attributed to the conflicting nature 

of the employeremployee relationship. However, in companies where an effort ws made to 

actively involve labour in health and safety efforts through joint cornmittees, it was reported 

that programmes were more suc~essful.~' This demonstrates that issues of health and safeh 

were intemvïned with the general struggle for workplace control - mineworken rejected top  

down policies. but supported ones which the' helped design. This could have been because 

workers simply refused IO what the boss told them to do or because practices implemented 

with cmployee participation were more practical and better met the needs of those they were 

designed to protect. 

There is ecidence that workers in genrral. whilr conccmed about the threat of 

silicosis, had a fatalistic view of their occupational risks, which ma? hrlp explain their 

reluctance to use burdensome safety de\.ices. One indumial hygienist reported that men who 

had worked in dust for a long timé espccted their s - o s  to show lung damage. When disease 

progression tvas minimal, the employee reportedly hecame more willing to Wear a respirator 

and follow other health protection measures. Many men were under the impression thnt the! 

had inhaléd so much dust in th t i r  careers that there \vas Iittlc point in wrwring a respirator. 

At the same time as he talked about the need to encourage worken to protect themselves. the 

industrial hygienist also noted that workers were willing and able to offer their o u i  practical 

suggestions reprding dust hiuards. This is treated as a new phenomenon. but it is more 

li kely that workers always had suggestions, only they were never listened to by management. 

The doctor noted that "workmen notice and appreciate the effort management is putting forth 

to eliminate dus< and thcir confidence in the good intentions of the Company increases in 

proportion to the number of promises of improved plant hygiene they see fulfilled."j2 

" Repon prepared by Dr. John SwatsLy. International Behavioural Consultants Ltd. for the Mines Accident 
Prevention .4ssociation of  Ontario. 1968, A 0  F1352-4-û-l.Ohd.4 Papers. Pcl.4.P.40. More current research on 
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\?vienne Walters. "The Eff'éctiveness of Bill 70 and Joint Health and Safety Cornmittees in Reducins Injuries in 
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The above quote pomays a healthy workplace as one route to industrial peace. It \vas 

likely the fear of industrial unrest, brought on by the increased power of labour. that 

encouraged managers to include working-class representatives in the design and enforcement 

of health and safety policies. However, this participation was token at best, as working class 

concems were only taken into account to the ex-tent that management rishts were not 

inhnçed upon. The dominance of capital over labour in industrial relations ensured that 

management maintained its position of leadership in the worlrplace. Because of this. as the 

activities of the public sector expanded during the 1940s and 1950s, the labour movement 

called on the governent to become more active in the regdation of worl\place health and 

safe'. It was hoped that stricter govemment regulation would aid labour in its fight for 

brner conditions and greater labour participation in establishing health and safety mies. The 

arçment was that these issues were too important to lealle to management alone. 

Shareholders may have invested their money in the industq-, but the minea had investrd 

their lives. It \vas also hoped that govemment research resources could be used to stud>- and 

document the nsks involved in everything from new chemicals to aiuminum dust therapy. 

Howewr. the gooveenunent continued to view occupational health and safrh. as a mattrr to be 

rcrsolved by management and labour in the collective bargaining process. Unfortunately. it 

\vas ve? difficult for labour to makc progress on health and safety issues in collective 

bargaining as Ions as mining companies. in defensr of sacrosanct management rights. 

refused to gant union demands for joint safeh committecs, as \ a s  the case in Mine Mill 

negotiations with Inco in 1956.j' 

In an effort to strengthen its campaign For benrr working conditions, the national 

esecutive board of Mine-Mill decided in 1958 to create a department of Health, Safety, and 

Welfare to concentrate upon topics fallinç under these headings. Silicosis was one such 

topic. While the mining companies were boasting that silicosis \vas no longer a senous 

threat to those who worked in the industry, the union argued that it \vas too early to b-; 

" I L ~ ~ S W .  TJnsafe and Gnhealthy Worliing Conditions." me-Mi11 Herald nlarch 1956): 4. LXfi4SU.. 
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silicosis, aven the lack of medical howledge about the disease and the unknown effects of 

new mining techniques, such as trackless mining." 

In western Canada, union-management safety cornmittees were generally accepted 

y employers in the mid-1 %Os. In Ontano (and Quebec), management remained adamantly 

opposed to increasing the participation of the workforce in establishing a safe and healthy 

workplace. The IUMMSW arçued that labour needed a voice on health and safety issues 

because many accidents were not causcd by worker carelessness, but by the failure of cost- 

conscious managers to implemrnt proper health and safety measures. Mine Mill believed 

there were several pnrnary responsibilities for a joint committee: full inspections of al1 

working places and machines, conducted jointly by labour and management representativrs: 

testing of dust and gas levels and their composition: reprting of eveq accident: recording 

and publication of al1 recommendations made by the committee: and recording of the 

irnplcrnentation of these recornmendations so that blame could br  properly assessed." 

The long-standing reluctance of management to share its respomibility for health and 

safety with labour is indicative of the way in which reciprocal concems over health were 

sidelined as the prevention of occupational diseasr and injuries became intertwined with the 

broader problern of management-labour conflict. The idea that workers and their 

representatives should participate in corporate health and safeh activities was contentious 

froin the earlicst days of collective bargaining. In 1919 negotiations khwen Preston East 

Dome Mines and Local 100 of the Porcupine Mine Worken' Union, the union proposed the 

establishment of a joint safety cornmittee.j6 Along with a dçmand for the automatic check- 

off of union dues. the joint committee \vas a significant sticking point in the negotiations. 

Both were seen as a union power g a b  that threatened management riçhts. Preston East 

Dome wanted to change the wording of the proposal from '*union committee" to "employee 

cornmitter" to indicate an agreement between the company and its employees. The company 

argued that the union was certified to represent employees in the bargaining process; it was 

'" William Kennedy. '* Heaith. Safety. and Wdfare Department Set Lrp By Unionv9 Mine-Mill Herald (Febniq 
1958): 2. 
" iUMMSW. '-Safety is a Maner of Life and Limb." Mine-MiIl Herald (June 1957): 9. 
" Local 100 was affiliatecl uith the Canadian Congres of Labour and was formed afler a split in Local 24 1 of the 
R ~ I S M ' .  A certification vote of Preston East Dome Mne employees chose Local 100 over Local 24 1. 



not cenified to interfere in the operation of the mine. Management did not believe the union 

had any right to conduct an? activity on private company property. By recopzing union 

representation on the joint committee, the company feared it would be r e ~ o _ ~ z i n ç  the right 

of an outside agency to assist in running the ~ o r n ~ a q . ' ~  

Preston East Dome Mines was not alone in its ah-union intransieence. In 1953' the 

Ontario Mining Association advised its members that labour-management committees were 

"jua another form in which the Union hopes to secure a position where it can interfere with 

and influence management in the management of a business." The brief containing this 

quote [vas full of antiaion,  Cold War hystena. A contract clause pledping racial and 

religious equality \vas also seen as an infringement on management r i g h t ~ . ~ h q -  measure of 

union security would simply have aided the unions and their Party. the Cooperative 

Commonwealth Federation, in the their plan to force the mines out of business.j9 

The gold mines were the most effective sebment of the mining indusn'; at tighting off 

union demands for better health and safety provisions in collective ageements. As of  March 

1964, eight of the h\vent?*-hvo gold mines in Ontario were still without joint safeh- 

cornmittees. Almost wery othrr mine in the province had some form ofjoint committee. 

Only at Dome East Preston and Mchtyre mines had the Steelworkers managed to negotiate 

health specifically into the title ofjoint committees. Where joint committees did esist, most 

w r e  cm ployee-management comm ittees. not union-management cornmittees. Only nvo 

small gold mines from northwestern Ontario, where silicosis \vas not a serious hazard. 

provided their employees uith hospital insurance. Every other type of mining but goid 

offered hospital insurance to its rrnp~o~ees."' 

In some instances, union certification reduced the officia1 role played by employees 

in settinç a company's occupational health agenda. For esample, the Employee 

Rrpresentation Plan introduced by Broulan Mines in 1942 creatrd a Joint Coderence 

- - -  - - 
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benveen management and workers, in whch employees could present gnevances and 

suggestions about heaIth issues such as silicosis prevention. Of course. the companfs board 

of directon could veto any decision of the Joint Conference. When a collective agreement 

\vas signed between the Porcupine Mine Workers Union and Broulan in 1950, there \vas no 

similar provision for employee representation, as token as it was. However, the benetit of 

union advocacy likely cancelled out this 1 0 ~ s . ~ ~  When operators did concede to union 

demands for joint safety committees, they negotiatrd tight limits on their role. In 1969. 

Aunor Gold Mines finally agred to a joint coinmittee, but it was limited to an advisory 

capacity that supplemented and did not interfere with management's existing safety 

programmes. In addition. no specific references w r e  made to health protection.61 In 

contrast to this was the 1959 collective agreement bchveen Hollingr and the Steelworkers. 

PLmcle 14 of the agreement concemed both safety and health. The article committed 

Hollinger to maintain tsisting safety devices and practices for the purpose of protecting 

employees fiom injuries or unhealthy conditions of work. This placed the responsibility for 

health and safety with management. Whilr management maintained the right to make 

changes. this section at least gave worken the p o w r  to file a grievance in the event that the 

existing minimum health protection standards were not maintained. in retum for this ri& 

rrnployees were committed to conform to the protective practices mandated by the Company 

Sirnilar articles wre in place in uranium mines by the early 1960s. 6' 

Labour not only wantrd greater govemmrnt involvement in regulatinp workplace 

conditions, it also sought greater govemment involvement in silicosis research, which was 

genrrally leA to the private sector, mith limiting consequences. Research conducted privately 

at the espense of the rnining industry focused on the important issues of reducing the 

incidence of silicosis and evaluating cornpensated cases, with the goal of reducing 

6 1 '*Broulan Mines E m p l o p  Representation Plan" [1942]. .40 F 1352- 1-04 OhM Papers. Collective 
Agreements; "Collective Agreement Between Broulan Reef Mines Ltd. and Local 100, Porcupine Mine Workers 
Union, C.C.L.," [ 1 9501, A 0  F 13 52- 1-0-4. OXlA Papers, CoUective Ageements. 
6' ToUective Agreement Between Aunor Gold Mies Limited and the United Steelivorkers of America 1969." 
A 0  F 13 52- 1 -0-3, OhfA Papers, Collective Agreements. 
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compensation costs. Little or no attention was given to treating men already compensated for 

silicosis. This bias in the research agenda is reflected in a lis1 of the work done by the 

Technical Silicosis Research Cornmittee of the Mines Accident Prevention Association in 

the 1950s and earl y 1960s: dust rneasun'ng cquipment, tuberculosis control, chemical 

andysis of the content of miners' Iungs: assessments of compensation costs, statistics on 

silicosis incidence, progression of silicosis, and developments in other co~ntr ies .~  It is said 

that an ounce of prevention is worth a pound of cure, but silicotics may have viewed their 

disease as a medical condition iequiring medical intervention, rather than as the engineering 

problem which i n d w  research focused on. 

When the Department of Mines did march ont0 the health and safeh stage, it recited 

the well reheaned lines of capital. The measures adopted by the department simply codifird 

the recomrnendations of the more progressive mine operaton. For example, on 1 March 

1957, the Department issued a code of requirements for the survey of dust ventilation and 

radioactivity in provincial mines. The code mandated that sweys should include measures 

of the velocity and volume of ventilating currents. and dust counts obtained by konimeq. 

Thrse replations were based on the practica of the Mines Accident Prevention Association. 

The only official addition to the code was the requirement thar such survys be conducted at 

least every three months and that the results be available to the engineers of the Department 

of Mines. but not the people working in dust." This legislation can be seen as pan of the 

government's support for the maintenance of the voluntaiy system of health and safeh - 
regdation. By leçislating the practices of the MAPAO and the progressive employers which 

supponcd the work of that agencp, the Mines Department assisted the Ontario Mining 

Association in its ongoing effort to enforcr voluntary protective measures throughout the 

mining indusm. This \vas necessas. to fend offstnct and potentially expensive health and 

sa fw legislation that would trod on the unfettered rights of management. 

It may have been just as well that the Department of Mines was not interested in 

imposing legislation on the industq-, as it had enough difficulty enforcing the legislation 

-- 
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requested by the operaton. Mine managers were concemed about continually risine 

compensation CON, but they were more concemed about production levels. For this reason 

particularly during the labour shortages of World War II, the Depariment of Mines \vas kept 

b q  ensuring that new employees were s-rayed for pulmonary diseases before they were 

sent to work in duse  environments. A panicular problrm occurred in remote areas, such as 

the Red Lake mining district, where there were no chea examining stations and operators 

used the remoteness to justiQ the emplojment of uncertified minen." 

The Workmen's Compensation Board, ofien an advocate of greater protection for 

workers, was not going to aid the labour movement in its struggle for stricter replations and 

inore worker involvement in health and safety issues. This was made clear in a 1954 speech 

by E.E. Sparrow, the chaiman of Ontario's Compensation Board Sparrow noted that even 

though al1 industies in which silicosis \vas a potential hazard were leplly compelled to 

contribute to the silicosis fund of the Board, legislation also recognizrd that management had 

the fundamental right to assume responsibilitp for the ~afety of its employees. It \vas argued 

that provincial employers had accepted this responsibility. as evidenced by the considerable 

amount of voluntary effort made to prevent accidents and industrial disrase, rvhich far 

exceeded the statutory minimums. Although the WCB collected over $35 000 000 in 

employer assessments in 1953, far more than this \\.as spent on prevention. The mining 

industy in particular \vas singled out for praise of its voluntary efforts. without which there 

would have hren far more cornpensable cases than there actually were. One would think that 

with stricter legislation and greaater worker participation, there rnight have ken  even fewer 

cases of injury and disease. Not so. esplained Spanow. as more effort \vas allegedly put into 

improving workplace health and safety in Ontario than in junsdictions where legislation 

alone was used to bring about irnprovements.67 

The more intelliçently managed coinpanies, which dominated the Ontario Mining 

Association, likely believed that they could only count on the Department of Mines to 

support voluntary replation as long as it \vas seen to be effective. Othewise, it would have 

66 W O Tower. Chief lnspector of ,Mines to D F Cooper, Inspecter of Mnes. 1 1 Aupst t 94 1. A 0  RG 13-2 1-0- 
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been difficult for the departinent to resist public and political pressure for protective 

legislation For this reason these companies spent considerable sums on dust control 

measures. However, many of their corporate peen did not possess the sarne foresight, as 

dust suppression measures and ventilation systems were reported to var). greatly from mine 

to mine. Even though most managers demonstrated an understanding of the need for water 

spraying and the cessation of work immediately aArr blasting, konimeter surveys fiequently 

recorded dust counts of over 1 O00 particles per cubic centimetre and -'tm many to count," 

notably in uranium mines. The Steelworkers also reported that ventilation was inadequate in 

the deeper workings of at lest  one Porcupine gold mine. As late as 1960, a presentation at 

an industry sponsored conference recommended thai Ontario mines needed to develop bertrr 

eeneral ventilation plans with greater attention to the distribution of air in the mine, to air 
<L 

temperature, and to removinç dusty air from the mine as effectively as possible. The 

presenter also proposed the more extensive w of konirnet- s w r y s  to detect abnormal dust 

conditions so that the? could be promptly eliminated. This clearly indicates that d u t  hazards 

were still present in provincial mines and that some managers shunned their designated role 

as gardians of miners' hea~th.~' 

While manu, if not most managers were undoubtedly intrrested in protecting the 

health of their workers, capitalism required them to masimize shareholder retums in order to 

keep their jobs. Since cornpetition rewarded the lowest cost producer. it \vas necessary to 

minirnize expenditures i~herever possible. Espenditures to cnsure a healthy and safe 

working environment were one such cost. Because of this dilemma, it is probable that the 

only reason the voluntary approach to health and safety succeeded was because it made 

economic sense. not because management nahirally assumed a patemal responsibility for the 

well-beinç of its workforce. The threat of hi& compensation assessments pushed employers 

to reduce the silicosis hazard as much as possible.h9 In 1953, gold producen were assessed 

6 v a t e r ~ ~ ~  BuUetin 158,23; Brief prepared by W.J. Geldhart. Public and Industrial Relations Ltd. for Jack 
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$1 for every $1 00 of payroll to cover the COSI of compensating silicosis. The total value of 

assessments collected frorn the minine indus- in that year was $919 000. This pushed the 

silicosis account maintained by the WCB to $2 rnillioq but still Iefi an unfunded liability of 

S 1.5 million. Ln 1953, the average total cost of compensating a silicotic LW 5 12 000. Four 

yean later, minerai producers were assessed a total of % 1 250 000. In 1 957, Mchty~e 

initially was to pay $1 10 000 into the silicosis fund but by the end of the year, the Company 

had paid $130 000. It was revealed that the cost of compensating cases of silicosis \vas rising 

on account of ever more cases rorning to light: the increase in benefits to cover 75 percent of 

a miner's lost incorne; the 75 percent rise in miners' wages over pre-war times: and the 

longer life expectancy of silicotics. which beginning in 1958 required capital charges to be 

estimated on the basis of a ten year life expectancy instead of five years. As the number of 

eold producers declined. the remaining companies had to shoulder the costs of their defunct 
C 

cornpetiton. For these reasons, in the late 1950s. Ontario's gold rnining cornparies began to 

warn of an approaching crisis situation."' 

In an act of  visd dom, the Department of Mines decided to yen$ the daims of the 

mining industry that t h q  had done al\ that was feasibly possible to control silicosis. In 

December 1957. Dr. John F. Paterson ias appointed by the Minister of Mines to review the 

silicosis situation in Ontario's mines. The associate professor of medicine fiom the 

University of Toronto made \-isits to Porcupine. Kirkland Lake. Sudbun-, and Elliot Lake. 

He found the situation satisfactory at the fint three camps. but expressed concrrn about 

conditions at Elliot ~ake." 

Discussing the development of silicosis in miners, Paterson outlined a variety of . 
factors that could influence the development and progress of the disease. These factors fell 

into nvo broad categories: characteristics of the dust inhaled and characteristics of the 

individual miner. The silicosis hazard varied with the featwes of the dust, such as particle 

size, settling velocities, the percentaçe of free silica in the air, and the way in which silica 
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mixed with other dusts from the orebody, including radioactive d u t  generated in uranium 

mines. Another important element inkolved the variations of individual minen. A peson's 

employment history was important in determining whether or not he would develop silicosis. 

Variables included the age at which dust exposure began, the Iength of time and intensi~ of 

dust exposure, the specific occupations of a man working in d u t  and the length of time he 

held these different jobs, and the different mines and mining camps worked in over an 

individualos career. Obviously, the longer a miner was esposed to dust and the higher the 

concentration of silica dust inhaled, the greater was the possibility that he would develop 

silicosis. The general health of rniners also influenced the chance that silicosis wouid 

develop. Those exposed to pulmomy tuberculosis through crowded living conditions or 

residence in a community with a high rate of tuberculosis were more likely to get the disease 

than those not exposed to tuberculosis. A lowered resistance to tuberculosis fiom factors 

such as "racial susceptibilih" and malnutrition wzre thought to further increase one's chance 

of contractinç silicosis. In addition to tuberculosis, the presence of other respiratory diseases 

increased a person's risk level. Illnesses such as asthma, recurrent pneurnonia, and tobacco 

effrcts could alter the quanti' of siiica inhaled and retained in the lung. For the same 

reason. mouih breathen were also belieked to be at higher risk of contracting the diseasr. 

Some individu& were also considered to be more sensitive to silica dust than the average 

person. Paterson's factors are interestin- becausr they reflect the view of the mining industry 

that man!. silicosis cases resulted from individual characteristics, not an unhealthy working 

environment. Howecver, Paterson viewed dust variations as more important than individual 

physiology. which the induste did not always do in its efforts to pass responsibility from 

corporate to individual sh~ulders.'~ 

In his final report, Paterson made numerous recommendations to ameliorate the 

situation. In order to protect workers against unjust dismissal, he advised that the 

examination resuIts of a miner continue to remain confidential between the miner and the 

WCB medical officer. Employers were only to be notified of a man's results if he had 

tuberculosis, a condition which required a miner to leave his employment. In a refiection of 

the medical profession's effort to establish a role for itself as a neutral occupational health 

-- -- 
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advisor to management and labour, it was recommended that the medical officers of the 

Minen' Chea Examining Stations be appointed as district medical advisers in 

pneumoconiosis in order to increase their role in providing assistance to management and 

labour on silicosis. It \lis hoped such status would lead to greater consultation between the 

hvo parties and the rnedical officea. This proposa1 was not implemented73 

While Paterson praised many of the advances made by engineers to combat d u t  

hazards. it \vas noted that many of the advances in mining designed to increase production 

eficiency actually increased the production and dispersal of dust. Paterson found Iittle bais 

for the claims of management that d u t  levels in mines had decreased significantly since the 

1930s. This $vas becausr dust sweys were rare in the l9Ws. Until the middle of the 1950s. 

dust counts had been confined to spot checks in locations where high concentrations were 

expected. Despite the paucity of information, Paterson reported on ehldence that dua levels 

had actually incrza~d underground in certain parts of mines in the 1910s and early 1950s. It 

was not until the late 1950s that dust concentrations dropped below the levels of the early 

1940s. The rise in dust concentrations \\as athbuted to technolog'cal change. Ventilation 

-stems and dust control rneasures were not upgaded tto keep pacr with new productive 

rquipment such as mechanical slushen and loaden, and drills with highrr speeds. In 

addition. the increased depth and breadth of mining operations created new challenges in the 

design of wntilation systems. For these reasons, Paterson argued that the effectiveness of 

ventilation systrms be evaiuated on the basis of fresh air flowing to work sites, instead ofjust 

on the capacity of the fans to send Fresh air into the mines? 

The failure to obtain satisfactory dust levels in a mine was amibuteci to engineering. 

economics, and human nature. The fault was seen to lie with both management and labour. 

Management \\as supposedly more concemed with raising ore than with providing 

infrasmicture for waater spraying and ventilation. It was reiuctant to halt production in order 

to extend ventilation facilities to the working face, where it was most neceswy. For their 

part, miners were naturally more interested in earning sub-tial bonuses than in ensuring 

that dust \vas adequately suppressed. S praying sim pl y reduced the amount of paid labour a 

7.1 Ibid.. 19; Paterson. Bulletin 173. 1 1 
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man could perforr- mediate economic concerns took precedence over hiture heaith 

problerns that mi;-: -ver develop. Without strict supervision, it was impossible to ensure 

miners practiced ai. 2 procedures designed to control dust levels and that also slowed the 

pace of work: ~vatcr .;raying, the use of uncornfortable respirators, the closing of ventilation 

doors." The solurioii- to these problems. to which Paterson was oblivious. seem obvious. 

To ensure that rapid yoduction did not occur at the expense of workers' health, legislation 

could have ken introcked prohibithg the start of productive mining until effective 

ventilation had been i-lled throughout the mine. To ensure that miners did not suffer 

economically as a resdk of d u t  control measures, the bonus -stem could have k e n  

replaced by a higher standard wage or the production espectations placed on individuals 

could have been redud. The inclusion of minen in the development of silicosis prevention 

programmes would hme not only increased the workforce's awareness of the dangers of 

dust. bui rnight hale pmduced suggestions for du t  control that were not such a burden on the 

individual miner. Mintrs may also have been more vdling to utilize protective measures 

th-. had a role in desiping than those imposed fiom above. As added secm-ty diat dust 

control measures wouL1 be practiced. legislating them into the Mining Act nith fines for 

disobedience would haive forced companies to meet minimum standards and wouid have 

providrd workers \vithan economic incentive to use the measures intended for their 

protection. 

Paterson did na feel that human frailties provided an escuse for failiny to prevent 

silicosis. He felt that bth management and labour had clear reasons for controllhg dust 

hazards. Manasemerdhad the moral responsibility for the welfare of its \vorkforce. More 

compellingly, manageus had a financial responsibility to their shareholden to prevent 

silicosis due to the hi$ cost of the disease. in 1958, Ontario mines paid 51 270 109.65 into 

the silicosis fund inaniged by the Worlimen's Compensation Board. Gold producers 

contributed $3 for e v q  $100 of payroll and uranium producers comibuted S 1  for every 

S l O0 of payroll. If thse significant costs were allowed to rise by permitting the incidence of 

silicosis to increase. urne hi& cost mines risked becoming uneconornical. In a ricious 

circle, the closing of nese mines would then increase the proportionate sharc. of silicosis 

- 
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cosü borne by the remaininç producen. For their part, minen had an intereg in preventing 

silicosis to aven severe physical suffering in later years. The trick &as to educate worken of 

the risk, so they would lose their optimistic view that other miners would contract silicosis. 

rather than thernse~~~es.'~ The reasons given by Paterson for management and labour to be 

interested in preventing silicosis described a contradictory situation in which mining 

companies had an economic interest in dust control, while the bonus system ensured that the 

economic intsrest of miners !vas in conflict with certain dust control rneasures. Instead, 

miners had an economic interest in taking risks with their heaith. f i s  helps explain the 

seemingly strançe situation of miners resisting dust control rneasures introduced to protect 

their health. 

In spite of the uncven record of management efforts to control the dust that caused 

silicosis. Paterson endoned the volwtary cornpliance system in place in Ontario to reduce 

occupational health and safety hazards. He argurd that thrre were hvo w y s  to further 

prr~entive efforts: education and responsibility or inspection and prosecution. The latter 

method \ as  seen as alien to a tiee and dernocratic society such as Canada. Continuing 

efforts to increase the education and responsibilities of both management and labour ivere 

seen as the mors appropriate response to the situation in Ontario. Praisr iras piven to the 

volunta? efforts of management to cooperate with the MAPAO in engineering an end to 

silicosis. The results of this voluntary and cooperativr relationship wrre describeci as among 

the most important factors in bnnging silicosis under control in provincial mines. 

Unfortunately. there \vas no \\-a!- under the thcn curent system of forcing recalcitnnt 

coinpanies to follo~v the indusûy's guidelines. Paterson sermed to rcalize this when he noted 

that the conditions in uranium mines threatrned to reverse the progress made in decreasing 

the incidence and severin of si~icosis.~~ 

The Silicosis Cornmittee of the Mines Accident Prevention Association \vas seen by 

Patersons as central to the continuing efforts to educate management about silicosis. 

Scientitic conferences such as those run by the industry-sponsored Mchtye Research 



Foundation received accciades for disseminatirtg knowledp and facilitating discussion 

between various silicosis researchers and industn; representati\es.78 

For the Mines Accident Prevention Association and Dr. Paterson, increasing the 

responsibili@ of labour s m e d  to mean a stricter obsemance of work mles established by 

management. With this a d  in mine, the MAPAO produced a pamphlet in 1958 addressrd to 

"Mr. Miner," advising hm how to control dm. The measures included the use spraying 

devices to avoid dr) drillmg; blasting at the end of the shifl, and the use of nater sprays when 

blasting; kerping matenais moved in mucking and scraping wet at al1 times: closing the 

doors at dumps and ore passes when not in use to prevent the dispersa1 of dut; following the 

instructions posted on ventilation doors: keeping the ducts of au~iliary vents as close to the 

working face as possible: using a respirator properly when supplied wvith one.'' To the 

MAPAO's credit, these were ail sensible and wideidely accepted dust control measures. What 

the recommrndations did not do !vas addrcss the reasons whu these cornmon-sense measures 

were not alivays practiced. 

The Cornmittee on Silicosis of the Mines Accident Prevention Association deemed it 

necessac to prepare a rrsponse to the recommendations of the Paterson report.'" The 

Committee on Silicosis was in agreement with many of the recommendations. notably those 

in support of continuing existinç procedures, which the indus- had played a major role in 

shaping. These included the chest esaminations of miners before and during employment. as 

the- served to rzduce potential compensation liabilities. Disagreements were mostly over 

recommendations for minor procedural changes and proposed encroachrnents on 

management fi&&. For example, Paterson had recommended the Depariment of Mines 

establish a code of requirements for periodic surveys of dm and ventilation, to be 

undertaken not less than tvery six months in mines aith no radiation hazard The 

Committee on Silicosis agreed that regular surveys should be conducted, but felt such 

surveys should continue ro be dont on a voluntary basis. The proposal to broaden the duties 
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on Silicosis; W. S. Maguire. S$vanite Gold Unes. 



of medical officers so they couid better assist management and labour w a s  objected to on the 

rrounds that the medical officers only had expenence wïth part of the silicosis probiem. It 
C 

was thought guidance would be better given by an agency possessing the results of studies by 

docton, the WCB, and industry associations. Surprisingly, the Cornmittee on Silicosis 

opposed a recommendation that a Pneumoconiosis Research Unit be es~blished to delve into 

the many unsolved problems involving indumial pulmonary diseases. There may have been 

a fa that the industq- would have to help finance such an institue or there could have bcen 

a reluctance to rel inquish the industy's research leadership to a neutral body. The 

cornmittee members agreed with Paterson that ventilation systems should deliver fresh air to 

the working face and be judged for effectiveness on that basis." 

In November 1969, Allan Lawrence7 Ontario's mining minister. contracted Dr. John 

F. Paterson to bring his 1959 report on silicosis up to date. Ln his 1973 report, Paterson nated 

that "[pJnemoconiosis in the hardrock minen of Ontario h a  gradually decreased as a 

hazard since it \vas discovered to be one in 1916. The exception to this is in Elliot Lake 

uranium miners.'"' It was hoped that continued improvements in dus1 control and 

ventilation would see the incidence of silicosis dzclinr hinher - a familiar refrain in the p s t -  

war era for wvhich the reality never matchrd the espressed optimism. Because tuberculosis 

remained higher among mine wwrkers than other industrial workers. it !vas deemzd nise to 

continue the programme of annual chest examinations necessan to hold a minen' certificate. 

It was recommended to continue with a relatively new method of treating individual cases of 

silicosis and non-active tuberculosis - chemoprophglauis. The report ended wiith a cal1 for 

continued vigilance açainst high dust levels. Silica dust was as hazardous as always and a 

relavation of efforts could lead to the reemergence of the disease as a major health threat to 

provincial rnine~orkers.~~ 

" Paterson Bulletin 1 73, 16-25 
PT ibid.. 13. 
R3 lbid.. 13-15. 



Fighting Dust with Dust: Aluminum Therapy and the Monopolization of Iuiosledge 
about Silicosis 

Labour not only wanted greater governent involvement in regulating occupational 

working conditions; it also sought greater govemrnent involvernent in silicosis research, 

which was gnerallv lefi io the private sector. Unions called for more research on silicosis 

because they believed the main difficulty their members had in w i ~ i n g  compensation cases 

was disagreement among medical practitionen wlth regards to whether or not a man had 

silicosis and if presenl whether or not it was disabling. Given the links between silicosis and 

various other ailments, more howledge \vas also desired on the effect of silicosis on the 

heart and other ~ r ~ a n s . ~  

Silicosis research in Canada however, was lefi to the private sector. As a result the 

scientitic investigations conducted at the espense of the rnining industy concentrated on 

ii-ays of arresting or slo\+lng the development of silicosis. It \vas hoped that such rcsearch 

would result in lower compensation assessmçnts. Labour's research açenda designed to 

increase the nurnber of silicotics eligible for compensation, \vas largely ignored. Despite the 

corporate rhetoric about -'Big Labotif: unions could not afford to finance their own 

progamme of scientific research. Disease prevention was the best cure. but in the absence 

of such a resolution, it \vas important to understand the effect of an illness on the human 

body. The indus-. s research efforts paid off with the discoveq that a form of aluminurn 

dust slowed or prevented the development of silicosis in animais. The McIntyre Research 

Foundation \vas created to prornote alurninum therapy and to sel1 it around the world. The 

activitirs of the Foundation became dominated by the promotion and sale of its aluminum 

powder, activities supported by the suppression of dissident scientific opinions and the 

publicizing of favourable research. The Mchtyre Foundation also became a vehicle to 

promote the \lews of the Ontario mining industry with regards to the effechveness of 

voiuntary replation and the importance of protecting the unfettered nght of manaument to 

cope wvith health and safety issues. Gaining leçitimacy from its non-profit, scientific status, 

the McIntyre Research Foundation deviated fiom its well-intentioned origins of preventing 

-- - 
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silicosis into an instrument for the monopolization of scientific and political knowledge 

about silicosis. Through the Mclntyre Foundation, capital attempted to establish firm control 

over the silicosis c o n t r o ~ e r s ~ . ~ ~  

Perhaps the most publicized and controvenial development in the controt of silicosis 

fias the 1943 introduction of aluminurn dust therapy into the mines of Ontario. In the Iate 

1930s. J.J. Demy, a research engineer and mil1 superintendent wïth Mcintyre Porcupine 

Mines, undertook research to develop a deterrent to the toxic action of silica dust in lungs. 

Denny was assisted in his reseaxh by Dr. W.D. Robson, McIntyre Mines' medical officer, 

and bu Dr. Dudley A. InMn, a member of the research staff at the University of Toronto's 

Banting Institute. which was undertaking research on silicosis prevention on behalf of the 

Ontario Mining Association. Ii  \vas found that when metallic aluminurn powder was added 

to quartz in the lungs of rabbits. silica d u t  was prevented from dissolvinp into the silicic acid 

\\.hich damaged the lungs. These findings were presented in Junc 1937. At this point, the 

Ontario Mining Association agreed to help M c h y e  finance a study by the Banting Institute 

on the apphcabilih of treating humans with aluminum dust. In 1939, an experimental c h i c  

\vas established in the Porcupine by several local operaton to provide aluminum treamient to 

volunteers wïth silicosis. Additional espenments regarding the effect of aluminum dust on 

tuberculosis were finished in 194 1. In 1943. the Silicosis Research Cornmittee 

recornmended to the OMA that aluminurn therapy for the prevention of silicosis and the 

halting of the disease's progression br commenced quickly. Howver, some of the 

professional medical employees of the mining companies wanted a test period in which 

aluminum powder would be administered to some employees. while another control goup 

would not receive the treatment. This would not only providr eudence about the 

effectiveness of the therapy, but determine if the inhalation of alurninwn dust had any 

hannful side effects. The problem \vas that silicosis took fifieen to hventy years to develop 

and a controlled study would delay the commencement of aluminum therapy indetinitely. 

The concems of the medical profession were ovemdden by senior managers who wanted to 

commence the use of aluminum as quickiy as possible in the hope that it would reduce the 

'' A similar corporate body. the Air Hygiene Foundation exined in the United States in the 1930s. See Rosner 
and Markowitz DeadIv Dust, Chapter 4. 



incidence. severity, and cost of silicosis. Alurninum therapy was first used at the McInh~e 

Mine in Porcupine and by 1944 it had been adopted by al1 the operators in Porcupine and 

Kirkland Lake. By the 1950s, the employees of many of the rnining companies across 

Canada treated their employees with aluminurn d u t  to deter the development of silicosis. 

The entire cost to the industry of research into the use of aluminum as a prophylaxis against 

silicosis \vas 53 1 1 500. In order to recoup this inveestment, it \vas necessary to implement 

aluminurn therapy in the hope that it would reduce compensation costs." 

The employees of the Ontario mining industiy served as guinea pigs for a method 

whose potential to do good or h m  was, at best, uncertain. Fomuiately for the proponents of 

aluminum dut.  the IUMMSW w a s  weakcned at the timr of introduction by its crushing 

defeat in the 1947 Kirkland Lake gold miners' strike and was able to offer little criticism or 

resistance to the use of an untried treatment on its members. The unproven benefits of 

aluminum therapy ma! esplain the very quiet commencement of treatments. The 

Deparmirnt of Mines. the Department of Health and the Compensation Board \vue never 

officially infonned that aluminum therapy in mine change rooms had cornmenceci, which 

\vas unusual given the industnm's tendency to trumpet its untiring efforts to voluntarily 

combat silicosis. Eventually, the Mcintye Research Foundation presented a brief to Premier 

George Drew and the minister of mines in 1945 descnbing the discovery of aluminum 

therapy and requestinç an oficial investisation into its cffectiveness. Even these bricfs werr 

Io\\--key about the alread) widespread use of aluminum dust in the mines.x7 

If the Mclntye Rcsearch Foundation \vas lowkey about the use of aluminum, its 

approach to marketing metallic aluminurn dust was not. The reason the Foundation 

approached the govemrnent about its product was to win officia1 approval of its use. 

Potential purchasen of metallic aluminum dust outside of Ontario were hesitant to invest in a 

product that was not endorsed by the Foundation's own ovemment. It was felt that the 

endorsement of the provincial govemment cvould boost sales of the homegrowm Mclntyre 

Alurninum Polder. Leslie Frost, the Minister of Mines, cvas severely cnticized by 

86 Parkinson. "The Prevention of Silicosis in Ontario Mines", ILi-WSW, "iüurninum Dust." Mine-Mill Herald 
(Decembcr 1955): 8; Paterson Bulletin 173, 2. 
R 7  W.D. Robson. 1McIntye Research Foundation. "Brief on Silicosis and AIuminum Therapy.'. 1 November 1945. 
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representatives of the McIntyre Foundation for his dela! in cornmencing a long-promised 

[ri-xstigation inta aluminum therapY? 

Froa appointed Dr. GE. Hall, the dean of medicine at the University of Western 

Ontario, to conduct the investigation. Hall's 1947 report officially informed the Department 

of Hedth about the widespread practice of aluminum therapy. Hall did not endorse 

aluminum therapy, nor did he recommend its immediate cessation. He reported that metallic 

aluminum therapy prevented or slowed the development of silicosis in the lungs of rabbis. 

No evidence was found to suggen that metallic aluminum dust was harmful to human health 

or that it increased susceptibility to tuberculosis. Hall only advised that the thrrapy be 

discontinued if the inhalation of aluminum d u t  wvas found to be harmful in any way. To this 

end. he recommended further joint studies by govemment and industq to better evaluate the 

benefits and risks of metall ic aluminum to humans, usinç control groups, even if the? were 

just kistorical control goups. These studies nwer look place. Based on Hall's report. the 

eovemment allowved aluminum dusring to continue without officially endorsing it? 
CI 

As tirne progresse& it rernained impossible to assess the impact of aluminum 

prophylaùs on silicosis rates, as the therapy waas introduced at the saine timt as ventilation, 

dust control. and tuberculosis prevention were al1 improving rapidly. New cases of silicosis 

werr alread! in decline. In any event? by April 1973, only 15 cases of silicosis had been 

reported in miners whose careen had brgun afier the widespread use of aluminum started in 

April 194.''' 

Despite the enthusiasm with which mine managers embraced aluminurn as a 

prophylaxis, the various professional and govemmrnt bodies of North Amenca were 

reluctant to endorse the unproven treatment. Indumial hygienists were reluctant to support 

the inhalation of alwninum because of concern that it would tend to undermine the more 

88 Balmer Neilly. Director, McInqre Resauch Foundation to Leslie Frost. Minister of Mines, 3 December 1947, 
A 0  RG 13- 13-0-48. Department of Mines. Central Remy Files; Balmer Neiiy, Director. Mcintyre Research 
Foundation to H.C. Rickaby, Deputy Minister of kfines. 30 Apd t 947. A 0  RG 13- 134-48, Deparunent of 
hhes,  Centrai Registry Files. 
M Laurel Sefion MacDoudi, "Remember Kirkland Lake": the Hinorv and Efïects of the Kirkland M - e  GoId 
;Miners' Strike. 194 1-42 (Toronto: University of Toronto hess, 1983). 2 16-1 8; G.E. Hd. "The Use of 
.4uminum in the Treatment andor Prwention of SilicosisTT' LTnpubIished report to the Minister of Mmes, 15 April 
1947, A 0  RG 13-1 3-04!. Department of Mines. Central Registry Files, 1.4.6- 10 
90 Parkinson, "The Prevention of Silicosis in Ontario Mines"; L'MMSW. "Alurninum Dust." 8; Paterson Bulietin 
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comples and espensive e n p c .  - and medical controls of silicosis. In the United States, 

increasing concem about silico-: - d to demands frorn high risk industries for the 

implementation of alurninwn :k-. -y. As a result, in 1945, several conferences were held at 

which were represented the hlcinrye Foundation, the Industrial Hygiene Foundation, the 

Council on Industrial Health. anci tix Council on Phamacy and Chemistry of the Amencan 

Medical Association, and se\erd ~ther interested parties. A three point memorandum \vas 

agreed upon which resenied judgment on the efficacy of aluminum therapy in humans until 

scientitically controlled long-~erm &ta was available: which raised concems about 

increasing a person's susceptibility IO hiberculosis and emphasized that aluminum was no 

replacement for dust rernoval: and ahich recomrnended against the general use of aluminurn 

therapy in workplaces until carefully controlled experiments showed it to be effective in 

preventin- or alleviating silicosis in hum an^.^' Until the scientific uncertaine \as resolved, 

Ontario's Compensation Board also assurned a neutral position on the use of aluminum 

thrrapy as a prophplzmis against silicosis. Its standard line was that it had no specific 

evidence that alurninum therap pmented silicosis nor that it \vas harmfX9' 

The contradictory research regarding aluminum du t  therapy \tas a long-running 

concem of the IUMMSW. This concern \vas heightened when several Amencan researchen 

found evidence suggesting that aluminum dust weakened the resistance of individuals to 

diseases other than silicosis. In 1955. the union passed a resolution at its convention in 

Rossland, British Columbia calling on the federal govemmrnt to undertake an intensive 

study of the effects of alwninum dust on humans. The fedenl Department of Health 

responded that such a study [vas a provincial responsibility. In tum, the union pointed out 

that it seemed more effective to have one national study instead of numerous provincial ones. 

It wanted the study to be carried out under the auspices of the National Research Council. 

There is no evidence that such a m d y  ever took place. It  is curious that the federal 

91 AJ. Lanza. "Aluminurn Therapy in the Prevention of Silicosis." in hdustry. Tuberculosis. SiIicosis. and 
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governent go as willing to tread on provincial territo- when it came to the development of 

minera1 resources, but not when it came to issues of working-class hea~th.~' 

Although it recognized that aluminum d m  therapy slowed or prevented the 

development of silicosis, the United Steelworkers of Amenca blarned the dust for causing 

other damage to the bodies of its memben, paving the way for tuberculosis to develop. 

Timmins had the highest tuberculosis rate of any cig in Ontario, and the union blamed this 

on the use of aluminum powder by al1 the mining firms of the area The union reported that 

the United States and Australia had discontinued using aluminurn d u t  therapy on account of 

the alleged tuberculosis ri~k.~'  In its effort to stop aluminum therapy untii more was known, 

the Steelworken were encouraged by medical opinions that "no dust w a s  good for the 

lungs." It \vas argued that if the mechanisms for espelling dust from a man's lung were 

damaged. for example from accumulations of silica dust they were unable to remove any 

n r w  dust sent into the lungs, including aluminum dut. It \vas deemed harmful and criminal 

for management to force unnecessary dust into a man3 lungs when he could not expel it. In 

addition, because accumulations of dust in the lunç were considered to promote increased 

susceptibility to disease, it seemed logical that ~ccurnulations of alurninum d u t  would have 

the same effect. The union thus took the position that when the safety of a s a f e ~  measure 

w a s  in doubt, its use should be suspended until more conclusive scientific evidence was 

available." The officia1 position of the Steelworkers t a s  that alurninum therapy should be 

discontinued immediately and that management deserved emphatic criticism for making 

aluminum therapy virtually mandatov despite inconclusive evidcnce regarding its benefits 

and nsks. The only silicosis prevention measure provcn to br effective ws ventilation and 
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Even though the govemrnent of Ontario did not officially ensdorse aluminum 

therapy, its sympathies cleariy Iay on the side of management. When an article reflecring the 

cntical views of the Steelworkers towards alwninurn therapy appeared in the 29 November 

1954 edition of the Tirnmins Press, the ewcutive director of the Ontario h4ining Association 

wote P.T. Kelly, the Minister of Mines, urging him to address the controveny in order to 

head off an expected opposition campaign against the therapy. At the request of the OMA. 

the minister of mines jumped quite hi&. In a statement to the Legislatue, the minister 

responded to the cnticisms of the Steelworker representative outlined in the article. Kelly 

started by praising the apparent success of dust control measures implemented in provincial 

mines and noted the important role of the Mchty~e Foundation in this success. He thrn cited 

scientific evidence attesting to the effectiveness of aluminum therapy, neglecting to mention 

that these studies were conducted on anirnals. Numerous repons were cited refuting the 

dangers of aluminum thzrapy and it \vas pointcd out that even though Tirnmins had the 

highest tuberculosis rate in the province, a few yean previ-ious that dubious distinction had 

been held by the south-eastem town of Cornwall. Much of Kelly's information and 

argument came from a briefing preparcd for him by the OMA." 

While mine managers surely took no pleasure in reports that alwninurn dust 

increaxd tukrculosis, they had a financial disincentive to cease using aiuminurn aven its 

supposed rolr in reducing the incidence of silicosis among mineworkers. This \vas because 

the companies ivere responsible for payinç silicosis compensation, whereas tuberculosis 

costs were borne by the public pune. The) also received peace of mind by assurances from 

the Compensation Board that it would accept responsibili& on behal f of al1 the mines should 

aluminum therapy prove harmfùl to minen' health. Dr. Hall's 1947 report and the 

governrnent's toleration of alurninum therapy were believed to absolve the industry and the 

Foundation of liability for any harm causrd by aluminum dust. In the face of studies showing 

aluminum dust increased susceptibility to tuberculosis, the promoters of aluminum therapy 

were taking measures to protect themselves from litigation.98 Yet the recommendation of 

97 N.F. Parkinson. Executive Director, 0M4 to P T. Keiiy, Minister of Mines. 78 F e b n r q  195 5. A 0  RG I 3- 1 3- 
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Dr. Hall that the use of aluminum be stopped should evidence show it to be harmN \vas 

disregarded by both the indus- and by legislaton. It was okay to gamble with the health of 

workers so long as there would not be any negative financial consequences for the industry. 

To countm the negative pubiicity, the McIntyre Foundation went to considerable 

effort to promote aluminum therapy as an essential aspect of any silicosis prevention 

progamme. The Foundation put considerable effort into marketing its product creating 

sales oppominities and deriving considerable goodwill fiom its status as a non-profit research 

body.99 Using the pretext of its mandate to promote silicosis prevention programmes. the 

Foundation created a variety of promotional oppominities. One of the most hi* profile 

promotional forums for aluminum therapy was the annual silicosis conference of the 

McIntye Research Foundation. The first conference \vas held in 19-14 and subsequent 

conferences were held annually thereafier well into the 1960s. The Foundation's 

conferences brought togcthzr silicosis rzsearchrn and indusûy reprrxntatikes from around 

the world. although most were from North Arnerica and particularly Ontario. Because of the 

Foundation's close affiliation with the Ontario Mining Association and the Mines Accident 

Prevention Association. it was easy to find prestlntrn ~tilling to piuç M c i n h ~ e  Aluminurn 

Powder. Al1 the papes presented at the 1949 conference dealt with the benefits of aluminum 

therapy as part of a successful silicosis prevention programme in mines and factories. "*' 

Another favourable presenter was board member An-- Campbell. His 1956 prewntation on 

the histar). of silicosis prevention at the Mcintyre Porcupine Mine noted the conclusive role 

of aluminum powdcr in preventing the disease, even thouçh few neutral sources supponed 

this conclusion. Thrse marketing efforts seem to have been relatively successful. as 

99 The financiai siatements o f  the h l c I n ~ ~ e  Research Foundation susgest its activiùes came to be dominated by 
the defence and promotion o f  duminum therapy at the espense o f  other research aaitities. For example. in 195 1 .  
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McIniyre AIuminum Powder was usecl across Canada and the United States. in Mesico. 

Chile, Australia, and elsewhere."" 

in its efforts to create a consensus surroundinç alurninum treatment, union 

representatives were invited by the Mchty~e Foundation to attend its conferences. The 

message of Mclntyre that aluminum therapy was no substitute for dust control coincided 

Ncely with the position of labour unions. Labour also supported pre-employntent 

e.xaminations and reçular chest x-rays for the early detection of silicosis. so long as workers 

were infomed of the results and compensated adequateiy Lukin Robinson the Canadian 

Research Director for Mine Mill, was encouraged by the consensus of the presentations at 

the 1 956 conference that al uminum dust gave added protection against silicosis. "' The 

absence of criticism of aluminum therapy at the conference \as hound to leave members of 

the audience with such a favourable view, which \vas the desired effect. 

The McInn~c Research Foundation promotrd its aluminurn dust therap! in the same 

manner a commercial fim would have promotrd its products. It organized cnnferences to 

promote aluminum therapy under the guise of genenl silicosis conferences. The lack of 

adequate government funding for silicosis research meant that there \ver<: feu. academic 

conferences for those in the field to gather at and present their latest findings. By sponsoring 

an annual silicosis conference to fil1 this void, the Mchhre Foundation \vas able to amact 

the world's leading silicosis experts, eager for an opportunity to inert nith other experts and 

mingle with representatives of indust~. Unlike acadernic conferences. a cal1 for papers \vas 

not issued. A list of potential presenters \vas prepared and invitations were sent out. In this 

\va!, aluminum thrrapy dissidents were not present at these gatherinçs of influential people. 

This gave McIntyre considerable influence over what new research ivas discussed at the 

conferences. The gathen'ngs further served as a chance to refute, unchallenged, research 

questioning the prodaimrd benefits of aluminum therapy. For esample- Dr. Vonvald of the 

Saranac Institute in New York State found that aluminum dust slowed the progression of 

silicosis, but did not prevent it The Foundation's response \vas to invite the director of the 

IO I .Angus D. CarnpbeU, "Prevention of Silicosis at the S l c l n ~ ~ e  Porcupine Mine. Schumacher. Ontario," Paper 
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Saranac Laboratory, G.W.H. Schepers, to refute the findings not only of Vonvalci, but of 

several other studies pointing to a link between aluminum and tuberculosis. With Scheper's 

endorsement, Mchtyre continued to maintain that its powder prevented the formation of 

silicosis, even though it had nothing but theoretical chemisa). and inconclusive statistics to 

support its argument. Io' 

By amacting leading silicosis experts to its conferences, the Foundation was able to 

attach an air of authonty to its product. hvitees from the Amencan Medical Association 

were impressed enough with the proceedings to want to publish some of the papers in the 

Journal of the American Medical ~ssociation. IW Such coverage served to spread the Ontario 

mining industry's Mews on silicosis prevention and alurninm therapy. Without a similar 

high-profile stage, aluminum skeptics were shut out of the debate. In another example, in 

1958, the Foundation was tq-ing to organize a s~mposium on silicosis to be attended by 

"authoritative speakers" for the mining operators of northwestern Quebec to "bring thrm up 

to date on developments in the field.'- In reality, this was a thinly disguised sales conference. 

It was hoped that the s~mposiurn would give the operaton a chance to ask questions the! had 

conceming silicosis, particularly on the role of "alurninurn therapy in its prevention." The 

synposium was also felt to be a good opportuniry for the younser supervison to familiarize 

thernselves with the work of the Foundation. 'IJ' 

The McIntyre Research Foundation was also quite agressive in pursuing new 

markets for aliiminum dust. It wasted no time in establishing its presence and drveloping a 

positive relationship with potential customen. When the production of began in 

Ontario in the late 1950s. the Foundation sent hvo researchers to Elliot Lake, where the 

industi). w s  concentrated. Under the guise of the Foundation's mission to study silicosis, 
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the researchen conducted a s w e y  of the si licosis hazard in local mines and met uith 

operaton to discuss their plans for ventilation and other dust control measures. The 

recomrnendations derived from the visit placed a heavy emphasis on promoting aluminum 

therapy. A recommendation to conduct M e r  shidies of local silica dust \vas partially 

intended "to promote a closer relationship with the operaton in the Blind River area, by 

showinç them that the Foundation is taking a direct interest in their problem as it e'a'sts 

there.'"M There were also recommendations that wuld ensure aluminurn therapy became as 

much a part of silicosis control s isvater spraying. The donation of consulting services was 

recornmended to aid in the design and construction of change houses to ensure that the 

mechanics and logistics of alurninum dusting were incorporated into the design. Because 

what -ou do not notice cannot hurt you and because a satisfied customer is a repeat 

customer. it was suggested that aluminum therapy be aven the day production began in the 

hop  that it would be seen as a normal aspect of the change house b'; the workmen and thus 

encounter less hostility and suspicion. Finally, it was recommended that the Foundation use 

its existing customer base to expand its market. Many of the managers at Elliot Lake had 

u-orked in the o l d  fields of Ontario or Quebec, whtre they were familiar with alurninum 

therapy. It was hoped that these managers would be supportive of introducing the use of 

aluminurn into the uranium mining i n d u ~ p . ' " ~  

The promotional efforts undertaken to gain the attention of Elliot Lake producers 

appear to have been successful, as the M c l n ~ ~ e  Foundation wvas soon invited by the 

operators to hold a meeting to infom them of what was known about silicosis and its 

prevention. The promotional aspect of these information meetings \vas evident in the 

decision of the Worhen's Compensation Board not to send any representatives to the Elliot 

Lake meeting because of its decision to rernain neutral in connection with the use of 

al uminum therapy. Iug This preference to not attend the meeting indicates that the presence 

1 O6 T.E. N e w m  and C.C. Wood, "Mcintyre Research Foundation Visit to Blind River Uranium Mnes," 28 
January-2 February 1957, A 0  F 1352-3-0-8. OMA Papers, Mchtyre Research Foundation. 
lu' Newkirk and Wood, "Vis* to B h d  River." 
'O8 E.E. S p m w .  Chahan,  WCB to WB. ûk President Mcbye  Research Foundation 1 Seprember 1958. 
A 0  FI 352-3443, OMA Papers, McIntyre Research Foundation; W B. Dix President. M c l n l e  Research 
Foundation to E.E. Sparrow. Chaiiman. WCB. 9 Oaobw 1958. A 0  F1352-3-0-8. OMA Papers. Mc-e 
Research Foundation. 



of the WCB could have ken  seen as an officia1 endonement of aluminum therapy, which is 

what the Foundation probably intended. 

The M c h h ~ e  Foundation seems to have k e n  so absorbed in promoting and 

defending its aluminum powder that it neglected its research mandate, to the chagrin of its 

industry backers. The failure of the Foundation to delve into the links of tuberculosis and 

silicosis with the aim of reducing the incidence of tuberculosis was a particular concem. 

There was also strong evidence that silicosis could develop and progress once a miner left 

ernployment in the industry and ceased to receive aluminurn therapy. Numerous other 

projects also awaited the Foundation's budget, including research into more accurate dust 

suNey methods and dust control measures. ['' 

Organized labour3 disrnist of aluminum thtrapy \vas inevitable, _ken the close 

management links of the Mclntyre Foundation. In addition to its corporate origins, the board 

of directors was composed of mine managers and the Foundation worked vtry closely with 

the Ontario Mining Association and the Mines Accident Prevention Association. The 

management affiliation \vas demonstrated in correspondence between the president of the 

Foundation and a representative of the Quebec Meta1 Mines Accident Prevention 

Association. The letter discusses the concems of management as k ing  the same as those of 

the foundation - reducinç compensation costs through the prevention or delay of silicosis. "" 
In 1963, E.R. Oison. the Chaiman of the Foundation's Committce on Silicosis. gave a 

spirited defense of the voluntav and cooperative approach to the prevention of silicosis in 

Ontaio. His defense noted the cooperation of representatives From govemment, indus-, 

and academia. but made no reference to constant union efforts to irnprove silicosis 

prevention programmes. Olsen also detailed the operations and accomplishments of indusp 

groups such as MAPAO in fighting silicosis. The result was a presentation fiee of criticism 

of the province's voluntq approach to silicosis regulation. ' ' ' 
As an agency of management, the Mchtyre Foundation played an important role in 

promoting i n d m  self-regulation of occupational health and safety. The license issued to 

109 Angus D. Campbeli. Manager, McIntye Research Foundation to W B. Dix, President, McInrj~e Research 
Foundation. 2 Aupst  1958, A 0  F1352-3-0-8. OMA Papers, XfcIntjre Research Foundation. 
110 W B. Dix to RG. McKeIvey, 1 .4ugust 1958. 
I I I  Olsen "Cooperative Approach to Silicosis Prevention in Ontario." 3-5. 



usen of aiumuium dust by the Foun&tion required tbe licmsee to keep dust levels to the 

minimum feasible limit To ensure that this obligation was h l  fille4 licensees were 

occasionally requested to submit reports on dust c o ~  and to provide unimpeded access to 

representatives of the Foundation for the purpose of inspeaing d u t  control measures and 

airborne dust levels.' l2 In this manner, the industiy was able to enforce its otherwise 

voluntary guidelines for the prevention of silicosis. The annual conferences were useful for 

increasing awareness of the latest developments for the treatment and ~ n t r o l  of the d i m .  

The coderences M e r  served as a platform for the preaching of the Ontario Mining 

Association's ideology towards occupational health. '' 
The use of metallic aluminum powder was dirontinued in Ontario in 1979. In the 

interim between that date and the introduction of alurninum therapy, midies on 

pneurnoconiotics that utilized a mnirol group found that those receivùig aluminum therapy 

and those h o  thought they were meiving the therapy experienced similar improvements in 

objective and subjective lung fiuiction tests. However, aiurninum was deemed effective in 

delaying the onset of silicosis, even though it \vas of no benefit once the disease was beyond 

the early stages. There remained lingering concem among scientists about the harmful 

effects of aluminum on cognitive performance and about the emerging Iink betwen 

aluminum and Alzheimer's disease. It was on account of these fears that union demands for 

the discontinuance of aluminum therapy were finally heeded Given the potential nsks of 

metallic aluminum therapy, it was reserved ody for cases of progressive silicosis for which 

no other treatment \vas available. ' " 

Statistia Nwer Lie, They Just Obscure the Truth 

In the 19405, the mining indmtry of Ontario made a request to the provincial 

govemment for the establishment of a body to compile and analyze silicosis data in order to 

' l2 Patemoq Bulletin 158, 25. 
"' ibid., 25. 
"' GeraIdine M. Brown and Kenneâh Donalcison, "Modulation of Quafïz ToiBcity by Al-" in 5ii.h 4 
Sica-lnduced Luno Diseasq, eds. Vicem C a s t r m  Val Vaiiyauian. and William E. Wallace (Boca Raton: 
CRC Press, 1996), 301-2. 



track friture trends in compensation costs and to monitor the effectiveness of prevention 

methods. A Medical Statistics Unit was added to the Workmen's Compensation Board in 

1950 for this purpose. The starisb'cs collected provide an outline of Ontario's silicosis 

experience. The number of new silicosis cases reporteci by the Compensation Board peaked 

in 194 1, reached a secondary peak in 1945-46, and declined fiom 1948. Mer about 1950, 

the number of new cases remained relatively stable at slightiy under twenty a year.' l5 

One encouraging sign pinted to the effiveness of Ontario's silicosis prevention 

programme. From 1927 to the end of 1962,93% of the 767 new cases of silifous with 

Ontario exposure only had begun mlliing pnor to 1930 and only four had begun work d e r  

1940. It also twk considerably longer for silicosis to develop by the 1960s than in the 1930s 

and the Iife expectancy of silicotics had becorne longer, although these last two facts were 

deemed inconclusive based on the m e q d  and inadequate sample sizes caused by the 

ongoing development of new casescaSeS' '' This was encouraging in 1962, but it did not mean 

silicosis was no longer occurring in provincial mines. The reduced dust levels meant that it 

took longer for silicosis to develop than in earlier tirnes, so miners who wmenced work 

afler 1940 were oniy jut beginning to accumulate enough silica dust in their h g s  to qualifL 

as silicotic. Silicosis remained the primary source of permanent disability arnong 

occupational diseases. The data to 1972 shows that many rniners who began work after 1940 

did eventually develop silicosis. ' " 
The inconclusive statimcs were valuable and encouraging when discussed with their 

shortcomings. Unfortmately, mining execuîives and Wendiy governrnent officiais bmdied 

about the statistics as evidence of the virtual disappearance of the silicosis hazard from 

Ontario mines and to demonstrate the success of industry self-regulaîion Such misleading 

daims were always accompanied by a quaiifjing statement about the need to maintain 

vigilance and to strive for ever lower dust levels, subtly advising an audience that silicosis 

continuai to develop in Ontario's mines. It might be stated that the incidence of silicosis 

"' AH SdIars and W.C. M a ,  T e  Stacisbcs on SilKoer Among MUKn in Ontario," m Conftra~t on 
Silicosis and ûtha Indusbial Puimow Di- ed. Mcintyrc Research Foundation Cforonto: McIntyrt 
Research Foudation, 1%3), 83-4. 
'16 ibid., -7. 
' " Sec fable 1 O, AppaidDc 1; Worknai's Compensation Bad Annual R e p ~ &  195 1, 1 6; Worbnai's 
Compensation Board, Anmal Report., 1%2,92. 



changed M e :  rather the lengrh of dust exposure required to develop silicosis and the age at 

which silicosis became noticeable increased, giving the impression that fewer rniners were 

developing the disease. 

Officiais fiom the mining industry and the government in Ontario speciaiized in 

shifting the biame for silicosis away from thernselves. Statistics helped them to do this by 

compannç the rate of incidence between rniners who had worked in dust only in Ontario and 

those who had al= had dust esposure outside the province. About fort). percent of silicotics 

up to 1961 had worked in dust outside of Ontario. The rate of silicosis arnong minen with 

eqmsure in mininç outside of Ontario was actually higher than the rate of silicosis among 

those only having esperience in ~ntario."%hch a breakclown of statistics \vas misleading. 

because the data could be full of rneaning or have no rneaning at all. Upon reading the 

figures. one is lefi nlth the impression that close to one half of silicosis cases in Ontario were 

actually the result of mine work performed in other jurisdictions. Th~s may have k e n  the 

case. if other jurisdictions did not have as strict a silicosis prevention programme as Ontario 

mines. However, other factors could also have k e n  at play. Both the overall incidence rate 

and the Ontario-only incidence rate follow the same do~cnward pattern. As the pattern for 

those with esposure only in Ontario is not altered by the pattern for those with work 

esperience elsewhere, no basis for the higher rate ma- have existed beyond coincidence or 

other mitiptiny factors. ' " For esample, thow with espzrience outside of Ontario ma? have 

been in the industry longer and thus more prone to develop silicosis. No statistics are given 

on the length of time silicotics worked in mines outside of Ontario. Five or ten years would 

be signiticant: one year or less would not mean much escept in instances of heavy silica 

espsure. The conditions worked in would also have plapd a role. Dusty mines or mines 

wîth a high silica content would have put a miner at risk of developing silicosis, but a clean 

mine or a mine with little silica quartz would have left the silicosis to develop in Ontario. In 

other instances, silicosis may have been j u t  as l i  kely to develop had the miner worked only 

in Ontario or only in the otherjurisdiction and the time in the different areas was of 

I t s  Sellars and Wheeler, *'Funher Statistics on Silicosis Amon!: %finen in Ontario," 84. 
Il9 See Tahk 5. Table 6. and TabIe 7. Appendix 1. The similar patterns between silicotic miners with experience 
only in Ontario and aii silicotic miners c m  be seeri in Figure 3 and Figure 4 in Sellars and Wheeler. "Further 
Statistics on Miners in Ontario." 85. 



secon* im prtance. Ontario w a s  assurning, without justification, an attitude of superiority 

by pointing the finger at out-of-province work to explain away new cases of silicosis, even 

though it cominued to generate many new cases of silicosis every year, without help from 

my other mining jurisdiction. 

While these statistics are noteworthy, they only include compensated cases of 

silicosis. For mis reason, they do not provide a comprehensive outline of the hiaory of this 

occupational disease. Much of this midy deals with efforts to deny sick miners silicosis. 

Those who had legitimate cases of silicosis but who never received compensation are thus 

not included. This limitation surely eliminated many cases of silicosis that developed during 

the 193Os, when the time limit for filing a claim varied between hvo and five years. Once a 

miner left the industry he \vas no longer x-rayed. For this reason. many cases of silicosis 

lent  undetected for many years. Doctors not familiar with the disease sometimes 

misdiagnosed silicosis. Minor cases of silicosis could go unnoticed until late in a person's 

life or even mil an autopsy \vas conducted. In addition former minrn who wrre financially 

secure did not aiways bother to file a compensation claim."" 

The statistics also rsclude man). instances of medical silicosis thai wrre not senous 

enough to a h  qualifq. as disablinp silicosis and cases in which silicosis was not discovered 

until afier death. and thus for which no compensation was paid. The  less serious naNe of 

silicosis by the 1950s did not necessanly mean that silicosis was no longer caused on a large 

scale by mining conditions, on!? that disabling silicosis was rare. perhaps because the disease 

progressed more slowly and seldom had the chance to manifest itself in disablinç fom 

before a more noble death clairneci its victims. '" Discussing similar data from 1977 

indicating that the average age at death of silicotics was 5.7 years longer than the average life 

espectancy of an Ontario male who reached age 35, Dr. Paterson cautioned that the figure 

could be misleading, as the data nceded to be examined in terms of life expectancy from the 

time of first drat esposure. '" 

120 Paterson. B d k i n  158, 5; "Silicosis in Ontario Mmes: Extract fiom the 34th Annual Repon of the Mines 
Accident Prevention of Ontario. May 1965," 26-7, A 0  F1352-2-0-6, OMA Papers, Royal 
Commission on the Health and Safety of  Workers in Mines. 
"' "Extract from the 31th . b u a l  Repon of the Mines Accident Revention hociation ofOntario. May 1965." 
27. 
''' Paterson Bdlain 173.4. 



The 1973 Paterson report generally confïrmed the statis~ical trends indicating that 

silicosis !vas no longer as senous a menace as it had once ken. On the negative side. it 

reported that there had k e n  no real improvement in the statiaics behveen 1959 and 1972. It 

further reported the diagnosis of an unfarniliar form of pneumoconiosis developing in the 

uranium mines of Elliot Lake. "' 
The nurnerous controvenies and shortcomings that accompanied Ontario's efforts to 

deal nith the silicosis hazard in provincial mines shodd not obscure the fact that the efforts 

of labour. management, and gwemrnent to reduce the incidence of the disease were 

relatively effective. The dec1iri.e in the incidence of silicosis in Ontario $vas attributed to 

better dust conirol and ventilation. tuberculosis control, and possibly the use of aluminurn 

prophylaxis. In addition structural changes in the provincial mining industp aidrd in the 

decline of silicosis. As gold and uranium mining reduced their employment levels. nickel 

and copper mining picked up the slack. This meant that the Iargest segments of the mining 

workforce rnoved out of hardrock mines nith a high si1 icosis risk into mines with a much 

lessened danger. '" 

'3 ibid.. 3.4. 
"' Ibid.. 1.6. 



Chapter FNe: Fighting the Cold \Var on the Home Front - Silicosis in the Ckanium 
Mines of Ontario, 19554975 

In 1955. Ontario began to mine uranium commercially. In the w h  to meet 

production and profit targets, health and safety measures wre implemented as an 

afterthought, if they were implemented at all. New. h i w y  mechanized methods of mining 

generated hi@ levels of dust underground without corresponding improvements in - 
ventilation. High silica and radiation levels were hown to rxin by mine managers and the 

Department of Mines, yet nothing was done to recti- the situation. By the 1970s, the impact 

of the substandard working conditions present in the uranium mines had taken an undeniable 

toll on the hmlth of the uranium industq's workforce. Pressure from the New Democratic 

Party and the press forced the Progessive Consemative govemment of Ontario to cal1 a royal 

commission to investigate health and safety conditions in the mining industr). The results of 

the commission eventuall~ k d  to the passing of Ontario's first comprehensive occupational 

hctalth and safety law in 1978. The voluntan approach to health and safety replation was 

declared a faiiwe. 

ui the campaign to resist espensive health and safety measures. the management of 

uranium mining companies cited the devastating impact of such costs on the bonom line and 

sharehoider invesmients. tn addition. the production schrdules imposed bj' the federal 

go\ cmment made it impossible to have a proper industrial hygiene pro-gamme in place prier - 
to start up. The federal ovemment \vas so eager to foster the developrnent of uranium 

mining and to encourage investment that it provided a variety of benefits that virîually 

guaranteed a hi& r e m  on investment. These brnefits included five year contracts to 

purchase uranium oxide and a three year tax esemption on uranium earnings. Any 

production esceeding the contracts could be sold on the o p n  market. These benefits 

provided investors \iith a nsk premium withithout the risk.' With the federal govemment as i~ 

sugar daddy, uranium mining expanded quickly, employing over 10 000 workers by 1959.' 

1 I C W S W .  '%?Il Press Govemment to Improve Conditions.' Mine-Miil Herald ( F e b w  1959): 10. 
R i m f i W ,  "Safiety Poor Second in Canadian Uranium" hfine-Ml1 Herdd (May 1959): 10. 
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n e  wanium mines were the fint in Canada to introduce trackless minin- so called 

because mining equipment operated on rubkr wheels rather than r a i h v  traclis. The luge 

equipment was powered by diesel fuel, which filled the mine air with hazardous fumes. 

The large underground caverns necess- to accommodate trackless equipment were 

drsigned so that timbenng \vas not required, increasing the frequency of rockfalls. The 

increased scale and speed of mining generated much more dut than traditional mining 

techniques. In many of the rnining operations, trackless rnining m e d  workers fiom 

specialists whose labour power deterrnined the Face and quality of productioii into machine 

operatives. While underground work still required considerable knowledge and sidls ,  

trackless mining represented a new phase in the continual efforts to reduce labour costs by 

reducing the amount of control mines had over the production process. Much of the 

opposition to the new mining methods centred around the risks they created This meant that 

opposition to trackless mining was espressed in grievancrs about health and safety. Thus. 

when miners demanded new safety regdations and a p a t e r  role for labour in creating a safe 

and healthy workplace. the) were searchinç for ways of reassrrtin_g their skills and their 

ability to shape the production process. 

The collusion brhveen the Ontario Dcpartmeni of Mines and the minin2 industry was 

as evident in uranium mining as it \ a s  in sold. The govrmment followed its ineffective 

policy of prornoting health and safev through moral suasion and the mining corporations 

worked to rniniinize unproductive costs by appearing to cooperate with govemrnent officiais 

via unfulfilled plrdges of health and safety leadership. Pnor to the start of uranium 

production. a meeting \vas hrld to "informally" discuss what measures would ensure 
. 

adequate health and safety rneasures in the new mines.' R.A. Bawden, the Chief lnspector of 

Mines, was particularly interested in the silicosis and radiation hazards. The representatives 

of the mining industry were concemed with dounplaying these dangers. Before promising 

any action, Ontario Mining Association director R.A. Bryce wanted assurances from the 

Department that special provisions were required beyond those normally taken for the 

Present at the meeting held on 25 May 1955 representing the Depanment of M n e s  were Deputy Minina H.C. 
Rickaby and Chief lnspector of Mines W.E. Bawden. representing the Department of Heaith was a depamneotal 
physicist L B. Leppard; and representinç the Ontario Mining hsociation were President John Beattie. Executive 
Director N.F. Parkinson. and directors R A  Bryce. E.G. Crayston, and RD. Parker. 



control of silicosis. Citing the South Afncan experience, Bawden stated that mesures to 

control silicosis were seen as adequate to also contain the radiation h m d ,  although further 

midies were king conducted there. Tuming to the subject of acceptable radiation levels, 

E.G. Crayston asked if the Deparment of Mines or any authority \vas able to state what uas 

considered a safe level of exposure. Dr. Leppard, a physicist with the Depariment of Health 

replied that different experts had published different figures, but that nothing wvas yet 

conclusive. The executive director of the Ontario Mining Association then thought it 

advisable to mention that the exysure limit sug-ested in a confidential report on Eldorado 

Beaverlodge prepared in May 1954 was likely ver). conservative. Probably not wanting such 

a low level to be used as a guideline, Parkinson stated that when know, the actual 

recommrnded level might be higher. A discussion then ensued on conducting a survey of 

radiation and dust levels in Ontario3 uranium mines. Dr. Leppard suggested that the 

Department of Health could conduct this survey. Perhaps conccmed about the Department 

of Health's tendency to demand rigourous standards based on scientific evidence, several 

other options were proposed by industry representatives. Bryce, for no apparent reason, 

thought such a sumq might have more authon' if it were donr by personnel fiom the 

Department of Mines. This preference could be explained by the espenence the Department 

of Mines had in conducting mine dut  ssurveys or by the pro-employer orientation of the 

Department. R.D. Parker thouçht it would be bea to have the surveys conducted by 

personnel fmiliar with both radioactivity and dust swveys. His support was put in the 

engineering staff of the Mines Accident Prevention Association, which \vas also an 

institution run by managelnent interests. Parker was clearly aware of this angle, as he 

wondered if the government would back the recommendations of the MAPAO if questions 

were raised publically or in the Legislature about the study. Deputy Minister Rickaby 

promised that the Department of Mines would have full confidence in the work of the 

Accident Prevention Association. He stated that his department would fülly support the 

results of the survey if the Association pledged to conduct the study at properties agreed to 

jointly by the Association and the chief inspecter of mines. It is interesting that the minister 

could pledge his full support for a study that had yet to be conducted. He essentially 

promised to support whatever the management group's study said about radiation and dust 



levels in uranium mines and the policies that would need to be developed in response to the 

results. It was then agreed that the Mines Accident Prevenîion Association would undertake 

a mdy of environmental conditions in Ontario's uranium mines.' 

By conducting environment surveys themselves, mine managers were able to take the 

initiative for health protection away from governent regulaton and control the agenda. 

Although this meeting was more concemed witb radiation than silicosis, it is instructive 

because it shows the mining i n d m  representatives taking a very conservative approach to 

the health issues of uranium mining, with the support of governrnent regulators. The 

impression one gets from this meeting is that there was a reluctance to proceed with 

rneasures for the protection of worker health without conclusive knowledge. The tendency 

\vas to err on the side of con control, not caution. This contrasts with the implernentation of 

alurninum therapy. The veq promise of reducing the compensation costs for silicosis sent 

rnining esecutivcs scrambling to implernent aluminurn dusting, with no firm evidence that it 

was safe or effective. 

In seeking to dominate the healtb and safeîy agenda, the Ontario Mining Association 

LW not prepared to allow the new memben of the mining fiatemi' to ignore the need for 

protective measures. The OMA and its memben, panicularly the gold mines, had worked 

hard to implement measures to control silicosis. This had been done to minimize 

coinpensation costs and to coniince provincial regdaton that strict legislation \vas not 

required to replace the voluntary approach to mine health and safety regulation. Because this 

systern recognized management's sole responsibilig for working conditions, it \vas clearly 

preferablr for the industq to sustain it. To demonstrate its leadership and to ensure that the 

uranium companies followed accepted standards, representatives of the Mclntyre Research 

Foundation were sent to ElIiot Lake to assess the silicosis h w d  and advise on the 

installation of facilities for the dispersal of alurninum dut .  The Mdni-j~e Foundation offered 

the most effective way for the memben of the OMA to police its recalcitrant memben and 

enforce their will regardinç health protection on uranium producen. The yidelines for dust 

-- 

' "hfemorandum Re Ventilation and Dust Control in Uranium hlines," prepared by N.F. Parkinson. Executive 
Director. OMA May 1925, A 0  F 1352-2-0-2. OMA Papers. Royal Commission on the Heaith and Safety of 
Workers in Mines. 



control and dust e y s u r e  of the OMA and the Mines Accident Prevention Association were 

volun-. Ln connast. the licensing agreement to use Mclnîyeœs aluminum required the 

purchaser to fight sllicosis prirnarily through the removal of dust fiom the working 

environment. If aluminurn therapy could be promoted in Elliot Lake as essential to dust 

control and good p~biic relations, it would be adopted by the producers, who would thcn 

have to meet the nandards for dust control desired by the OMA to vindicate its stand in 

favour of voluntag health and safety replation. 

T.E. Newicirk and C.C. 'Nd spnt  about a week in Elliot Lake fiom 78 January to 2 

February 1957 interviewing mine officiais and examining the mines on behalf of the 

Mclntyre Research Foundation. They visited the facilities of Pronto Uranium, Algom- 

Quirke, Alçorn-Nordic, Consolidated Denison, Lake Nordic Uranium. Panel Consolidated 

Uranium Mines, and Stanleigh Uranium. Newkirk and Wood reported that mon of the 

operaton visited had previously worked in mines whcre silicosis was a hanird and were 

aware that measures were necessaq to protect the health of uranium minen. This is 

notewonhy because it contradicts testimony given to the Ham Commission in 1975 that the 

industry mas not aware of the sevent). of Elliot Lake's silicosis risk.' The report 

demonstrates that health concerns came second to production concerns. Pronto, Aigom- 

Quirke, and Aigom Nordic were the only three mines already in production. Although praise 

rvas given to the ventilation systems of the mines, it was rnostlg praise for the planned 

ventilation systems: only Pronto had its system in operation. Mining proceeded ahead of the 

installation of ventilation systems, and even aluminum therapy. Although Pronto had gone 

the fatthen dust control in the assay office  as described as "limited" and aluminum therapy 

was still not in use afier hvo yean of production. Newkirk and Wood were ovenvhelmed by 

the scale of tracHess mining. They wrote: 

The underground operations are so large. the backs so high. with no timber 
support, that you get a feeling of danger against which you have no 
protection. The mechanical equipment is so elaborate and so costly that it is 
hard for a gold miner to make an appraisal of the economics involved. 

M e r  a short visit underground you are naturally iinpressed by the 
revolutionary methods k i n g  developed for hard rock mining. However, you 

- 

' See below. p. 16%. 



corne away with a feeling of doubt, whether such methods are safe, the most 
econornical or in fact if they will survive without drastic modifications." 

It i d 1  be seen that the fears of the writers about safety were well-founded. 

Newvhrk and Wood reported that the ore at Elliot Lake had a silica content v q i n g  

from 50 percent to 75 percent. Because of this hi@ percentage, they wamed that there could 

be a more serious silica danger at Elliot Lake than at Porcupine or Kirkland Lake. With this 

in min4 they made a number of recomrnendations that would limit the silicosis risk and 

promote the McInty~e Foundation. They proposed tests to measure the solubility of silica 

dust when treated with aluminurn. This would allow for a better understanding of the area's 

problems and promote closer ties between the Foundation and uranium producers by 

demonstrating that hlclntyre was taking a direct interea in their problems. Not surprisingly. 

it was recommended that aluminum be used as a prophylzxis against silicosis in dl the mines 

of the area, ttwn on salaried staff esposed to dust. At mines where change homes were still 

under construction or in the design stage, consulting senices were proposed to ensure the 

building would be suitable for the effective dispersal of aluminum dust and to allow for 

dispersal equipment to be installed prior to the use of the buildings by miners, in order that 

alurninum therapy could commence as soon as possible for the protection of the men and in 

the hope that the work force would be less suspicious of the thenpy if it \vas wed fiom the 

\!en start of oprrations. Rather than providing worken nith convincing evidcnce fiom 

neutrai scientific sources that aluminurn dust was safe and beneticial. the paternalistic minds - 
at McIng~e preferred to be discrete. ' 

A lthough it general l y favoured a laissez-faire replaton; policy, the Department of 

Mines \as not prepared to relinquish its role in promotinç a healthy underground working 

environment. As already discusseci, it appointed Dr. John Paterson to evaluate the silicosis 

situation in Ontario in the late 1950s. M e r  visiting the pld,  nickel, and uranium mines of 

the province, Paterson reported to the Minister of Mines that he was undenvhelmed by the 

measures taken to protect the worMorce of Elliot Lake against the high level of silica in the 

T.E. Newkirk and C.C. Wood, '.McIntye Research Foundation Vkit to Blind River Uranium Miner" 28 
Januq-2 F e b n i q  1957. F 1352-3-0-8.O.kl.4 Papers. McIntyfe Research Foundation. 
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area's dust. Patrrsx cited the need for rapid developrnent and high production levels 

necessitated by the contracts signed with the American government as the main reason why 

satisfactory health precautions had not k e n  taken. He found that despite the carefull>~ 

designed ventilation ystems and the expensive ventilation equipment, only dnfü and cross- 

cuts benefittd as linle of the fresh air reached the working face. Paterson believed this was 

because the installation of ventilation pipes required production to stop. High production 

quotas also meant that a new shifl began work only one-half hou afier the previous shifi had 

finished blasting which was not enough time for the dust to settle or be rernoved fiom 

underground. Patenon wamed that if the dust hazard was not removed quickly, uranium 

mining would have a high silicosis rate wvith a shorter dust exposure rate than had become 

common at that tirne.' 

Another concern of Paterson was the unknomn effect on miners' health of the 

noxious cockail ingested wvhen silica dust. radioactive dust, aluminum dwt, and diesel fumes 

were mixed together. He refused to d e  out the siliceous and carcinogenic properties of the 

combination and he similarly refused to state that there w s  an increased risk in uranium 

mining, but the wwning seemed clear - the risk of occupational diseases developing in 

uranium minen was serious and exaa caution was required until more could be learned 

about the risks of the airborne substances being inhaled. 11 was unknown which elements of 

this mixture would prove harmfùl, and which could have a positive effect. This warning 

included the aluminurn d u t  k i n g  added to the air of change houses, a repudiation of 

McIntye's attempts IO portray its dust as the magical formula for a robust ~orkforce.~ As a 

result of Paterson's concems about the effecü of radioactive dust, the Ontario governrnent 

prohibited underground smoking and introduced re ylations to reduce radiation expsure in 

uranium mines. 

Patenon also found the uranium operaton to be violating the chest examination 

requirement of the Mining Act. in the rush to meet their rapidly expanding labour needs, the 

companies were unable to wait for new employees to be certified to work underground. This 

8 Memorandum fiom Dr. John F. Paterson to J.W. Spooner. Minister of Mnes. 28 March 1958. A 0  RG13-6-2- 
39. Department of M i n a  SiIicosis. 
9 Paterso~ Bulletin 158.23. 
10 Paterson. Bulletin 1 73.3. 



ivas considered to be a dangerous and unfair practice. It created the nsk of men with 

tukrculosis being employed underground witb the potential to pass their illness onto their 

colleagues, leaving them vulnerable to silicosis. It also created a situation in which men 

already employed were x-rayed and found unsuitable to work in the mining indum. This 

created hardship in cases where men had moved their families to Elliot Lake, gving up their 

previous homes and jobs, and incurring considerable moving expenses if they had corne a 

great distance. A hand-written notation at the bottom of Paterson's memorandum indicates 

that the doctor's concerns were iaken seriously by the Mines Depament. The chef 

inspecter of mines, Bawden, was going to obtain reports on the d u t  counts at Elliot Lake and 

then meet with Minister of Mines J. W. spooner. l '  

In responsc to the hazards of uranium mining, labour trieci to bolster its position 

through the collective bargaining process and political lobbying. The sis bargaining points of 

Mine Mill for 1959 includrd demands for safety and health provisions in the collective 

agreement, including the complete elimination of silicosis and radiation hazards. At the 

same time, demands for greater govemrnent involvement were reiterated in a request for 

mi-cter inspections. with d u t  counts made available to minen and the public. " 

Far from being unconcemed or unaware of the dangers of uranium mining. miners 

and k i r  union representatiws dernonstrated a keen awareness of the hazards involved and 

of the neglect of health issues by management and govemment. Shortly after the rnining of 

uranium began in Ontario, the provincial Supreme Court transferred jurisdiction over 

uranium mines from the provincial to the federal govrrnment, which reylated the closelp 

related nuclear indusm through the Atomic Energ Control Board (AECB). This brought 

concems in the labour movemrnt that uranium minen would no longer benefit fiom 

provincial legislation regarding workiny conditions and safrty inspections? and that the 

miners would be denied workers' compensation on the groounds that they were not in a 

provincially reglated industr).." 

- - 

I I  bfemorandum fiorn Dr. John F. Paterson to J.W. Spooner. 
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Whde these fean appear to have been unfomded it \vas a continual strugglc to 

enforce the Mining Act with the upstart uranium companies. At the Faraday Mine near 

Bancroft, employees complained to their union that chest x-ray certificates had not been 

requested as a condition of employment and that no chest esaminations had since been 

conducted The Worhen's Compensation Board in tum advised Faraday to have their 

employees x-rayedIJ This regdation was probably neglected by Faraday inadvertently in the 

haste to recruit a workforce and begin development and production. For minen though. the 

x-rays, while frequently misused, remained the only way in which silicosis could be detected 

in its early stages, ailowing them the fieedom to seek other employment or compensation 

before the disease had advanced to a serious level. 

The Mine Mi11 Western District Convention of 1956 passed a resolution calling on 

the National Research Council to monitor the potential radiation hazard in uranium mines.I5 

This resolution represented the rise of radiation as the othrr health concern of mine workers. 

taking its place alongside silicosis. Concem about radiation emerged again in 1958 at the 

International Symposium on Cardio-Respiraton;. Diseaws in Industry held at McGill 

University in Monueal attended by Mine Mill research director Lukin Robinson. Robinson 

reported on a paper presented by Dr. Marvin Kuschner of New York on the dangers of 

radiation in uranium mining. Kuschner described how radiation came froin the radon gas 

relzased from the ore as it was mincd. The radon gas broke down into "radon daughtcrs" 

which attached themselves to dust particles? on which they found thrir way into miners* 

lung. Over time, the radiation could cause lung cancer. In Gennany, 50 percent of a midy 

goup of uranium minen had developed lung cancer afier an average of seventeen yean 

working in radiation. What concemed Lukin was that radiation levels in Elliot Lake were 

howm to be higher than the levels the German workers had been exposed to.I6 A similar 

report on uranium minen by the Colorado Department of Public Health found that of tiftu 
minen in the uranium industry prior to 194 1, sixteen had died of lung cancer in the pst three 

14 iL%fhISW. "Request fiom Union.. ." hline-hGll Herald (Decernber 1 956): 3. 
" RiMMSW' .  '-New Western District BC. Alta.. Sask., and hiT." Mine-Mill Herald (Febniar). 1956): 3. 
16 Lubin Robinson "Doctor Tells Conference - 509 O G e m  Uranium Miners Contracted Lung Cancer." Mine- 
Mi11 Herald (July 1958): 4. 



i 7 
ymrs. The cancer r tk  at Elliot Lake emphasized the need for d u t  cconuol and it provides 

cvidence that the h=ds of uranium mining were known early in the histoy of the indusm. 

Miners with lung caner would soon join those nith silicosis in tighting the Workmen's 

Compensation Board 

On 10 Januan 1958, Mine Mill held an emergency conference of 60 rank-and-file 

representatives of al1 ihe uranium mines in Elliot Lake to develop a response to the special 

hazards created by narkless mining and by the high silica content in the area's mine dut.  A 

Resolution on Dust Gmtrol and Silicosis Hazards was sent to the Workmen's Compensation 

Board indicating minas' cornplaints about dusty working conditions. The basis of the 

ongoing concem \vas 3 repon conducted by the Mines Accident Prevention Association in 

Junr 1957 of the undagound and surface works of Denison Mines. The report noted that 

dust conditions were generally too high for a variety of reasons, chiefly the hunied 

production schedule. As a result. water was not used sufficiently to suppress dust and the 

design of the ventilarion system \vas defective. The report took 14 1 dust checks in the mine 

hending and found an aiterage count of 1556 particles per cubic centimetre. whihile dust 

samples taken in fi& ainvays and travelways averased 1039 particles per cubic 

centimetre. '* 11 was hrther jminted out that the dusty conditions were of special concem due 

to the hiçh silica cornnt of the ore and rocks at Elliot Lake. In light of this report, the 

resolution called on the Ministrr of Labour and the Compensation Board to enforce effective 

dust control and re- employee s-rays, along with the usual cry for more gnerous 

compensation. '' 
This resolutim was not the end of the matter. Around the same time. Charles Daly, 

Ontario's Minister ofLabour received a lener fiom K. Nowak the president of Blind River 

and Distnct Local 1001 of the htemational Union of Mine, Mili, and Smeiter Workers' 

Union. The ministerws infomed of the dust control report prepared by the Mines Accident 

Prevention Association of Ontario which reported that silica dust levels in the Denison Mine 

were seventeen times higher than the recomrnended safe level. Daly was called on by 

" L m 1 S W .  *.,LUarming Report Issued in US on Cancer among Uranium Workerr." Mne-Ml1 Herald (May 
1959): 10. 
1 X The Ontario Depmrntqr of Mines considered 300 particles per cubic centimetre to be the masimum d e  Iimit 
19 IL%~lMSW, "Seek Ec-,rtive Dust ControL" hline-Xiill Hedd  (Jan- 1958)- 5 .  



Nomk to implement and enforce regdations to protect the heaIth of Elliot Lake uranium 

miners?' No changes were made to the Mining Act in this respect, as the concems of the 

miners and their representatives were ignored in favour of maintainhg the voluntary system 

of d u t  control in which management retained the sole right to decide what was a d e  

working environment 

In the week followhg the Elliot Lake conference, the concems of minm about 

working conditions in the mines were underiined by three accidents which killed two men 

and injured three. A telegram was sent to J.W. Spooner, the provincial minister of mines, 

demanding ernergency action on the part of the department to deal with the hazards of 

trackiess mining A meeting was proposed to discuss the situation In response to the 

concerns of miners, Spooner sent William Bawden, the Chief inspecter of Mines, to EUiot 

Lake. The chief inspecter and District uispector Hofnier met with 28 representatives ftom 

eight area mines: Algom Quirice, Northspan. Can-Met, Stanrock, Stadeigb, Milliken, Algom 

Nordic, and Denison. Bawden informed the meeting that his department was aware of the 

hi@ silica content of area rock and of the high dust counts in the mines. Although the 

Department of Mines had established a guideline recornrnending no more than 300 dut  

particles per cubic centimetre, the lowest count so far achieved by any of the mines was 500 

particles per cubic centimetre. In addition, the mines had been asked by the Department to 

regularly analyze dust samples, but some of the cornpanies had not even purchased the 

necessary equipment. Of course, because these were only recommendations, inspectors 

could not pumkh comwes for failing to impiement them. The government's voluntary 

approach to promoting occupational hedth and safety was only useful with companies where 

senior managers possessed a conscience. In other cases, financial or legal punishrnents were 

required to ensure cornpliance. Another revelation was indicative of the disregard the 

companies had for their workforces - although tracklas mining had been readily 

introduced, they were only just beginning to leam how to control the hazards of untimbered 

tunnels?' 

K. Nowak Preside~, W S W  Local 1001 to Charila Daly. M i a  of Labour. 27 January 1958, A 0  RG7- 
5- 1-9, Department of labout, Workmcn's Cornpaisatioa Board, Ganral Fik. 
2 1 IUMMSW, "Mine Mill D d s  Full Gov't Inquiry to Stop SIaughter in Elliot Lake Mines," MineMill Herald 
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For their part, the representativa of the miners informed the inspecton that a 

MAPAO report recornmended dust exposure should actually be limited to 10 1 parts per 

cubic centimetre, a mesure to which the actual dust counts did not even corne close. The 

inspcton were also told that water spraying and ventilation wre not properly utilized. In 

order to counter these problems, the miners requested that dust control reports prepared by 

the companies be made available to the workers' safety representatives. In terms of safety, 

the worken also wanted a greater role for themselves in setting standards and investigating 

accidents. in sum, they presentcd a case for the equal pamcipation of labour in maners of 

occupational health and safety? as they were the ones who suffered fiom the negligence of 

management. The W S W  also called on the govemment to conduct a full inquiry into 
7 7 

uranium mining practices. ** 

Between Januay and April 1958. fourteen men were killrd in Ontario's -um 

mina. Alarmed at these numbers, Mine Mill appealed to Canadian Prime Minister John 

Diefenbaker to set up a federal inquiry into safety and health in uranium mining, which \vas 

federally regulated. The union was told that such an inquiy fell under provincial 

jurisdiction. Accordin&. a union delegation Ied by Esecutive Board member Ray 

Stevenson and nationaI President Nels Thibeault met with Ontario Minister of Mines 

Spooner. The union blamed the unsafe and unhealthy conditions on the hastiness nith which 

the mines were being brought into production. Spooner las impressed enough with the 

union case to spend four hours meeting the delegation. He agreed trith the union's assenion 

that the speed at which the uranium mines were being nished into production was 

unprecedented in the province and he espressed conccrn over the number of deaths. While 

management claimed only it had the skills to assume responsibility for health and safety and 

lamentrd over the various dificulties involved in resolving the contentious issues, the 

supposedly ignorant miners proposed a nurnber of remedial actions to Spooner. To control 

dust. better ventilation w a s  proposed. On safety matten. they recommendrd timberins to 

prevent rock falls, the erection of protective barrien, an investigation of the braking system 

on shuttle cars, and an end to work around shah during power failures. The familiar cal1 for 

- - 
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a geater labour voice was also issued in the form of a request for miner representation in the 

Mines Accident Prevention Association, in the demand for the establishment ofjoint health 

and safety cornmittees, and in a plea for the right of unions to cal1 witnesses and conduct 

cross-examinations at coroners' inquests." 

Worken were not the only ones fretting over the hazardous conditions in the uranium 

mines. At the request of the EIliot Lake operaton in 1957, the Mchty~e Research 

Foundation was to conduct tests to determine what effect, if any, its alwninum powder would 

have on suppressing the silicosi; hazard in the area. By the summer of 1958, no test. had yet 

been camed out. Angus Campbell, a member of the Foundation's board of directon, wote 

to W.B. Dix  president of the Foundation. to express his concem over the delaY? 

Stung by union criticisms and under pressure from the rest of the provincial mining 

industxy, the management of the Elliot Lake mines formed the Elliot Lake Mines Safety 

Group, afiliated with the Mines Accident Prevention Association of Ontario. This can be 

seen as an effort to show that management \iris living up to its responsibility for health and 

mfeh protection. The goup met monthly to review accidents, detenine the cause of each 

accident. and recommrnd prewntive rnrasures." 

The response of the ElIiot Lake mines was too iate. The W S W  had succeeded in 

convincine Spoonrr that there were serious health and safety problems at Elliot Lake. After 

meeting with local operators and afirr the other representatives of Elliot Lake minen - 

United Steelworkers of America and Local 1554, Canadian Labour Congress - expressed 

public concern over working conditions. the Minister of Mines appointed a special 

cornmitter to investigate mining practices at Elliot Lake and their impact on occupational 

health and safety2"he committee was chaired by Professor R.G.K. Morrison of McGill 

University. Professor A.V. Corlen of Queen's University and Professor H.R. Rice of the 

University of Toronto w r e  the other appointees. The investigative committee made several 

ibid. 
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trips ro the community, where it heard briefs from the labour unions, four local operaton, 

and the ubiquitous Ontario Mining ~ssociation.'~ 

The special cornmittee's report outlined a general lack of concem for the worken of 

Elliot Lake. In Elliot Lake mines, the rate of fatalities per million man-hours worked was 

0.965 for the pend January to August 1958 and 0.698 fiom January 1955 to Aupst 1958. 

in contrastf in the rest of the productive mines of Ontario, the corresponding rates were 0.2 13 

and 0.187.'~ Frorn 1955 to August 1958, Elliot Lake accomted for 9 percent of man-houn 

worked in provincial mining and 14 percent of cornpensable accidents. The incidence of 

cornpensable accidents at Elliot Lake was 45 percent above the weighted provincial 

average." In a ranking of Ontario's si~v-nine mina based on the rate of compensable 

accidents. a split appears among Elliot Lake employers. Safer than the provincial average 

wvere Pronto, which ranked eighteenth, Northspan Panel, whkh r d e d  nventieth, and Algom 

Nordic. which ranked as the hventy-fifih safest mine. Belon- average were Aigom Quirkr. 

placing thin-y-tifth Stanrock. in foq-second place, Stanleigh, which ranked forty-fourth 

Northspan Spanish-Arnerican, which came in fq-sixth place, Cm-Met, ranking fiftieth- 

and Consolidated Drnison. which placed fi-third. Norihspn Lacnor and Milliken Lake 

placed abysmall y in the fifty-eighth and f i -ninth spots respectively. No other mineral had 

so man. of its mines concentrated in the bonom half of the ranking"' While these statistics 

deal with accidents. not occupational disease. it seeins reasonable to argue that a company 

conscientious about safety \vas also likely to be conscientious about health protection. A 

firm derelict in one area \vas likely to be as derelict in the other. 

One of the reasons for the poor s a f ~  and health record of the uranium mines \vas 

thought to lie in the structure of intemal safety organizations. It was thought best to have a 

safety director solelp devoted to that job and in a position of considerable influence. In the 

best instance, the safety director had no other responsibilitirs and reponed directly to the 

assistant manager. In the worst case, there was no safety director. Even though the 

superintendent had extensive safety engineering experience, he had numerou other 

- - -  
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responsibilities to occup?. his tirne. When the safety director had other duties, these often 

accumulated into a full tirne!ob. Health and safety tasks were then delegated to an inspector. 

who did not exert enough influence to afTect change. Many mines had a combined safety 

and ventilation department. In order for these hvo responsibilities to be performed 

adequately, large staffs were required, but not always provided. The practice of giving the 

engineering department responsibility for both production and ventilation was criticized, as 

performance usually took precedence over health protection. In order to attract highiy 

qualified and respected people tu the position of safety director, it \as suggested that a 

pend as safety director become a prerequisite for promotion to the position of mine 

superintendent. Under the esisting system, only production related positions were visited on 

the road to the top2' 

Where union representatives were included at re y l a r  safety meetings. the 

effectiveness of the arrangement varied. One mine reportrd that labour representatives 

attended all the meetings, while another mine had to cancel three successive meetings 

because only one or no union representative attended. The fact that the experience varied by 

mine, not by individual representatives, suggests that attendance difficulties may have lay in 

the seriousness with which the cooperative endeavour was approached by management or in 

the way in which employee representatives were treated. Ifjoint meetings came to be seen as 

ineffective by labour or if agressive criticism \vas punished, representatives might not have 

bothered to show up. In evaluating the benefits of worker representation at safet-y meetings, 

the special cornmittee rnissed the point. Labour representation \vas praised as an escellent 

way of promoting safety education. For this reason, it was recornmrndrd that labour 

representatives rotate to expose the geatest number of men IO en~i~htenment." The whole 

argument for joint safety cornmittees was that management needed to be educated about 

occupational risks and prodded into taking effective remedial measures. Mile many 

workers were not ançels, it seems incredibly condescendinç to assume that mines who spent 

their days surrounded by dust, falling rocks, and hazardous machinery needed to be educated 

about the dangers of their trade. In order to advance labour's agenda, it would seem better to 

Ibid.. 33-4  38. 
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have re ylar representatives at safety meetings, who were not intimidated by the presence of 

managers, who were able to effectively and forcefully articulate workers' views. and who 

were familiar with the other personalities at the meetings and how to get them to cooperate. 

Continuity of representation seems especially preferable to deal with ongoing or recwrinç 

ssues. 

Several of the Elliot Lake mines conducted regular safety inspections consisting of 

three staff representatives and three representatives. Unions were reponedly amious 

to include memben of the union executive on these inspections. Some mine managers 

welcomed this idea, while othen were adamantiy opposed to it. The success of inspection 

tours !vas said to depend on effective leadership from the safee director to keep the tour on 

tas% and on al1 parties mainiaining an objective approach to health and safety problems. 
-. 

Joint inspections reponedly produced numerous useful comments and recommrndations." 

In its brief to the cornminee, Mine Mill expressed concem about the level of dust 

esposure in local mines. It complained about the secrecy with which management and the 

govenunent çuarded information on the actual levels of dut. The union conceded that 

management had taken somr initiatives to reduce dust levels, but felt that the health of mine 

workers remained in jeopardy. This las because already dangerous Ievels of silica dust were 

mised a i th  the unknonn rish of the daughters of radon gis. The products of radon attached 

thcmselves to dust particles, on which they w r e  transported to the lungs. where the radon 

products continueci to decay and release additional radiation. The bief quoted from a United 

States govemment report on acceptable radiation esposure limits. Mine Mill noted that over 

the yean. scientists had continuallv Iowered the recommended exposure levels. The union 

also pointed out that the recornmendations were based on ex7emal exposure and that the 

impact of radioactive substances in the lungs ivas ail1 unknown. For these reasons. the union 

recommended that radiation exposure levels be set low, prefemng to en on the side of 

caution. The Mine Mill bief also took issue with a report on radiation hazards prepared for 

the Mclnty~e Research Foundation by Dr. E.B. Gillanders, esecutive vice-president of the 

Rio Tinto Mining Company. It cited Dr. Gillanden figures to demonstrate that radiation 

counts in some areas of Rio Tinto's mines were between six and eighteen times beyond the 



recomended level. However, the brief objected to Gillander's use of average radiation 

Irvels in the mine on the bais that low counts in some areas could obscure dangerous levels 

elsewhere. To counter the silicosis and radiation hazards at Eliiot Lake, the union demanded 

that dust control problems be approached with the same zeal as production problems had 

been. It wanted the companies to continue to improve ventilation systems. A geater role 

was also sought for labour in monitoring the efforts of management. This would only be 

possible by making ventilation s w e y  reports available to miners, union safety cornmittees. 

and the union. To back its monitoring efforts, the union wanted more power for the 

Department of Mines. It was argued that the dust and radiation guidelines set by the 

Department of Mines should be given the force of law, so that the failure to m e t  the 

standards could lead to the prosecution of management If management claimed to be 

responsible for working conditions, Mine Mill sought a way of ensuring that managers would 

take their responsibilitics xri~usl~.' ' '  

With minor exceptions, the bnef presented to the special committee by the United 

Steelworken of Arnerica and Local 1554. Canadian Labour Congress on behalf of the 

workers of ten local mines, mirrored the d u t  control recornmendations of Mine Mill. The 

Steelworkers' bief devoteci much Iess space to concems about silicosis. It recommended 

that al1 mines do their blasting at the end of sh ih  and that adequate time be allowed for the 

dust and fumes to dissipate before work resurned. It is shocking that such a basic nile of dust 

control tvas not king followed. The union also wanted ventilation systems fully installed 

before the commencement of productive mining It \vas stated that the circulation of air 

underground could be irnproved if return air raises were drilled at the ends of the orebody to 

connect 1~1th the vent drifts. To ensure appropriate ventilation was supplieci, it was suggested 

that the Department of Mines undertake a special shidy of Elliot Lake's ventilation needs3' 

To read the briefs presented to the investigative committee by the mining cornpanies 

is to enter a wvoodemil world in which there were no industrial hygiene problems in the 

34 Ray Stevenson, "Brief No. 1 - International Union of Mine. Mill, and Smelter Worken." in Omaric Department 
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mines of Elliot Lake. A. W. McNeil, the general manager of Stanleigh Umnium, descn'bed 

four potential hazards to the health of workers should ventilation be inadequate: silica dust, 

diesel exhaust fumes, fumes fiom blasting, radon g a ~  and its daughters. He believed that 

employees of Stanleigh did not have to w o q  about these W d s  because 12 1 000 cubic feet 

per minute of fresh air was circuiated, soon to rise to 200 000 cubic feet per minute. It was 

boasted that the ventilation statistics of the mine were better than for most other metal mines. 

Stanleigh's ventilation system was not just a lot of fan power, an effort was made to ensure 

that fiesh air reached underground work sites via brattices and circulating fans. Stanleigh 

also used air and water sprays to reduce the concentration of airborne danger afler blasting. 

Muck piles were watered during rnucking, primary blasting only occurred at the end of the 

shift, and scrubbers were used on diesel equipment Ventilation surveys and dust cowits 

were taken weekly. Radiation levels were tested at least every three montbs. It is interesting 

that Stanleigh reported its radiation levels in the brief, which were well below the 

recommended level, but not its silica dust counts. One wonders if the latter results were not 

as satisfactory. Al1 these efforts were coordinated by a full time ventilation engineer, who 

reported to the chief e n g i n d 6  

The managing director of Rio Tinto Management Senices, which operated four 

mines in Elliot Lake, reported that controlling the highly siliceous dust was the rnost pressing 

industrial hygiene concem in his mines. Although not necessarily in place, a variety of 

measures to reduce the silicosis risk were planned or in operation. Rock drills were to have 

automatic air and water valves. This worthwhile invention removed the responsibility for 

spraying from the drill operator and shifted the burden for dust prevention back to 

management, where it belonged. The fiontheads on rock drills were also to be vented. 

Water blasts were used afler blasting to speed the dissipation of dust. Matenals were to be 

wetted fiequently during scraping and loading. In addition, cloth filters ordered fiom South 

Afnca were to be installed at ore dumps and passes. Facilities where cmhing, screening, 

and sampling took place were equipped with exhaust systems to filter out dusty air. 

36 AW. McNeii, "Brief No. 3 - Stanleigh Uranium Mining Corporation Li mited," in Report of the SDecial 
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.~lurninum therapy \vas in place where suitable iàcilities esisted. Underground operations 

were also ventilated although the hi& levels of radioactivity reported indicated that much 

improvement was stil l needed to ventilation systems. Managing director €.B. Gii landen 

admitted that ventilation had k e n  neglected in the rush to start production and that more 

work needed to be done, particularly in installing auxiliaq ventilation to circulate air to work 
37 areas. 

Beîter education on the use of dust control measures could not compensate for 

management's failure to provide a healthy work environment. Worker negligence could not 

be used as an excuse where new technologies and negligent management were at fault. The 

Mining Act called for 75 cubic feet of air per minute per brake-horsepower to ventilate diesel 

engines used underground. Because of the dense concentration of diesel equipment used in 

tnckless mining, this standard was frequently violated. In the same way as smog \vas the 

pncc of modem urban life. underground dust was charactenzed as the inevitable result of 

rnining. In both instances, the need \vas to establish rnedically sound maximum exposure 

levels. In hiçhly siliceous mines such as those at Elliot Lake, a dust count of 300 pouricles 

per ch ic  centimetre or Iess was considered good. Acceptable radiation levels were 

measured in tems incomprehensible to the layman, and the mining cornpanies of Elliot Lake 

ciaimed to have their radiation levels below the suggested r n ~ i r n u r n . ' ~  The members of the 

special cornmittee expressed confidence that the planned ventilation systems would senfe to 

keep dust Levels at a satisfacto- b e l ,  as long as ausiliary ventilation ensured that air 

circulation reached worliing areas. As an ema precaution. it \vas recommended the 

operations adopt a hvo-shift-perday schedule, to allow the dust fiom blastins ?O clear before 

work recornrnen~ed.~%e only problem \vas that the mines had k e n  operatine for almost 

five yrars without suitable ventilation. Because of the delay, silica dust and radon daughten 

had been given plrnty of time to accuinulatr in miners' lungs. For this reason, the maximum 

recommended exposure limits for these substances, designed to minimize health damage 

'' E.B. Gillanders. **Brief No. 4 - Rio Thto Manasement Senices Limiteci: in Repn of the S p * d  Comminee 
on Mining Practices at Elliot Lake. ed. Ontario Department of Mines (Toronto: Department of Mines Bulletin 
155, 1959). 1 18-19. 
3n For the cunous. the maximum radon daughter exposure was a workins level of 1 3 x 10' mülian eleciron volts 
of potential alpha energy per litre. 
'' Mininq Practices at Elliot Lake, vii. 5 1-1. 



over a long period of esposure, may have k e n  rendered inadequate before they had a chance 

to work. 

In order to ensure that mine operators were meeting their d~ control goals, the 

unions recommended that dut  survey reports be made available to them. The unions felt 

greater openness about dust levels would enable them to act more effectively in the fi@ 

against lunç disease. The investïgating cornmittee saw no need for this, as the reports were 

already sent to the Department of Mines, which used the results to assemble general trends in 

dust and radiation levels for publication in its annual report. In addition, the operators 

claimed they were interested in keeping the public infomed about dust and radiation levels 

in the mines." With this spirit of cooperation and openness. there was no need to force the 

operators to keep workers informed about the state of the working environment. Naturally. 

when cornpanies failed to meet the d u t  and radiation tarçets, which it \\il1 be seen \\ris quite 

frequently, the s w e y  results never saw the light of day. 

The report paid no attention to the impact of trackless mining methods on dust levels. 

It has k e n  seen that silicosis emerged as a problem in the 1970s on account of new drilling 

methods and a faster pacr of production. Trackless mining continued this trend. 

Underground work became mechanized on a massive scale. Muscle power and srnaIl ore 

rnoving machines were replaced by mechanical muckers, conveyers, and front-end loaders 

that moved tons of ore and \vaste at once (Figure 3). They generated more dust than a 

shoveller ever did. New desips made it possible for a drill carnage to hold several drills 

(Figures 4). This meant a number of drills working at the sarne face instead ofjust one. This 

would have increased dust levels in the immediate working area. 

The International Union of Mine, Mill, and Smelter Worken accused management of 

avoiding its health and safety responsibilities. Management statements on the health and 

sakty problems at Elliot Lake referred to the carelesmess or inesperience of worken as the 

main factor. The union argued that because uranium mining was a new industq with large 

numben of inexperienced men, management had a responsibility to properly train its 

rmployees. Tight production scheduies were no excuse for a poorly prepared workforce. A 

military a n a l o ~  was drawn to point out that no worthy general would send his soldien into 

40 iùid.. 52. 



Fi- 3 - 
Source: Ontario. D e m e n t  of Mines. Rewrt of the Soeciaî 

Com.ttee onMining Practices at Elliot Lake, 49. 

(Jtfh lhis hydraulicolly-conlroIIed, m&ile, drill conioge Iwo men operate three comprassed-air 
rock o i f l s .  Afgom Nordic mine. 

Figure 4 - 
Source: Ontario. Department of Mines. Rewn of the Srnial 

Cornmittee on Mninr! h t i c e s  at EIliot Lake, 57. 



battlr  ho ho ut having put thern through basic training Surprisingly, the practice of placing 

new ernployees mith  experienced minen to teach them the trade was criticized. This practice 

recognized the skills and value of experienced minen and harkened back to the days when 

older minen passed their knowledge ont0 novices, who assisted as unofficial apprentices. 

However, in an era of engineering directives, increased supervision. and production quotas, 

this ancient practice was a burden on older worken. Training new employees placed extra 

responsibility for safety on the experienced miner and ofien increased his workload, as he not 

only had his work to wony about, but also the work of the trainee. By placing training 

responsibilities on experienced workers, managers were evading their responsibility to 

provide training4' Management could not demand complete authority over the field of 

health and safety and at the same time place a11 the responsibility and blame for problems on 

the workforce. 

As the balance of power shifted, so did attitudes about training the next generation of 

miners. Mechanization and increased supervision had deprived miners of many of their 

skills. Instead of management depending on the knowledge of the workforce to remove ore 

from the ground miners depended on managers and engineers to teach them the skills they 

needed to fulfill thrir role in the production process. In an effort to have mining recognized 

as a skilled occupation, to ensure proper mining pnctices, and to take the responsibility for 

training minen away from management and the burden away from the existing workforce, 

the IUMMSW proposed that mining become a certifieci trade. This familiar union proposal, 

previously rejected by management and governrnent, wanted a joint labour-rnanagcment- 

covemment board to certify mines. Such a system would ensure that even when - 
management put production schedules ahead of training the workforce would stili possess 

the knowledge to work safely. If management was going to blame unsafe and unhealthy 

mining practices on workcrs, the union wanted the worken to have the training to know 

when they were not follo\+ing proper practices, as management frequently failed to provide 

this. J' 



While the iüMMSW brief pushed for management to assume its responsibility for 

working conditions and training, the certification progamme would ensure that miners were 

able to competently assume a greater rolc in occupationai health and safety programmes. 

These could on1y be effective if workers understood the value of such proberammes and could 

contribute their linowiedge through participation in their development and enforcernent via 

negotiated and legislated joint cornmittees." 

Of the h o  unions representing Elliot Lake miners, the Steelworkers were suppsedly 

less radical. However, the Steeiworkea took a stronpr stand against management rights. 

The union agreed with Mine Mill that irnproved training ~+fas needed of both s u p e ~ % o n  and 

miners, although it said nothing about certification. Instead of demanding that management 

assume its responsibility for health and safety, the Steelworkers asserted that unions should 

be equal parniers, and that labour's role was best manifested through joint safeh cornmittees. 

It reportrd that local managers were eager to coopzrate with workers on these cornmittees. 

but were hindered b -  corporate policy.J4 These policies may have rendered joint cornmittees 

largely redundant on account of a strident defence of management rights, trhich saw any 

union activity on Company property as Ain to unlocking the gates to welcome the 

cornmunist revolution. As late as 1964, the joint cornmittee at Rio Alom's Milliken Mine 

only included supenisory personnel. Rio Algom's Nordic Mine did not even have a joint 

cornmittee. Denison's safety cornmittee did not provide for union representation. only 

referring to management and employees. Only Stanrock had a joint management-union 

committee.'15 

Rio Tinto was quite clear about the roles of management and labour in regards to 

health and safety. Management was to set al1 policies and make al1 decisions and labour was 

to follow management directives. Suggestions from the ranks were welcome, but could not 

be enforced. The brief stated that: 

Management has the responsibility of conducting operations in a safe, 
healthful and lawhl marner, it has and mut continue to have, full authont). 
to do s a  Management is aware of its obligations to ernployees, to the 

43 ibid.. 86. 
44 "Brief No. 2," 93. 
'' "Tabulation of Contents of Labour Agreements as at March 3 1. 1964." A 0  F 1352- 1-0- 1.Ohf.4 Papen. 
Collective Agreements. 



communïty and to the shareholden, of making these mines profitable in the 
tme and full meaning of the word whereby a fair retum is paid for capital 
and fair wages with steady, safe work is provided for al1 employees. 

To adequately fultill these responsibilities, management expects 
every employee to assume his proper share of responsibility to: 1 ) obsewe 
and learn al1 safe practices and niles regarding his work and environment; 2) 
protect himself and fellow workmen fiom i n j q :  3) Take proper care of 
equipment and maintain it in a safe operating condition at al1 times; 4) 
Perfom a fair day's work." 

The Ontario Mining Association provided its two cents to the debate about who had 

what responsibilities. The Association touched upon union demands for joint safety 

committees and critiqued the proposal because joint responsibility was seen to infnnge on 

the legislated nght and duty of management to implement and enforce rules on Company 

propec. The Association went on to argue that management's responsibility could not be 

effectively delegated or shared with unions or an). other organization. was because 

studies showed that up to 96 percent of accidents were due to human error and only 4 percent 

were caused by mechanical failure. Union rnemben involved in inspections and committees, 

committed to defending their brothen. would only focus on the minuscule nurnber of 

problems caused by mechanical failures, iporing the human factor. This would render such 

joint efforts meaningless." The OMA was not prepared to have union representatives 

defend workers From unjust accusations of u~ongdoing when factors such as poor 

engineering, inadequate training, or high production quotas were uitimately responsible. It 

seerns management really only wanted the responsibility to blame employees for unsafe 

work practices, not to find the root causes of health and safety problems. 

The special cornmittee attempted to mediate the power smiggle between 

management and labour. In so doing, it supported most of the assations of management. 

Many of the problems esperienced in Elliot Lake were escused as the inevitable result of 

commencing production, as it took time for supewisors and workers to gain experience and 

to function effectively as a tearn, and for the operation to become efficient in al1 respects. It 

56 Giilanders, "Brief No. 4," 1 02. 
" J. Beattie, "Bief No. 6 - Ontario Muiing Assocr*afion.*' in R w n  of the S-pial  Cornmirtee on Minine Practices 
at Elliot Lake, ed. Ontario Department of Mines (Toronto Department of Mines Bulletin 1 5 5. 1959). 1 24-5. It 
should be noted that m y  of the incidents resulting fiom human failure were causa! by poor manasement 
practices. including h e a q  production demands and poor training. 



found that the rapid espansion of production to meet contracts came at the expense of profits, 

and that it was unfair to say the welfare of the workforce was sacrificed for production, when 

65% of accidents were due to u d e  acts."' This defense not only ignored the fact that high 

production demands may have been at the root of the unsafe acts, but it also overlooked the 

inadequate ventilation and dust control measures implemented The responsibility for 

ventilation clearly 1ay with management, and production demands necessitated the start of 

mining before ventilation could be installed. 

Calls for a greater govei ment  role in health and safety were rejected on the grounds 

that Department of Mines staff could not be expected to relieve supe~sors of their 

responsibility in this field. As with all laws, it ivas not possible to detect every infraction of 

the Mininç Act. As management and labour were both interested in promoting a safe and 

healthy workplace, cooperation \vas urged. The degree to which cooperation should take 

place ivas a matter of opinion to which a resolution could best be achieved through 

negotiation. The roles of management and labour could be negotiated, but not legislated. 

The committee advised that no matter what form cooperation took management was 

morally, legally. and financially responsible for health and safety. It therefore had to 

maintain the authority to fulfill its responsibility. For their part, unions had a responsibility to 

their members to ensure that the workplace met reasonable health and safety standards. 

Unions could also assume a moral responsibility for educating their members about safe 

wort practices and for disciplining them for dis~bedience.~~ This latter point recommended 

that union leaders adopt a paternalistic attitude towards their members. This again carried 

the assumptioo that minen were ignorant about the dangers they faced and needed guidance. 

In reality, union leaders were often pushed by rank-and-file members into taking a stronger 

stand on issues of health and safety. The special committee did not advocate the certification 

of miners, merely recommending improved training of the uranium ~orkforce.'~ 

Since 1976, the mining industry had viewed the removal of high risk woriien fiom 

their jobs as  the most effective means of controlling silicosis, or at least the compensation 

Minins Practices at Elliot Lake, 56. 
43 ibid.. 57, 58. 
'O Ibid.. 58. 



costs associated with siliwsis. These purges continued unabated in the mining fields of 

Elliot Lake. In January 1958, Local 1001 of Mine Mill, filed a protest with the Minister of 

Labour on behalf of memben fired by Consolidated Denison Mines. A large numkr of 

rnembers, most with considerable seniority, were reportedly discharged or given discharge 

notices becaw they were no longer deemed fit for employment in a dusty environment, even 

when they did not work in a job involving a d u s  hazard. Local 1 O0 1 president K. Nowak, 

perhaps sensing that Denison tvas trying to remove early cases of silicosis before they 

qualified for worken' compensation, wished to know if there were any govemment 

regulations denying a worker the right to work in a non-dust exposure occupation if his x-ray 

showed him unfit for dust e ~ ~ s u r e . ~ '  Nowak appears to have been fighting not oniy to 

protect the jobs of his memben, but to force Denison to assume some responsibility for the 

men the Company employed and who Iost their health in the service of the finn. 

In 1961, some Elliot Lake minen began to show signs of silicosis. By 1966, this 

disease \+as diagnosed as a previously unknown form of pneumoconiosis. It was neither 

classical silicosis nor lung cancer, instead appearing to be a mixture of grandomatous and 

silicotic lesions. The new form of silicosis was characterized by the early onset of the 

disease afier a short pen'od of exposure in the mines of Elliot M e .  By 1974,93 cases of this 

form of silicosis were suspectd al1 of whom had comrnenced working at Elliot Lake pnor 

to 1960, but this wm not necessarily a sign that the disease was no longer occumng. When 

the Ontario Mining Association became aware of the unusual pneumoconiosis, it requested 

the Minister of Mines and Nonhem Anairs to cal1 a meeting to discuss the problem. A 

meeting was convened and the problem was discussed by the Minister of Mines and 

Northem Affairs, the Minister of Labour, the Minister of Health, Dr. John Paterson, senior 

departmental staffs, and consultants. As a result of the meeting, in November 1970, the 

Minister of Mines appointed a cornmittee to nudy Elliot Lake pneurnoconiosis. The 

govemment included a representative of the mining industry on the cornmittee, but neglected 

to invite a representative of the sick worken most affected by this disease.j2 

'' K Now& President, RlMhZSW Local 1ûû1 to Charles Daly, Mininer of Labour, A 0  RG7-5- 1-19, 
Department of Labour, Worhen's Compensation Board, General File. 
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h order to better understand the new fom of pneurnoconiosis, the cornmittee 

recomrnended a research programme to study the incidence, clinical development, and 

causes of the disease. This programme included the preparation of employee lists to check 

compensation claims against; detailed midies of environmental conditions in Elliot Lake 

mines, based on new surveys and the records of previous surveys regularly conducted by the 

companies and the MAPAO; the examination of Elliot Lake miners' chest x-rays, sputum 

samples, and lung tissues when available; and laboratos midies on anirnals to recreate and 

better understand the pulmonaq changes observed in the miners. It was recomrnended that 

Dr. R.B. Sutherland of the Minisw of Health serve as project director. These midies, 

ex pected to cost $7 1 3 400. were never started. j3 

While classical silicosis had been complicated by tuberculosis, silicosis contracted in 

uranium mines appears to have been complicated by lung cancer. Unfortunately, the small 

sample size available made it difficult at first to distinguish between lung cancer acquired in 

the normal course of living and that acquired in uranium mining." 

The ernerçence of a health crisis at Elliot Lake came at an opportune time in the 

history of Canadian labour. It was in the 1960s that general concem over the working 

environment \vas increasinç and attracting the attention of more worken, union officials, and 

lefi-itlng politicians. In the unhealthiest workplaces, such as those wïth high rates of 

silicosis. workers were ofien more radical than union officials on issues of health and safety. 

In other workplaces, where the incidence of industrial disease and accidents \vas low, or 

where chernical dangers were not as visible as dust hazards, union oficials oflen esperienced 

considerable difficulty inspiring enough concem about health and safety issues to take 

effective action? 

Mastromatteo of the Depmment of Health. Its other mernbers were Dr. RB. Sutherland, Department of Heaith. 
Professor H.N. MacFariand. York University, JI. McNair. Department of labour, Dr. C.H. Stewart, Urorkmen's 
Compensation Board; R Yourt, Department of hfines; E.A Perry, Ontario Mining Association, Mines Accident 
Prevention Association of Ontario; Dr. J.E. Code, consultant. 
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The lack of action on the part of management was curious gwen that company 

docton reported signs of pulmonay disease among uranium minen in the late 1950s. No 

attempt was made to infom workers about the obvious health nsks, either in the 1950s or 

afier 1964, when silicosis and lung cancer had k e n  diagnosed in several workers. in 

addition, the working environment wonened in the latter half of the 1960s. in the 1970s, 

NDP researchen leamed fiom old mine inspection reports that in the pend behveen 1965 

and 1973, dust levels in the mines remained at least eleven percent above the standard 

recommended by the Mines Accident Prevention Association. In addition, it was found that 

between 1966 and 1970, the average level of dust in Elliot Lake mines actually increased. 

Oflicials with the Department of Mines and the Department of Health and with the federal 

regulator of uranium mines, the Atornic Energy Control Board, were also very secretive 

about the underground conditions at Elliot Lake. No effort was made to legislate an 

irnprovernent in working  condition^.'^ 
Dr. Charles Stewart, head of the Chest Disease Branch of the Workmen's 

Compensation Board was aware by 1 970 that many uranium minen were showing early 

signs of silicosis. He approached the two remaining uranium operators, Rio Algom and 

Denison about moving these workers to surface jobs where they would be less exposed to 

silica dust. The companies were not interested in participating in Stewart's plan unless they 

could have the names of the affected miners. Since this information was not provideci, no 

miners were moved. It was at this point. in 1972, that Stewart finally informed the 

Steelworkers about the health situation at Elliot Lalie and went public with his knowledge 

about the development of the new cases of silicosis." 

It was around the tirne that Stewart went public with his concems that the Ontario 

New Democratic Party began to speak on behalf of the minen. The most passionate and 

articulate advocate of the minen' cause was the Party leader Strphen Lewis. Another of the 

56 Brian Walker. "The Poiitics of Occupational Health and Safety: Ontario's Mie Workers and Govemment 
Regulation of Environmental Hazards at the Workplace. 1965- 1978" (Ph.D. diss., University of Toronto, 1988). 
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leaders in the fight for betier protection ofworkers' hedth was Sudbury NDP M.P.P. Elie 

Martel, who took special pleasure in atiadng the record of Inco, Sudbury's largest 

employer. nirough his efforts, Martel becane aware of the collusion that took place 

between the Department of Mines, the Wdrmen's Compensation Board, and the mining 

industry, including advance notice of insptions and joint efforts to dismiss employee 

complaints and compensation claims. Thse activities and the overd1 lack of progress on 

health and safety issues led the labour mosment to conclude that the only way to win 

change was to gain power over the issues.' 

Political and union pressure forcedLeo Bernier, the Minister of Mines, to announce a 

study of minen' health and working condiions in ElIiot Lake. This survey was not as 

extensive as the union had desired, so the4ieelworkers himed to the federal govemrnent to 

conduct a more comprehensive survey. Inpatient with the bureaucratic bickering, worken at 

Denison Mines went on a wildcat strike ovtr conditions in the mine in April 1974. The 

sm'ke brought the conditions at Elliot Laketo the attention of the press and public. It w a s  

From this time on that the NDP began to facefully criticize the govemrnent, with Lewis even 

accusing the mines engineering branch ofsiminal negl igence. Eventuall y, opposition 

pressure and the numerous revelations abait unhealthy working conditions forced the 

Consenrative Minister of Mines, Leo Berner, to appoint a one man Royal Commission into 

the Health and Safety of Miners. The comnission came to be known as the Ham 

Commission_ afler its chairman, Univeni@.of Toronto engineering professor James  am." 
The Ham Commission is wonhy dits own study. It suffices to say here that the 

positions taken by management and labourwere consistent with those described in this study. 

Only the Department of Mines chansed itshistoric stance by advocating a drastic 

strengthening of mine regulation and a sigrificant increase in the power of workea over 

health and safety. Labour w s  pleased andthe operaton were outraged. In testimony given 

to the Ham Commission, mining executius and govemment oficials Iamented that they 

were unaware of the dangers posed to woden by uranium mining. This was either a blatant 

" Elie Martel *-*The Name of the Garne is Powa' Dabour's Struggie for Health and Safèty Le@slation" in Hard 
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lie or a serinus lape in memoiy. There was an ovenvhelming body of evidence 

dernonstrating the failure of i n d m  self-regulati~n.~ 

Unlike previous governrnent investigations into working conditions in the mining 

industry, the report of the Ham Commission did not just repeat the message of mine 

operaton and managers. Its recommendations were extended to apply to d l  industrial 

worken in Bill 70, The Occupational Health a d  Safety Act, which was passed into law in 

1978. According to Elie Martel, two ~ i ~ f i c a n t  changes resulting from this legislation were 

the consolidation of responsibility for health and safety into a single agency, so that 

responsibilities and tasks were clear and that agency, unable to pass the blame along, was 

forced to be more accountable for the state of worhng conditions in Ontario. It also Ied to 

the establishment of the intemal responsibilities systern, which in theory required workers 

and managers to cooperate in identifying and dealing with health and safety issues. Joint 

health and safety coinmittees were made mandatory and union representatives were granted 

the nght to accompany govemment inspecton on inspection tours. Significantly, workers 

were gwen the right to refuse to perform unsafe work without fear of punisiunent.61 Minen, 

and worken in generai, were not successful at increasing their power over workplace health 

and safety until the voluntary approach was found to be ineffective and morally banknipt. 

Despite al1 the protests conducted by minen, their union, and the NDP, workers were ody 

victorious because t h q  were able to gain the suppon of the state. not because labour had 

become equal in p o w r  to capital. The health cnsis in uranium mining may have inspired 

occupational health and safety legislation that guaranteed labour a voice in the workplace, 

but even this could not stop the daily carnage expenenced on the job by al1 workers. 

M) A 0  F1352-247 to F 13 52 -26  1 3, OMA Papers, Royal Commission on the Healt h and Safety of Workers in 
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Conclusion 

Since intrinsic value is an unpopular concept, history is required to teach us 

something. If there is any lesson to be leamed from the history of silicosis in the Ontario 

hardrock mining industry, it is that voluntary regdation cannot be successfbl in a fiee market 

economy. This is becaw it leaves management to balance the competing demands of profit 

rnaxhjzation and conly health and safety measures which do not contribute directly to 

production. It was primarily because of the costs of worken- compensation that mining 

companies twk an interest in preventing silicosis. As the example of Elliot Lake shows, 

where production pressures were unusually high, even compensation costs did not inspire an 

enlightened approach to protective health measures. This is not necessarily a condemnation 

of the free market, only a waming that the hurnan face of capitalism will not appear on stage 

without considerable cajoling from a strong labour movement shanng responsibility for 

occupational health and safety matters and from strhgent, yet reasonable, governrnent 

regulaîions made in consultation witb al1 stakeholden. This is a valuable lesson for a laissez- 

faire era obsessed with weakening unions and deregulating industxy. 

The hiaory of silicosis also serves as a warning to workers, managers, and 

compensation boards to take a broad approach to industrial health hazards. The focus of the 

mining community on siticosis was often at the expense of other diseases, which went 

umoticed, uncompensateci, and wicontrolled. Sick miners insisted the- had silicosis when 

often they suffered from asthma, emphysema, cancer, or some other lung condition. 

Protesting agaiwt a silica hazard where none existed ailowed companies and the government 

to ignore other chernicals in the working environment. Everyone's focus on silicosis delayed 

the compensation of other diseases related to silicosis, particularly those that also occurred in 

non-occupational senings, such as tuberculosis and cancer. Workers and medicai researchers 

mut be vigilant to ensure that the fine line behveen occupational and non-occupational 

disease in industrial society is not used to deprive sick memben of the working-class of the 

compensation they are entitled to. 

The evolution of silicosis in Ontario mines reflects the arnbiguous role of technology 

in the twentieth century. Silicosis was a disease of technological change. New methods of 



mining caused an epidemic of pneumoconiosis early in the century. Later, new technologies 

were introduced to drastically reduce the incidence of the disease. However, the preventive 

capacity of technoloe was constantly strained by new technologies of production that 

worked façter and on a larger scale, and that generated larger quaritities of respirable dust. 

Technological change was also at the centre of the conflict over workplace control which 

silicosis becarne part of Technology reduced the autonomous skills of minen and gave 

management a greater role in detemining the pace and rnethods of production In response, 

miners tried to reestablish Mme of their traditional power over the worh@ace through 

avenues not directiy related to production, fighting for items such as union recognition and 

joint heal th and safiety cornmittees. These demands O ffered an indirect way of regaining 

some control over the production process through their ability to transform working 

conditions. If miners could no longer determine how the \or% would be done and how fast, 

they sought to at least participate in the design of job descriptions, pinpoint and resolve 

hazardous situations, and oppose unsafe or burdensome work practices. The negative 

reaction of mine worken to increased management contro1 may also have been responsible 

for the hostility shown to many of the health protection measures introduced by management. 

Although this study treats silicosis as a health and safety issue linked to conflicts over 

worker's compensation and workplace control, the compensation of silicotics shows parallels 

with the history of social assistance. The most predominant parallel was the notion of "Iess 

eligibilig." This concept was articulated in the British Poor Laws Report of 1834 and soon 

spread to England's North American colonies. Less eligibility assumed that any fom of 

economic assistance to the indigent was likely to promote laziness. To prevent the poor from 

completely losing their already meagre work ethic, any fom of relief had to Ieave the 

recipients worse off than they would be working for the lowest wage king pid.' This 

principle seems to have k e n  amalgarnated into workers' compensation laws. A sick or 

injured worker received a disability pension that was far less than he (or she) had eamed 

when working. Even though the worker may have been disabled by circumstances beyond 

his control, compensation did no? fully cover his lost eaming power. This was no doubt to 

1 James Struthers, No Fault of Their Own: L'nem~loynent and the Canadian Welfare State. 19 14- 194 1 (Toronto: 
University of Toronto Pr% l983), 6 7 .  



prevent abuse of the compensation system. Esorneone saw that he could receive the sarne 

salary sitting at home as working al1 &y, nothing could stop him fiom injuring himself or his 

health, or fiom exaggerating or faking a disability in an attempt to fool physicians and 

compensation oficials. The payment of a full s a l v  would also have discouraged 

rehabilitation efforts2 

The concept of less eligibility made distinctions between the u n d e ~ e ~ n g  and the 

deserving poor. The undesewing poor were those considered capable of working. The 

d e s e ~ n g  were those incapable of performing work to support themselves, including the sick 

and disabled.' On the one hanci, workers' compensation is a recognition of the need for 

society to care for those deserving individuals disabled on the job and rendered incapable of 

Further labour. On the other han4 the punitive nature of workers' compensation suggests 

îhat disabled workers were regarded with suspicion. Compensation levels made it clear to 

sick workrrs that they were not d e ~ e ~ n g  of the same income received by someone who was 

employed, for the simple reason that they were not working. This reinforced to disabled 

worken the idea that they were given their sustenance out of mercy, not out of entitlement. 

People filled wiîh gratitude were less likely to protest against injustices than people with 

rights. Low compensation rates also conveyed lingering suspicions about the s tms of 

disabled workers as victims. Given the large role amibuted to hurnan error in industrial 

accidents, were worken really innocent victirns of industrialization or did many bnng 

misfornine upon themselves through careless behaviour at work, in the same way that many 

poor met their ruin through drink or prostitution? The unduly harsh treatment of silicotics 

who contracted tuberculosis reflected this culture of blame, as the real problem was 

considered to be tuberculosis needlessly contracted outside of the worhplace, not the 

conditions endured whle at work.' Silicotics apparently shouid have done more to avoid 

contracting tuberculosis, as they knew they were vulnerable. The perceived need to keep 

disability pensions iower than working wages could also have reflected the continuing 

influence of employers? liability law, in wvhich workers were assumed to have entered into an 

This problem is not mentioned in any of the sources examined. but I contend that aicb assumptions were so 
ingraineci in the consciousness of poEcy d e r s  that they did not negd to be raised. 

Struthers, No Fauli ofTheir Chm, 6-7. 
' For an emple  of this outlook see above p. 46. 



employment contract filly cognizant of the dangers involved and willing to assume those 

risks-j 

Just as poverty was carefully defined to narrow its application only to the 

"desewing", so were silicosis and disability cwefully defined to limit who was eligible for 

worken' compensation. It has k e n  shown lhat restrictions ofien twk the fom of exposure 

and residency requirements, limits on the time available for filing a claim, and the evaluation 

of disability on the basis of eaming power rather than medical condition. The definition of 

cornpensable silicosis also changed from time to time and careful distinctions were made 

between occupational' and other .pes of disease. 

Like mmy other diseases, silicosis was as much a concept as a condition. While a 

disease is defined as much as possible by observed c haracteristics, a concept is defined only 

after negotiation by competing interests and ideologies. Silicosis was tint identifieci as a 

disease in Ontario in 192 1. However, providing insurance against the illness under the 

auspices of a bureaucratic institution such as the Worhen's Compensation Board required 

that silicosis be defined. The process of defining silicosis transformed it frorn a disease into 

a concept. Different classes and occupations defined silicosis differently, depending upon 

what their interests ~ e r e . ~  Miners seeking compensation wanted the definition to be as 

broad as possible, operators and government officiais hoping to rninimize compensation 

costs wanted the definition to be governed by time limits and a decreased ability to earn 

income, industrial hygienists and scientists wanted the definition to reflet their own 

scientific classifications. Silicosis was initially given a very narrow meaning but as  the 

strength of labour and medical knowledge increased over the study period, the definition was 

gadually broadened. 

The control of silicosis was similarly politicized by class conflict. Management 

assened its right to implement whatever preventive measures it deemed worthwhile, 

' See Eric Tucker, Abninisterine Danger in the Workplace - The Law and Politics of Occupational Heahh and 
Safkty Regdation in Ontario. 1850- 19 14 (Toronto: University of Toronto Press. 1990). 4 1-5. 
6 For a discussion of the same phenornenom in the United States. see Geraid Markowitz and David Rosner, "The 
musion of hledical Certainty: Silicosis and the Politics of Industrial Disability, 1930- 1960," in Framing - Disease - 
Studies in Cultural Histoq, eû. Charles E. Rosenberg and Janet Golden (New Brunswick, New Jersey: Rutsers 
University Press. 1 992). 1 86-205. 



unhndered by worker or government interference. This was satisfactory to the various 

Liberal and Conservative administrations which govemed Ontario, as they were supportive 

of a laissez-faire business environment. Mine employees, in contrast, felt they should have a 

say in matters of importance to their health. As the conflict between management and labour 

for control of the workplace intensified over time, silicosis prevention becarne linked to the 

larger stage of indumial relations. The government used gentle persuasion to encourage 

compromise by appointing a variety of wmrnittees to investigate conditions in the mines and 

rnake recommendatiom to improve conditions. Each side acted on recommendations which 

suited them and ignored the rest. The result was a failure to deal effectively with the 

presence of silica dust in the hardrock mines of Ontario until over fi@ yean had passed 

since silicosis first becarne a recognizable presence in the environment of the mines. The 

failure of the voluntary approach to health and safety pemitted the dust demon to dance 

across the stage of class relations long afier the curtain should have been lowered on its 

consequences, \Mth its victims compensated for their lost lives and extended suffering. 



Y ear 

1926 
1927 
1928 
1929 
1930 
193 1 
1932 
1923 
1934 
1935 
1936 
1937 
1928 
1939 
1940 
1941 
1 942 
1943 
I 944 
1945 
1946 
1937 
1 938 
1949 
1950 
1951 
1952 
1953 
1954 
1955 
1956 
1957 
1958 
Total 
Average 

Appendix 1 - Ontario Silicosis Statistics 

Table 5 - Statistics on Cornpensable Cases of Silicosis in Ontario, 1926-1 958 

N& Cases of - Average Age at Average Dust Average Dust 
E'rposure Outside 
Ont. 

(Y-) 
1.4 
1.9 
1.7 
0.9 
3 I 
1.3 
1.3 
O. 8 
O. 5 
2.0 
0.6 
1.5 
3.1 
3.6 
2.7 
1.8 
2.6 
2.7 
1.8 
1.4 
1.2 
1.7 
O. 7 
1.5 
1.5 
1.2 
0.2 
O -9 
1.1 
O. 7 
2.6 
1.3 
2.1 

--. - 

Died by I958* 
(C) 

Source: Ontario Mining Association statistics compiled in Paterson, Bulletin 173,33. 
*It is unclear why certain years have more rniners who have died than were diagnosed with 
silicosis. 
**This figure includes 63 deaths of cases diagnosed prior to 1926 not included in the table. 
***ExcIuding 1926. 



Table 6 - Statistics on Cornpensable Silicosis in Ontario, 1959-1 974 

Year 

1959 
1960 
1961 
1962 
1963 
1964 
1965 
1966 
1967 
1968 
1969 
1970 
1971 
1972 
1973 
1974 
Totai 
Average* 

New Cases of 
Silicosis 

. -  . - - 
Average age at 
Diagnosis 
(Y-> 

- -  - 
Average Dust 
Exposure in 
Ont. 

(Years ) 
20.1 
18.2 
20.9 
21.5 
23.6 
22.5 
23.5 
19.5 
25.0 
22.8 
23.5 
20.8 
23.4 
15.8 
d a  
n/a 

Average Dust 
Exposure 
Outside Ont. 
(Y=) 

1.8 
1.1 
2.1 
2.7 
1.3 
0.5 
1.3 
1.8 
1.9 
1.1 
1.9 
1.9 
0.9 
2.4 
nia 
m a  

Source: Ontario Mining Association statistics compiled in Paterson, Bulletin 173,34: 
MAPAO, "41th Annuai Report, May 1975," 1 8, A 0  F 1 X?-2-û4, OMA Papen, Royal 
Commission on the Health and Safety of Miners. 
*Averages do not include data from 1973 and 1971. 



Year 

Table 7 - Deaths of Silicotic Miners in Ontario, 1926-1 972 
- - 

Deaths in Average Age Average Dust Àverage &t 
Y ear 

8 
1 I 
12 
11 
11 
19 
16 
11 
73 
c- 

31 
14 
26 
13 
28 
28 
77 -- 
25 
21 
39 
35 
24 
38 
39 
37 
75 
44 
30 
27 
34 
30 
48 
45 
32 
38 
27 
40 
32 
36 
36 

at Death Exposure in Exposure 
Average T h e  
fiom Silicosis 
to kath 

( Y e W  
3.0 
2.1 
2.9 
2.1 
3.5 
4.1 
5 3 
4.6 
6.0 
6.6 
6.5 
7.2 
7.6 
6.7 
8.7 
4.7 
8.3 
8.2 
9.1 
10.8 
9.9 
12.1 
11.0 
11.1 
8.4 
11.3 
10.3 
12.0 
13.0 
13.5 
12.8 
12.0 
13.3 
15.0 
17.2 
15.5 
17.3 
15.3 
18.3 



TotaI 1303 -- - . . - -  
-. - - -. - - - - - - *  

source: ~ ~ & r i o   ini in^ ~ssocktion statistics cornpiled in Paterson, Bulletin 1 73,354 
*Sudden increase likely reflects fact that statistics for 1959 and later were compiled in 1973, 
while those earlier than 1959 were compiled in 1959. This meant more long-lived silicotics 
were included afler 1958. 

Table 8 - New Early-Stage Silicosis Cases by P e n d  ( 1956 data) 
- - 

Period R of Cases Mean Age Mean Dust 
( Years ) Exposure Time 

(Months 
1927-29 7* 4 156 
1930-33 183 43 189 
1935-39 192 4 198 
1 9 4 0 4  196 47 213 
194549 132 5 1 249 
1950-54 54 54 237 

*Most cases compensated in these years involved advanced silicosis. 
Source: "Silicosis Medical Statistics, Ontario Mines - 1 927 to 1954," [ 1 9561, A 0  RG 13-10- 
0-99' Department of Mines, Mines Inspection Branch - Reports, Papen, and Proceedinçs. 



Table 9 - New Early-Stage Silicosis Cases 
by Year of First Exposure to Mine Dun ( 19% data) 

- .  . .. _- - _ A _  -_ - _ _-.--_. - __ - *___ _ --. _ _ _ _  - -_ .- _ _.- - - _ -__ .-. .----._ A . .  ---_ - - -- - . -  - 
Period of First Exposure to ff of Cases Mean Dust 

Dust in Ontario Exposure Time 
(months ) 

Before 19 1 O 45 323 
1910-19 22 1 245 
1920-29 420 195 
1930-39 66 137 
194049 5 163 
1950-54 ---- -. - .. .. ---- * --- -- . -.. . .-- - 2 88 

.- -. - - - . - - --- - - - --- - -  . -  - .- . - ---.. - A---- 

Source: "Silicosis Medical Statistics, Ontario Mines - 1927 to 1954," [1956], A 0  RG13-20- 
0-99, Department of Mines, Mines Inspection Branch - Reports, Papen, and Proceedings 

Table 10 - Silicosis Cases by Year of First Exposure and Year Compensated ( 1974 data) 
- -  . - - - .  . - - .  - - -  * - - - -  

~ e a r  of First Dust Exposure Year ~orn&nsated: Totd 
Before 1970 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 

Before 1930 1510 20 1 1  5 8 4 
1930-34 57 6 - 7 6 - 3 - 7 

1935-39 29 - 4 1 3 7 
194044 10 4 1 1 3 1 
194549 27 L- 3 3 8 7 7 
1950-54 12 1 - 7 4 8 6 
1955-59 9 - 1 6 10 IO 
1 960-64 1 - - - - 

. - .  To ta! . . . . -. . 1645 33 24 31 41 37 
.-..- . 

Source: MAPAO, "44th h u a 1  R&& May 1975,'' 18, A 0  FI 352-2-6-4, OMA Papen, 
Royal Commission on the Health and Safety of Minen. 
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